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“Business

 

deserves
 consumer confidence”

This past year, American consumers

 

made 3,296,293 calls to 126 Better Busi
ness Bureaus across the country.

For every one complaint there were

 
nine inquiries —people who simply

 wanted to check on the reputation or
 reliability of a company, or find out

 about some business practice.
Compare that to 30 years ago, when

 
the opposite was true: most people

 called the Bureaus to complain.
Besides, Bureau records show that

 
not all consumer complaints are serious

 or justified. Frequently even serious
 complaints are the result of a company’s

 unintentional mistake.
In the vast majority of cases, whether

 
the mistake was intended or not, the

 Bureaus obtain voluntary corrections.
Despite these favorable signs, busi


ness today faces a crucial need to do a

 still better job of self-regulation of ad
vertising and selling, and to do more
 to inform both government and the pub

lic concerning business progress in serv
ing customers in the public interest.

Hence the Better Business Bureaus,

 
drawing on their unique 54-year expe

rience, have launched an expanded ac
tion program. It features these develop

ments:
1.

 

Expanded Service By Individual  
Bureaus. In city after city BBBs are

 broadening the geographic areas they
 serve, adding more telephone lines, in
stalling automated filing and reporting
 systems —so they can give more con



sumers better and faster service.
Increasingly, individual Bureaus are

 

called upon to testify before state legis
latures.

In some cities, Bureaus are setting up

 
Consumer Affairs Councils to provide

 local forums for discussion of consumer
 problems.

And each year new Bureau offices

 
are opened.

All this costs money; but it demon


strates the spirit of a great business

 community which understands that it
 can survive only if it enjoys the confi

dence of its customers, and which will
 go beyond any possible law in protect

ing this relationship.
2.

 

BBBs’ Research and Education  
Foundation. Activated under the di

rection of a distinguished Board of
 Trustees, this foundation will conduct
 urgently-needed studies to shed the light

 of objective fact on issues of concern to
 consumers. Under its aegis the BBB

 will initiate new programs to protect
 both the consumer and the enterprise

 system.
3.

 

Office of  National Affairs. This of 
fice has been opened in Washington. It

 will use the goldmine of information
 gathered by Better Business Bureaus
 across the nation, providing federal offi

cials — for the first time on a systematic,
 continuing basis —with reliable data

 based on more than three million con
sumer contacts per year.

It will also offer facts on how business

 

regulates its marketplace activities in

 

the public interest, and report back to
 business on government activities and

 plans affecting business-government re
lations in the consumer area.

4.

 

Stepped-Up Mass Communication.  
This program will express industry’s

 concern for the consumer, explain in
dustry’s self-regulation efforts, upgrade

 consumer buying skills, and increase
 public understanding of the enterprise
 system.

How can you as a businessman co


operate with this expansion program?

Bear this in mind: the heart of the

 
BBB complex remains the individual

 Better Business Bureau.
It works to improve the business cli


mate, to safeguard your community’s

 buying power and maintain a market
 environment in which your business can

 operate profitably.
And it supplies data now being re


layed to both federal and state govern

ments to show why business deserves
 consumer confidence.

Write or call the manager of your

 
nearest BBB. Tell him your reaction to

 the Bureaus’ expanded action program.
 See how you can help

 to make it succeed.
 Association of Better

 Business Bureaus In
ternational, Chrysler

 Building, New York,
 New York 10017.

 
BBB
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Moore New Ideas
for 

Business

The requisition that

 

buys things
It gets very expensive sometimes converting  

limited-value requisitions into comprehensive
 purchase 

orders
 on your regular forms. How  about  

a requisition that can double as a purchase order?
Not only saves clerical time, but avoids

 
transcription errors. You eliminate the cost of

 conversion and get the requisition filled quicker.
 Moore can show you how.

Slash EOM billing load When you’re too small 

for

 a bookkeeping  
machine or computerized cycle billing, there's a

 Moore accounts receivable system that keeps
accounts current 

and

 ready for billing at any time.
Statements are all ready to mail. No envelopes to

 address. Customer can’t get wrong statement, and
 it's easy for him to verify 

his
 account.

Posting is easy for you.
Avoiding

 

bill of lading
 hangups

When there’s no way to calculate freight
 

allowances without a lot of correspondence,
 somebody has to wait for 

his
 money. Moore has a way  

to get exact information on the bill of lading
so there's instant verification. No need for
correspondence. No waiting for payment. Carrier

 

is satisfied. So is customer.
Speed collections At the computer and at the customer's end.
two ways Moore 

has

 designs for invoices that can be printed  
two 

and
 three-wide by your high-speed printer.  

This gets the bills out faster. Design includes
 self-addressed, postage-paid envelopes for

 remittance. This gets the money back faster.
No business Paperwork based on yesterday's needs might not
stands still be providing the control you need right now.

Moore 

has

 more than 2400 specialists keeping track  
of the day-to-day changes that go on in businesses,

 
and

 how alert management stays on top of them.
These are the kinds of ideas Moore can share with

 you. One Moore idea may be what you need.

  
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS, INC.
Over 500 offices and plants, 2407 salesmen in North America
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LETTERS

Improvement
The article on the freight pay



ment plans (“Freight Payment:
 Cheaper by the Bank” by Sidney

 W. Hall, March-April ’68, p. 45)
 omitted a recent improvement:

The Cass Bank and Trust, St.

 
Louis 63106, pays all (not just

 those 
of

 members of the plan)  
freight bills submitted by carriers

 who have been instructed to send
 bills to them. We find it eliminates

 about 50 per cent more checks than
 the conventional plan we used pre
viously.

B. P. Haynes, Controller

 
Berg Electronics, Inc.

 New Cumberland, Pennsylvania

Apology
Dr. Edward J. Mock and I re



cently published an article (“Deci
sion Models for the Acquisition 

of Treasury Stock”) in the March-
 April, 1968, issue of Management

 Services (p. 49).
I inadvertently omitted a foot


note reference to the outstanding

 article by Charles Ellis, “Repur
chase Stock to Revitalize Equity,”

 which appeared in the July-August,
 1965, issue of The Harvard Business

 Review. The omitted reference ap


peared in the last three sentences

 

of the article.
I deeply regret the oversight . . .

 
The reference was omitted in typ

ing the second draft, and [the omis
sion] was never discovered in the

 proofing and preparation of the
 final draft.

Donald Hart Shuckett

 
Whittaker Corporation

 Los Angeles, California

Puzzled
The article, “The Use of Simula



tion to Solve a Queueing Problem”
 by Richard M. Story (January-

 February ’68, p. 58), has left the
 data processing students here at

 Eau Claire Vocational, Technical
 and Adult School somewhat puz

zled. A report was given in our
 data processing applications 

class, and in the discussion that followed
 questions were raised concerning

 the example of simulation given in
 the article.

In the example the operator wait


ing time was reduced by 378

 minutes (389 minutes with one in
spector minus 11 minutes with two
 inspectors). This time could be
 used for increased production,

 greater efficiency, and better qual
ity. Was this taken into considera

tion when determining the cost of
 the added inspector?

The second question pertains to

 
the cost of labor. What exactly was

 included in the example? Both
 overhead and direct costs?

B
renda Steinke

Vocational, Technical and
Adult School

 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin

Clarification
[The] first question asks whether

 

the increased production, greater
 efficiency, and better quality result

ing from the reduced operator wait
ing time was taken into considera

tion when determining the cost of
 the added inspector. This certainly

 shows that the students studied the
 article with great care.

In answer, may I say, first, that

 
greater efficiency and better quality

 are not a function of operator work
ing time but rather of operator

 training and motivation, methods
 analysis, machine capabilities, su

pervision, and other factors. As to
 increased production, this may well

 be, under certain conditions, quite
 germane to the problem.

If the manufacturing situation

 
were continuous rather than inter

mittent, then the cost of lost pro
duction could well over-ride the

 additional expense of an added
 inspector. However, the situation
 portrayed involves intermittent
 manufacture to stock, which pre
sumes the operator has completed

 his production quota for the work
 

in
 question before having the lot  

inspected. Consequently, no pro
duction loss ensues. There is, how
ever, a delay in starting his next

 job, and this results in a cost equal
 to his pay for the time he spends

 waiting. Since the next 
job

 is pre 
sumably also manufacture to stock,

 no cost is attributable to a delay
 in completion of the lot.

In answer to [the] second ques


tion, only direct costs of labor were

 considered, since it was assumed
 that no actual change in overhead

 
2 Management 

Services
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occurred in the situation described.

 

Had an actual change in overhead
 costs been involved in the selection

 of an alternative, they would have
 to be taken into account.

Richard M. Story

 
The School

 of Business Administration
 The University of Connecticut

 Storrs, Connecticut

Dangers
 of simplification

As an example of how queueing
 theory can be applied to everyday

 problems without reference to the
 Greek alphabet or high-powered

 mathematics, Richard M. Story’s
 article (“The Use of Simulation to

 Solve a Queueing Problem,” M/S,
 January-February ’68, p. 58) was

 excellent. However, he raised a few
 questions and illustrated some of

 the dangers characteristic of a sim
plified approach.

An admittedly short study period

 
of ninety minutes was used. This

 would be sufficient for illustrating
 the point if the rules were carefully
 followed. However, in the first

 simulation (Table 2, p. 60), the
 last operator arrived at 9:18 

a.m., twelve minutes before the end of
 the study period. Figures 1 and 3

 (p. 59) show that the longest pos
sible time between arrivals is nine
 minutes. Therefore, the effect of at

 least one additional operator was
 not included in the analysis.

As the author stated, more than

 
two iterations would normally be

 made before a decision would be
 reached. If at least fifty iterations

 were conducted for each situation,
 as he suggested, it would probably

 

not matter that they were all differ



ent. However, in the case under
 discussion, one set of simulated

 data was used for the one-inspector
 situation while another set was
 used for the two-inspector situation.
 The very least that should have

 been done, in the absence of many
 iterations, would be to use the same
 set of simulated arrivals and service
 times for both situations. This can
 be shown by the fact that if only

 Simulation Number 2 had been
 used, the opposite conclusion would

 have resulted, using the author’s
 decision criterion.

Perhaps most crucial of all was

 
the decision criterion employed to

 justify the one-inspector system.
 The cost of the operators’ waiting

 time with only one inspector, ex
pressed in terms of wages only,
 was measured against the wage

 cost for an additional inspector plus
 any operator waiting time with two
 inspectors. This effectively mini

mized indirect labor cost, but it
 certainly did not optimize the firm’s
 earnings. The cost of operator idle

ness must also include, in addition
 to the operators’ wages, the loss of
 company earnings suffered 

as
 a  

result 
of

 the idleness. (The com 
pany’s cost accountants, its CPA

 firm, or a work sampling study can
 quickly determine the earnings per
 direct labor hour.) Depending on
 the industry, an equally important

 factor could be the cost of idle
 machines while operators are wait

ing. The revenue produced, or the
 earnings, per machine hour may be
 the most relevant factor of all. If
 these (and other) factors were con



sidered in the example, rather than

 

suboptimizing by considering only
 payroll costs, I suspect the decision
 might have gone the other way, to

 two inspectors.
Martin K. Magid

 
Management Services Department

 Rutten, Welling & Company
 Detroit, Michigan

Means of presentation
[Mr. Magid’s] two initial state



ments have merely to do with my
 means of presenting a noncompli

cated explanation of the subject.
 His own statements are prefaced
 with a referral to the article’s rec

ognition of the necessity of more
 extensive study and analysis . . .

 My . . . reply to Miss Steinke’s
 letter answers his remaining state

ments.
Richard M. Story

Correction
We very much appreciated the

 

references to our publication, EDP
 Analyzer, in the March-April issue
 of Management Services. (See
 “New Generation EDP Control

 Considerations” by Robert F. Mo
loney, footnote 2, p. 18, and foot
note 4, p. 19.)

Rut the references to our com


pany name were incorrect, and I

 thought I should call this to your
 attention. It was listed as “Coming

 Publications, Inc.” in Mr. Moloney’s
 article.

The article was a good one. Keep

 
up the good work.

Richard G. Canning, Publisher

 
Canning Publications, Inc.

Vista, California
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James D. Wilkinson • Profit Performance Concepts and the Product Manager

...................

 p.  17
The new-style product manager functions like the

 head of a small business operating under the cor
porate umbrella. He must be able to evaluate the

 profit performance of every product assigned to him
 

against specific objectives. This article discusses the

 

principal performance measures that are used on the
 corporate level and how they can be applied to the
 product manager’s responsibilities.

Richard M. Burton and H. Peter Holzer • To Buy or to Make?

...............................................

 p.  26
Make or buy analysis is a complex problem typically

 involving many variables. These authors believe that
 the use of linear programing has many advantages

 over the traditional cost accounting approach to make
 

or buy studies. In this article they seek to demonstrate

 

those advantages by applying both techniques to a
 sample problem involving two products and two pro

duction facilities.

R. L. Mathews • A Computer Programming Approach to the Design of Accounting Systems p. 32
Effective utilization of the computer in accounting,

 

according to this author, not only requires careful
 analysis and design of business systems but even may

 require redesign of the accounting system itself. He
 

suggests substitution of a ledger in matrix form for

 

the traditional double-entry format and demonstrates
 how this was done in an experiment with a large-
 scale computer.

A publication of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Opinions expressed in Management

 

Services are those of the editors or contributors, and may differ from policies of the AICPA and its committees.

Management Services, July-August, 1968. Published

 

bimonthly, Vol 5, No. 4. Subscription rates: $10.00
 a year, $1.75 

a
 copy. Publication, editorial and business  

office: 666 Fifth Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10019. Second-
 

class postage paid at New York, N.Y. and Springfield,

 

Mass. Change of address notices and orders for sub
scriptions are to be sent to 666 Fifth Ave., New York,
 N.Y. 10019. Subscribers ordering an address change

 

must give four weeks’ notice and both old and new ad



dress, including ZIP code number. Copyright, 1968,
 by the American Institute of Certified Public Ac
countants, Inc. Member Audit Bureau of Circulations.
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Sherman Tingey and Van R. Vibber • Creativity
Creativity is a popular topic in management as well

 
as

 among young people. This article is an attempt to  
answer such questions as these: What is creativity?

 What are the characteristics of creative individuals?

in Management

..........................................

 p. 44
Is there a need for creativity in business? Can man

agement foster creativity? It also offers some guide
posts for management’s use in increasing creativity

 in the organization.

Staff Report • AICPA Holds Third Computer Conference

The American Institute recently held its conference

 

for computer users in Kansas City, Mo. Notable this
 year were the registration — the largest on record

 
—

p. 49
the sophistication of the audience in terms of com



puter experience, and the wide range of firms repre
sented, from the largest to the smallest.

DEPARTMENTS
People, events, techniques 

..........................................................................................................

 p.  7
What people are writing about

.................................................................................................
 p.  55

Current books and magazine articles on subjects of interest to management and management consultants.
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Buy Bonds

 

where you work.

They do.

Why

 

do our servicemen buy U.S. Savings Bonds?  
Their reasons are the same as yours and mine:

 saving for the future, supporting freedom. And
 because they’re fighting for freedom, too, maybe

 servicemen see the need more clearly than many
 of us. Buy Bonds. In more than one way, it

 makes
 

you feel good.

New Freedom Shares
Now, when you join the Payroll Savings Plan or

 

the Bond-a-Month Plan, you are eligible to pur
chase the new type U.S. Savings Notes — Free


dom Shares — as a bonus opportunity. Freedom

 

Shares pay 4.74% when held to maturity of just
 four-and-a-half years (redeemable after one
 year), are available on a one-for-one basis with

 Savings Bonds. Get the facts where you work
 or bank.

Join up. America needs your help.

U.S. Savings Bonds,

 

new Freedom Shares

The U.S. Government does not pay for this advertisement. It is presented as a public service in cooperation with the Treasury

 

Department and The Advertising Council.

Management Services
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people, events, techniques

Computer Manufacturers, Associations Attack Common Carriers’

 

Role as ‘Information Utilities’ in FCC Investigation

The battle lines are now drawn

 

in the Federal Communications
 Commission’s investigation of data
 processing communications, and the
 next step is up to the FCC. Its
 action, not expected this year, is

 likely to have a major effect on the
 evolution of the so-called “informa

tion utility.”
The issue, brought to a head by

 
the growth of time sharing com

puter services, is who should pro
vide remote data processing service
 and under what regulation. The
 antagonists are the data processing
 industry and the communications
 utilities.

Some 60 organizations have filed

 
responses to the Commission’s re

quest for opinions in its inquiry into
 the “regulatory and policy prob

lems presented by the interdepen
dence of computer and communi

cation services and facilities.” (See
 news story M/S March-April ’67,
 p. 12.) They include computer

 manufacturers (IBM, Univac, GE,
 Control Data), associations (the
 Business Equipment Manufacturers
 

Association, the Association of Data

 

Processing Service Organizations,
 the Association for Computing Ma

chinery), computer user groups,
 and the United States Department

 of Justice, as well as the communi
cations common carriers, Western

 Union and American Telephone &
 Telegraph Company.

Switching is 'communications’

In its statement Western Union

 

asserted that message and circuit
 switching, message concentration,

 and circuit interconnection are his
torically communications functions,

 not data processing, and should be
 performed by the communications
 utilities. If a data processing com

pany performed such functions for
 the public, Western Union argued,

 it would thereby become a com
munications common carrier sub
ject to regulation by the FCC.

The data processing groups, of

 
course, disagreed. Said BEMA,

 “Message switching, when per
formed incident to the prime busi


ness purpose of a data and informa



tion service, should not be regu
lated . . . The FCC has no power
 now, and should be given no

 power, to regulate any portion of
 the data processing industry.”

In addition, the data processors

 
attacked the carriers on several

 counts. Their equipment is often
 inadequate and incompatible with
 specific data processing equipment,

 BEMA argued; therefore, the car
riers’ “prohibitions against foreign
 attachment and interconnection of

 non-carrier devices and systems are
 restrictive and should be reduced.”

 “Common communications car
riers and organizations affiliated

 with them,” ADAPSO recom
mended, “should not be permitted

 to market data processing and other
 electronic information services com
mercially unless they first affirma

tively demonstrate to the Federal
 Communications Commission that

 their prices and terms of sale will
 not have the effect of injuring com

petition.” AT&T has said it does not
 plan to enter the data communica
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tions services field. Western Union,

 

on the other hand, has frequently
 announced its intention of becom

ing an information utility (See
 news story immediately following)

 and is currently in the process of
 merging with a data processing or

ganization, Computer Sciences Cor
poration.

BEMA went even further, de


claring, “It may be

 
necessary to pro 

hibit competition from carriers in
 providing of data and information

 services or require them to compete
 through completely separate sub

sidiaries.”

Carriers may be excluded

The Justice Department sided

 

with the data processing groups on
 all counts. “It is our opinion

 
that re 

mote access data processing’ is not
 common carrier communications ...
 The whole question of carrier inte

gration into the remote access data
 processing field . . . might ulti

mately require legislation . . . There
 is a strong case for excluding the

 carriers ... so long as they continue
 to use their privileged position to

 impose tariffs restricting competi
tion in that field.”

FCC is enlisting outside experts

 
to make recommendations on these

 issues. Their reports should be in
 some time next year.

Western Union ‘Data
Utility’ Loses Law
Suit to Law Research

Western Union’s plan to create

 

an “information utility” by combin
ing 

its
 nationwide teleprinter net 

work with computer centers in vari
ous cities has run into a snag. A

 New York State Supreme Court
 justice has found Western Union
 guilty of breach of contract in deal
ing with the first customer for the

 service.
Two years ago Western Union

 
unveiled plans for an information

 system under which an abstracting
 service would turn its material over
 

to WU for computer storage, and a

 

subscriber to both the service and
 the Telex network could obtain ab
stracts he wanted simply by query

ing the nearest Western Union com
puter center. (See news story M/S
 May-June ’66, p. 5.)

Law Research Service, Inc.,

 
signed up for a jointly operated

 legal citation service in March,
 1966. By the summer of 1967, the

 organization charged in its subse
quent law suit, Western Union had

 extended the service to only seven
 states, compared to the thirty-seven

 it had promised. Furthermore, Law
 Research complained, Western

 Union had failed to put into 
its computers many of the case cita

tions compiled.
Western Union blamed the de


lays in loading the computer partly

 on the “ineptitude” of Law Re
search. The judge, however, found

 WU’s “breaches of its obligations”
 responsible for Law Research’s fail

ure to get the number of customers
 up to the level Law Research had

 “agreed to generate
 

in the contract.”

Computer Sciences Plans

 

Nationwide System of
Time Sharing Centers

A $50-million nationwide system

 

of twenty time sharing computer
 centers will be established over the

 next three years by Computer Sci
ences Corporation. CSC already
 operates a computer network in the
 Northwest and Canada (see news

 story M/S May-June ’68, p. 7) and
 a remote data processing service for
 financial institutions in the South

 (see news story M/S March-April
 ’68, p. 12).

CSC expects to open its first re


gional computer center in the last

 quarter of 1968 and others subse
quently at the rate of one a month.
 When the system is operational, a

 client will be able to communicate
 with his nearest regional computer

 center via a terminal console.
The first clients for the system,

CSC hopes, will be credit bureaus

 

and collection service offices affili
ated with the Associated Credit Bu

reaus of America, Inc. ACB of A
 has developed a computer package

 that is available to all members and
 will be utilized by the new CSC

 system. Member bureaus, however,
 must negotiate their own contracts

 with CSC.

ITT entering field
Meanwhile, International Tele



phone and Telegraph Corporation
 is also getting into the time sharing

 business. It will offer computer
 users throughout the country the

 opportunity to “converse” with
 third generation computers. The
 time sharing system, called the Re
active Terminal Service, is now
 operating in the Greater New York

 area and will be available nation
wide within the next eighteen

 months, according to ITT.
And National Cash Register

 
Company is planning a $3-million

 expansion to double the size of its
 on line data processing network for
 savings banks and savings and loan

 associations over the next six
 months. The service, now available
 in New York, Boston, Chicago, Los

 Angeles, and Pittsburgh, will be ex
tended to NCR data centers in San
 Francisco, Baltimore, Dayton, and

 Montreal and to a new data center
 to be opened in Atlanta.

Software Company Gets

First Computer
Program Patent

Applied Data Research, Inc., has

 

been granted a patent for a com
puter program, a sorting system in

vented by Martin A. Goetz, an
 ADR vice president.

This is the first time, according to

 
ADR, that the United States Pa

tent Office has granted patent pro
tection to an item of computer soft
ware. John F. Banzhaf III, a Co
lumbia Law School student, suc-
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You’re in his books already; that’s pretty close 

to

 the heart. As a  
consultant and advisor, you’re probably a lot closer.

Now offer him total management information — all the speed and capability

 

of the 
most

 sophisticated hardware/software combination practical today.
Offer him 

not
 only completely automated accounting, but also control, summary,  

analysis, forecasting, planning, simulation, data management.

Offer him what it takes to function efficiently at the tactical and

 

strategic 
heart

 of the operation — and you’re in.

In... With as little hardware investment as an optical font adding

 machine for single-source input in your office. With Factsystem training
 which will permit you to implement the system using input devices or a

 fully-capable computer in the client’s office. With modular system structure and
 

extensive
 options which permit individual application for virtually any  

commercial client without reprogramming.

Your
 return? A significantly improved fee structure, greater service potential,  

solidified client relations, time saved, and much more. Let us give you details.
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the way 
to a 

clients 
heart
Factsystem

Factsys
te

m
Programmed for Informed Management
612 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611, Area Code 312 944-2530
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ceeded in copyrighting a computer

 

program (see news story M/S May-
 June ’64, p. 9).

The availability of “patent pro


tection should provide an incentive

 for other software companies to in
vest in the development of software

 packages and should encourage im
portant improvements in other sys
tems,” Richard C. Jones, ADR pres

ident, said.
Mr. Jones, whose 

firm

 develops  
and markets proprietary computer

 programs, is a strong advocate of
 separate pricing for hardware and

 software in the computer industry.
 “When we purchased our 360/40,”

 he told the Spring Joint Computer
 Conference recently, “we inquired

 as to the price without software
 and were told it was the same. I

 wonder—does that mean that their
 software isn’t worth anything or

 that the price is loaded with things
 we don’t want?”

In addition to representing a pos


sible restraint of trade (as a tie-in

 sale), current computer manufac
turer pricing practices penalize the
 user in these ways, according to
 Mr. Jones:

Equipment prices include the

 
cost 

of
 highly specialized packages  

that are applicable to very few
 users. Since manufacturers sell
 equipment primarily, software that

 reduces equipment requirements is
 not in the manufacturers’ interest.
 The present approach encourages

 development of overelaborate, diffi
cult-to-use systems software that

 produces excessive personnel costs
 for the user. There is no incentive
 to make software more efficient or

 to improve 
its

 maintenance.
A competitive software market,

 Mr. Jones told the conference,
 would greatly widen the user’s

 choices and compel the manufac
turers to produce better software.

Could aid programer lack

More use of proprietary software

 

also would solve the alleged short
age of computer programers, Lester

 L. Kilpatrick, president of Califor
nia Computer Products, Inc., said
 in a recent speech before the New

 

York Society of Security Analysts.

 

“It has been estimated.” Mr. Kilpat
rick said, “that the [data process

ing] industry needs from 50,000 to
 100,000 more programers to keep

 pace with the advance of computer
 capability. There is, in fact, no
 shortage of programing talent, only

 a wasteful duplication of effort.
 Too often the computer user is

 solving the same programing prob
lem 

as
 the next fellow down the  

street. ...” When a true competitive
 software market develops, there

 will be no programer shortage.”

NCR Introduces
Central Information
File for Banks

Another step on the road to the

 

checkless society—the development
 of automated central information

 files for banks—will become a re
ality soon.

The National Cash Register

 
Company is working with a pilot

 group of five commercial banks in
 pioneering the concept, which pro

vides a detailed and quickly access
ible record of a bank’s entire rela

tionship with each of its customers.
 Each customer is assigned a single

 account number, which is applied
 to all his transactions with the

 bank.
The bank can then query its

 
computer system and quickly re

ceive a complete report of a cus
tomer’s status. This should greatly

 speed up credit checks and also
 should enable the customer to re

ceive a single combined statement
 from the bank on all his transac-

 •tions. For the bank, an automated
 CIF would have the advantage of
 permitting both a total marketing

 and a total analytical approach to
 the customer.

For its new Century Series 
of computers NCR already had devel

oped a program for single-number
 account control. The bank

 
may pick  

any number it wants; for example,
 the social security number, as re
commended by the American

 

Bankers Association (see M/S

 

May-June ’68, p. 9); the existing
 checking account number; or some

 other.
The banks participating in the

 
pilot program are The First Na

tional Bank of Lake Forest, Illinois;
 The Capital National Bank 

of Houston, Texas; the Union National
 Bank of Manhattan, Kansas; The

 Bank of Sussex County, New Jer
sey; and the Citizens - Baughman

 National Bank of Sidney, Ohio. The
 first of their systems is expected
 to begin operating this year.

Computer Sciences offers plan

For the great mass of banks still

 

operating in the traditional way,
 Computer Sciences Corporation has

 introduced what it 
says

 is the first  
package computer system for com

mercial loan accounting.
Commercial loans, which account

 
for about 70 per cent of the average

 bank’s income, are automated in
 less than three per cent of banks,

 according to CSC. One reason is
 the complexity of the program re

quired. CSC’s program, written in
 COBOL, 

sells
 for $30,000.

RCA Offers Systems
Aid in Attacking
Social Problems

Radio Corporation of America

 

has formed a service group to apply
 systems engineering concepts to

 large-scale social, economic, and
 technological problems.

Systems engineering, which has

 
been highly effective in many fields

 of technology, has “potential value
 in helping to define and solve some
 aspects of equally complex social

 and economic problems,” according
 to Thomas G. Paterson, manager of

 the new RCA Systems Develop
ment Organization. Using recently

 developed information technology,
 it will provide a wide range of

 services relating to public admini
stration, health, education, and

 public safety.
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IBM Will Give ‘Support Services’ to All Users of Its

 

Products Regardless of Where They Obtained Them

IBM has given a boost to the

 

booming computer leasing business
 with its announcement that it will

 provide free training and other
 “support” services to all users of 
its equipment, no matter how they got

 it. Previously it had limited this
 service to so-called original users.

Leasing has become popular in

 
the last couple of years as an addi

tion to the standard alternatives 
of buying computers outright and

 renting them from the manufac
turers. Leasing companies buy the

 equipment, usually from IBM, and
 then lease it to the user. The ad
vantages to the user, in addition to

 the tax savings that may or may not
 accrue from any equipment leasing
 deal, include a discount of about

 10 per cent from manufacturers’

 rentals — made possible by the leas
ing companies’ belief that the oper
ating life of a modem computer is

 

substantially longer than the pay



off period adopted by the manu
facturers.

There has, however, been one

 
catch. Under the consent decree

 that terminated from a Justice De
partment antitrust action in 1956,
 IBM was required to sell mainten

ance repair services to all owners
 of IBM equipment. However, it

 was not required to provide sup
port services to any but the original

 buyer. As a result, IBM had com
mitted itself to give these services
 only to the first lessor

 
from a leasing  

company. The user who leased a
 machine returned to the leasing

 company by a first lessor would
 presumably be left on his own.

The leasing business isn’t old

 
enough for the problem to have

 become acute 
as

 yet. However, in 

anticipation of the day when it
 would, some leasing companies

 

have been building up software

 
staf

fs of their own.
After consultation with members

 of a newly formed industry group,
 the Computer Lessors Association,

 one of the leasing companies, Data
 Processing Financial & General

 Corporation, was preparing to file
 an antitrust suit against IBM.

The free service IBM will now

 
supply was described as “prin

cipally customer education on IBM
 premises and programing systems
 maintenance.” Computer leasing
 executives said they had been told
 it would include training, aid in

 planning facilities, basic operating
 programs, and help in correcting

 program faults but not “systems
 engineering” (help in creating pro
grams for specific jobs). IBM con
siders systems engineering to be a

 marketing effort, the leasing execu
tives reported.

Is your Flant 
going Public ?

. . . Your valuable property may be

 

condemned for public use—public highway, urban
 renewal, public parks, easements.

What is the fair market value of your property?

 
Each Marshall and Stevens office has a full staff

 of professional valuation consultants to give you
 the answer.

Professional, objective appraisals have been our

 
business for 36 years. We appraise tangibles—land,

 buildings, equipment — and intangibles — patents,
 formulas, franchises, goodwill

 
— for condemnation,  

tax assessment, insurance, accounting, or refinanc
ing. Write or call for more information.

BOSTON
185 Devonshire Street

CHICAGO
120 S. Riverside Plaza

DALLAS
312 Stemmons Tower East

DETROIT
1204 Broderick Tower

LOS 
ANGELES

1645 Beverly Boulevard
MINNEAPOLIS

930 Plymouth Building

NEW YORK
25 Broadway

 

PHILADELPHIA
1420 Walnut Street

 
PORTLAND, ME.

53 Baxter Boulevard

 
ST. 

LOUIS 314 North Broadway
 SAN FRANCISCO

41 Sutter Street

MARSHALL AND STEVENS INCORPORATED / APPRAISALS
The national appraisers with fully-staffed local offices
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Management Consultants’ Salaries Still Rising;
They Are Now Second-highest-paid Group in U. S.

Salaries of management consul



tants have risen sharply in the last
 three years, the Association of Con

sulting Management Engineers’

 fourth triennial survey on compen
sation for professional staff in man

agement consulting firms indicates.
From 1964 to 1967, ACME esti


mates, the average annual salary of

 consultants in the sixty consulting
 firms surveyed went up 21.8 per

 cent, compared to 14.2 per cent
 during the period 1961-64. (See
 news story M/S November-Decem

ber ’64, p. 9.) These figures cover
 base salaries only because the

 bonus, profit sharing, and other
 extra compensation plans of the

 consulting firms reviewed were not
 considered similar enough to be
 comparable.

Staff majority above $13,000

More than half the consultants

 

in the firms surveyed were paid
 salaries of between $13,000 and
 $19,000 a year, compared to 45.3
 per cent earning such salaries three

 years ago. (Only the salaries 
of

 pro 
fessional staff who are employees

 of consulting firms were surveyed;
 partners, officers, directors, and

 owners were excluded.)
In 1964 more than 20 per cent 

of 
the consultants in the firms sur

veyed were being paid annual
 salaries 

of
 less than $11,000. In  

1967 fewer than half as many con
sultants (9.2 per cent) fell into

 that salary bracket. Over the three-
 year period the number of con

sultants in the $15,000 to $19,000
 salary range went up 26.9 per cent

 (from 26.4 per cent to 33.5 per
 cent), and the number paid more

 than $19,000 went up 85 per cent
 (from 13 per cent to nearly 25 per
 cent).

In more than 38 per cent of the

 
firms surveyed the 1967 median

 salary for consultants was in the
 $15,000 to $17,000 range; in a third

 of the firms it was in the $13,000 to
 $15,000 range. Nearly 20 per cent

1966
How Management Consultants Stack Up

Median Annual Salaries
Medical Doctors

 

$28,960
Management Consultants

 
15,000

Attorneys
 

14,750*
Economists

 
'  13,100

Chief Accountants
 

13,080*
Personnel Directors

 
  13,000

Physicists
 

12,500
Engineers

 
12,500

Chemists
 

12,000
Mathematicians

 
12,000

Biological Scientists
 

12,000
Meteorologists

 
11,700

Psychologists
 

11,500
Anthropologists

 
11,500

Earth Scientists
 

11,400
Sociologists

 
11,300

Agricultural Scientists
 

10,000
*Mean instead of median.

Distribution of Consultants by Base Yearly Salary Ranges
(Average

 

1958
per cent)

1961 1964 1967
Salary Range (23 firms) (25

 

firms) (34 firms) (60 firms)
Below $7,000 4.3 1.9 — —
$ 7,000-$ 8,999 19.0 8.8 4.6 2.5
$ 9,000 - $10,999 39.4 25.1 15.6 6.7
$11,000 - $12,999 18.0 23.3 21.5 15.5
$13,000 - $14,999 10.8 15.8 18.9 17.0
$15,000 - $16,999 5.2 9.8 14.9 21.2
$17,000 - $18,999 1.6 6.5 11.5 12.3
$19,000 - $20,999 0.4 4.3 4.9 8.5
$21,000 - $22,999 0.7 1.5 3.5 6.0
$23,000 and above 0.6 3.0 4.6 10.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

of the firms paid median salaries

 

above $17,000; fewer than 10 per
 cent paid median salaries below

 $13,000.
The ACME report attributes the

 
relatively fast increase in consul

tants’ rates of pay to the general
 tightness of the supply of highly

 skilled and experienced profes
sional and administrative

 
personnel.  

Between 1961 and 1966 the median
 salary of a Bureau of Labor Statis

tics sample of professional workers
 

and their supervisors went up 19.8

 

per cent.
But consultants have done even

 
better than other professionals. In

 fact, with a median annual salary
 of $15,000, they now rank second

 in a list of professionals whose
 median (or mean) salaries are

 tabulated 
in

 the ACME report. Al 
though they fall far behind physi

cians’ $28,960 median, consultants
 have edged out attorneys (with a

 mean annual salary of $14,750) and
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rank well ahead of economists,

 

chief accountants, personnel direc
tors, and various types of scientists

 and engineers.
As might be expected, consul


tants’ rising salaries have created

 some problems for the consulting
 firms — chiefly, how to maintain

 salary growth for middle-level con
sultants within the constraints of

 billing levels, how to keep compen
sation levels competitive with in
dustry, and how to handle the
 rapid increase in expected starting

 salaries.
Among the other findings of the

 
survey:

More firms now base salary in


creases on a combination of merit

 and length of service rather than
 on merit alone. This is a reversal of

 the 1964 practice.
There is a continuing trend

 
toward lengthening of the standard

 work week. In three-fifths of the
 firms surveyed the work week is 40
 hours or longer; in 1964 it was less

 than 40 hours in a majority of firms.
 Indeed, in ten per cent of the
 firms (all with fewer than 50 em

ployees) the standard work week
 is over 44 hours.

Two-thirds of the firms do not

 
compensate consultants for over

time work. About half, however,
 bill the client for it. Almost no firms

 charge clients for travel time out
side the regular work day.

Survey Shows Majority
Of Chief Financial
Officers Are CPAs

Men who aim at becoming cor



porate chief financial executives
 might do well to start as certified

 public accountants. Among a group
 of 160 top financial executives re

cently surveyed by the National
 Industrial Conference Board, a

 majority are CPAs and more than
 a fourth have had experience in

 public accounting practice.
One-third of the chief financial

 
executives had been promoted from

 
July-August, 1968

the position of treasurer or assistant

 

treasurer; one-fourth, from con
troller. One-fifth came directly to

 their present posts from outside the
 company.

Some of the other findings:
Seventy per cent of the financial

 

executives have been with their
 present companies ten years or

 longer; fewer than a fifth have been
 there less than five years. Nine out

 of ten hold at least one college de
gree, and about one-third have
 graduate degrees, most often

 MBAs. Four-fifths belong to at least
 one technical or professional so

ciety — most frequently the Finan
cial Executives Institute, AICPA,

 or National Association of Account
ants — and three-fourths belong to

 one or more business, trade, or in
dustry associations.

Fund Transfers in
New York Speeded
By Switching System

The New York Clearing House

 

Association plans to install an elec
tronic message switching system to
 speed up transfers of funds among

 the ten major New York City banks
 that are its members.

The new system, being devel


oped jointly by the clearing house

 and Burroughs Corporation, is ex
pected to go into operation next
 year. Data communication terminal

 devices in each bank will be inter
connected through a Burroughs

 B35000 computer at the clearing
 house.

Transfers among the ten banks,

 
made on instructions from banks

 and bank customers throughout the
 world, average about 25,000 trans

actions a week. During one week
 in March, transfers amounted to

 $14.2 billion. They are currently
 hand-delivered by messengers.

Meanwhile, the New York Stock

 
Exchange’s long-promised stock

 transfer service, under development
 for more than a dozen years, has

 finally gone into operation. Like the

Just Out . ..

A pioneering book in a new

 

junctional 
area

 of business

MARKETING
INTELLIGENCE
THE MANAGEMENT OF

 

MARKETING INFORMATION
 by

William

 T. Kelley, Ph.D.

Wharton School of Finance & Commerce

 University of Pennsylvania

This book discusses the need for a

 

systemic approach to the manage
ment of incoming information, and

 its evaluation, validation, storage,
 retrieval, processing and reporting
 to the right people in the organiza

tion—the right facts at the right
 time. This is not a book about

 marketing research, although that
 discipline is utilized 

as
 a tool by the  

director of information services.

There are a number of real-life

 

cases in the new work. Its approach
 is operational, although the theoret

ical aspects are not neglected.

Book stores and individuals may

 

order from the following address:

Price: $8.50 postpaid.

STAPLES PRESS
P.O. Box 32, Narberth, Pa. 19072
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clearing house system, it substitutes

 

automatic bookkeeping entries for
 physical transfer by messenger, in
 this case, 

of
 stock certificates.

The Central Certificate Service’s
 computer will handle transfer only

 
of

 securities that the owners let  
brokerage houses hold in the firms’

 names. Ultimately, the Exchange
 hopes, that will include some 75

 per cent 
of

 all stock transfers.
The switch to computerized

 transfer for stocks traded on the
 New York Stock Exchange is sup

posed to be completed by next
 year. Then American Stock Ex
change 

stocks
 will be added.

New Display Unit
Gives Three Kinds
Of Stock Information

New Ultronic stock quotation machine, in addition to displaying basic stock

 

market quotation data, can monitor any 18 selected securities (as shown
 above) and alert the broker when one 

of
 them hits the price he is waiting for.

A new graphic display unit for

 
stock market quotations that can

 offer a nearly unlimited range of
 financial data has been introduced
 by the Ultronic Systems subsidiary

 
of

 Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Like other such devices, the desk

top video screen brokerage unit will
 display the latest stock market in
formation for a given stock when

 the stock symbol is keyed in. It can
 retrieve 17 items 

of
 information  

about any of more than 8,000 stocks
 from Ultronic’s nationwide data

 network.

Two other modes

In addition 

to

 operation in this  
basic Quote mode, the new unit,

 the Ultronic Videomaster, can oper
ate in two other modes: Market

minder, which enables the broker
 to monitor continuously the last

 sale price of up to 18 stocks simul
taneously, and Limitminder, which

 flashes an indicator on the screen
 to notify the broker that one of

 these stocks has reached a price he
 has been waiting for.

To permit expansion, the Video


master is technically capable 

of operating in seven other modes. It
 

can be tied into the Reuter-Ultronic

 

Report to display current news
 items from Ultronic’s financial

 news service, or it can be inter
faced with the broker’s own com-

AICPA Publishes Auditing and EDP as Overall
Guide to Auditors Facing Machine-produced Records

A guide to the auditing of com



puter-produced records has been
 published by the AICPA.

The 344-page volume, titled Au


diting and EDP, by Gordon B.

 Davis, has the following objectives:
 to guide CPAs 

in
 auditing business  

enterprises that use computers for
 record keeping, to provide a start
ing point for building an expert

 consensus on auditing practices for
 examining such companies, to sug

gest the utility and applicability 
of different auditing methods where
 experience is still lacking, and to

 provide source materials for train
ing and informational purposes.

The book is the result of the

 
efforts of a special Auditing EDP

 Task Force of Institute members
 with broad experience in auditing

 

puter system to retrieve any infor



mation he wants to program in.
The basic system rents for $475 a

 
month, with an additional charge of

 $75 a month for each display unit.

EDP. Professor Davis, on leave

 

from the University of Minnesota as
 computer consultant to the AICPA,

 acted as chairman of the task force.
Topics covered include the or


ganization, administration, and con

trol 
of

 data processing; specific  
EDP audit procedures; integrated

 systems; service centers; time shar
ing; and training requirements for

 the CPA who audits computer-pro
duced records. Appendices provide

 a review of the basics of EDP, list
 standard flow chart symbols, illus

trate preferred practices in docu
mentation, define electronic data

 processing terms, and present a
 sample questionnaire for evaluation

 of internal control 
in

 EDP.
(The book’s contents and an

 evaluation of its worth to 
CPAs

 are  
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discussed in more detail in the

 

article that appears on page 49 of
 this issue.)

Copies are available from the

 
AICPA at $12 each for

 
nonmembers  

and $9.60 for members of the
 Institute.

Financial Personnel
Report to Local, Not
National Management

Organization of the financial

 

function is a problem for every
 company that operates in more than
 one location. Should the local finan

cial personnel report to the local
 line management, or should they be

 responsible to the top financial ex
ecutive back at headquarters?

The management consulting firm

 
of Cresap, McCormick and Paget

 surveyed 101 companies ranging in
 size from $388 million in annual

 sales to $2.5 billion, all geographic
ally if not organizationally decen

tralized. This is what it found:

Majority organized by units

More than three-fourths of the

 

companies are organized by divi
sion, subsidiary, or group rather

 than nationally by function. In
 about 84 per cent of these com

panies local financial personnel re
port to local management, while

 headquarters exercises “functional”
 control through policies, proce

dures, audits, and occasionally the
 selection of personnel. The strength

 of this functional control varies
 widely.

In about 8 per cent of the divi


sionally organized companies local

 financial personnel report to head
quarters. In the remaining 8 per

 cent some local financial personnel
 are responsible to local manage

ment and some to headquarters.
About 15 per cent of the com


panies surveyed are organized

 functionally. Even so, in a majority
 of these companies local financial

 employees report on a line basis to
 local line management.

Top Managers Ignore

 

Time-saving Devices,
 Survey Indicates

The time of top U. S. business

 

executives is among the most valu
able in the world. Yet, like many of

 lesser rank, they often fail to use
 it well.

That is the conclusion reached

 
by the management consulting firm

 of Daniel D. Howard Associates
 after surveying the working habits

 of 179 Chicago-area presidents and
 board chairmen.

More than four-fifths of the ex


ecutives complained that they

 couldn’t keep up with the literature
 they received. (They averaged 50

 office minutes a day reading it.)
 Nearly three-fourths found the tele

phone disruptive to their concen
tration, and the same number were

 concerned about the lack of time
 available for planning.

Yet many of the standard solu


tions for some of these problems

 were ignored by the executives.
 Only 22 per cent of them said they
 used dictating machines; only 17

 per cent said they frequently let
 their secretaries compose their

 routine letters; and nearly half said
 they wrote out business letters and
 memos by hand.

Pension Vesting,
Funding Proposed in
Government Plan

Opponents of tighter federal

 

regulation of private pension plans
 now have something specific to

 object to. The Administration’s pro
posal, the outgrowth of the work
 of a special Presidential study com

mission appointed in 1962, has been
 sent to Congress by the Labor De
partment and introduced by Sen.
 Ralph Yarborough (Dem., Texas).

It has three major provisions:
Vesting would be required of all

 

pension plans. Any employee who
 completed ten years of service with

 

an employer after the age of 25

 

would receive all the money paid
 into the fund on his behalf when he

 reached retirement age even if he
 had left the company before retire

ment.
All pension plans would have to

 
be funded. They would be required

 to maintain financial reserves suffi
cient to pay off all the pension

 fund’s liabilities even if the com
pany went out of business.

A federal insurance system, paid

 
for by employers with pension

 funds, would be established to give
 employees full protection if a plan
 could not meet its obligations.

Enforcement would be through

 
criminal penalties and court injunc

tions rather than by loss of tax
 exemption.

Compulsory

 

vesting, funding, and  
reinsurance have already been

 attacked by such groups as the
 Financial Executives Institute (see

 news story M/S January-February
 ’68, p. 9) and the National Associ

ation of Manufacturers (see news
 story M/S May-June ’68, p. 10).

WOULD YOU RECOMMEND

 

a USED COMPUTER?

Maybe you should, if:

• New generation offers little systems 
advantage.

• Emulation is dwarfing origination.
• More capacity is needed.
• Machine expenses are too high.
• User can’t afford full time programming 

systems analysts.
• User’s applications are already proven for 

second generation systems.

We have a blue chip customer

 

list
 

to back you up.

We sell or lease 

(and

 purchase) IBM 360,  
1400, 7000 and U/R series.

george
 s. McLaughlin

Associates, Incorporated
785 Springfield Avenue

 

Summit, New Jersey
 (201) 273-5464
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Announcing the world’s most advanced

 

new family of computers.
The NCR Century Series.
Never before so much performance

 

at so low a cost.
Sophisticated operating software. NEAT/3,

 

COBOL, FORTRAN. Line printing speeds from
   450 to 3000 LPM. Real-time processing and

 multi-programming. And best
 of

 all, true upward  
  compatibility. No reprogramming as you move

 upward in size. What does it all mean to you?
 Tremendous savings in cost and time, to name just two

NCR introduces the Century Series. This new computer

 

family will change all your old ideas about
 computer costs and capabilities.

New technological

 

 
innovations make

 
 

possible outstanding  
 

price/performance.
Ultra-fast 800 nano-

 

   
second thin film, short  

 rod memory. Monolithic inte
grated circuitry. High-speed

 dual spindle disc units. Memory
 sizes from 16,384 to 524,288

 eight-bit characters.
 

 

benefits. To learn at least

 

ten  
others, contact an NCR man. He'll

 give
 

you the story of the Century.
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The role of the product manager, once concerned only

 

with building sales, 
has

 now evolved into gauging  
every aspect of the product’s profitability. What are

 some of the factors he must consider?

PROFIT PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS

 
AND THE PRODUCT MANAGER

by James D. Wilkinson

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

In today’s marketplace profits are

 

not the automatic result of nor
mal business activity, nor do they

 necessarily rise with increasing
 sales volume. Growth in sales may
 increase the probability of realizing

 a profit, but it does not guarantee
 this outcome. Sound planning and

 control are necessary to assure the
 maximization of profit.

Profit control is the process of

 
planning a profit goal, projecting

 profit variables based on possible
 levels of sales volume, and then

 recording performance results for
 

comparison with stated objectives.

 

Deviations from the objectives
 must be recognized, understood,

 and explained. Control is an im
plicit function of management.

In many companies the product

 
manager is now held responsible

 for the coordination of every phase
 of his product’s progress, from its

 concept to its ultimate sale, includ
ing the realization of a profit. For

 most practical purposes he may be
 considered the head of a complete
 business function within the cor

porate structure.

Since top managements are profit

 

oriented, it is not surprising that
 they tend to hold product managers

 responsible for realizing the profit
 potential within their areas of au

thority. This is a change from the
 earlier practice of

 
holding the prod 

uct manager responsible only for
 increasing current sales.

Producing a profit
Corporate managers and product

 

managers are jointly responsible for
 maximizing profit improvement op-
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The product manager is now held

 

responsible for the coordination of
 every phase of his product, from its
 concept to its ultimate sale.

portunities. Several courses of ac



tion can be followed successfully
 at the same time.

The product or product line

 
should be examined thoroughly.

 Design, materials, production meth
ods, specifications, appearance,

 packaging, pricing, and perform
ance should be re-evaluated on the

 basis of their contribution to cor
porate and product objectives.

The market and competitive mar


keting practices for each major

 product should be analyzed in de
tail. Market trends, consumer re

quirements, and current marketing
 problems should be studied. The

 marketing policies and strategies of
 major competitors should be re

viewed and compared with cus
tomers’ requirements and the com

pany’s own marketing activities.
The company also may increase

 
its

 opportunity for making profits  
by diversifying its marketing effort

 to take advantage of new oppor
tunities in growing markets. These

 markets may require new products
 similar in nature to present prod

ucts. Or they may involve entirely
 new products in no way related to
 present products. Diversification

 may seek to counteract cyclical
 production and sales patterns or to

 balance the company’s marketing
 effort and reduce dependence on a

 single customer or group of cus
tomers in business or government.

The product manager must be

 
alert to every new marketing op

portunity. He must be able to pre
sent management with a detailed

 analysis of the new situation, a
 plan for taking advantage of the

 opportunity, and a recommended
 course 

of
 action to carry out the  

plan. In addition, he should be able
 to provide an estimate of the cap

ital required to make the plan
 functional. Management needs to

 know the estimated
 

payback period,  
the rate of return on investment,

 and the estimated life cycle of the
 proposed investment.

Planning and implementation
When the product manager un



covers demand for a new product,
 

he begins to think in terms of a

 

proposal meeting with top man
agement. He will probably take

 certain steps that have become
 common in these circumstances.

A product proposal plan must be

 
drafted. If management is to evalu

ate the proposal properly in terms
 of total requirements and end re

sults, this plan should indicate all
 the major steps that will be neces

sary to realize the stated objectives.
 It should be based on a complete
 financial and operational plan for

 all aspects of the product, including
 budget programs for expense con

trol; forecasts of market and sales;
 manufacturing, marketing, and fi

nancial programs and requirements;
 and a review of all the factors
 affecting return on investment.

 Ideally, such a plan should cover
 three separate time periods: pre-
 production requirements, short

term (less than two years) targets,
 and long-range or life-cycle objec

tives.
The plan should be detailed. It

 
should consider and explore meth

ods and programs by which all
 company functions are to partici

pate in realizing the financial goals.
 Individual attention should be

 given to such major considerations
 

as
 anticipated life cycle; sales esti 

mates by period; manufacturing
 costs and capacities; service ex

penses; administrative, selling, and
 engineering expenses; capital re
quirements; and the cost of capital.

The estimated life cycle of each

 
product should be discussed with

 as much candor as possible. The
 factors that may influence the pro

jected life cycle should be evalu
ated and put in perspective.

JAMES D. WILKINSON is

 

management consultant
 at Peat, Marwick, Mit

chell & Company in Los
 Angeles. He received his

 A.A. degree from Cali
fornia State College, his
 B.S. degree from the Uni
versity of California, and

 his M.B.A. Degree from
 the University of Southern California. Mr. Wil

kinson is 
a

 member of the national chapter  
policy and review board of the American

 Marketing Association and 
a

 past chapter  
president of the American Statistical Associa

tion.
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Growth in sales may increase the possibility

 

of 
making

 a profit, but it doesn't ensure it.

Management is also interested in

 
an evaluation of the risks involved

 in marketing the product. This as
sessment should be objective and
 impartial.

Prices should be developed to

 
cover a broad range of marketing

 situations. These prices should be
 projected to indicate anticipated

 profits under changing circum
stances of cost, competition, and

 demand. Price levels and discount
 schedules should be developed in

 relation to the product’s life cycle
 and corporate pricing policies.

Measures of performance
Because of the intense competi



tion for funds within corporate
 structures, management will con

centrate its attention on the end
 result of each profit-making oppor

tunity. Various criteria have been
 used for this evaluation, including

 qualitative judgment, sales trends,

A product proposal plan should, ideally, encompass every phase of the

 

project: requirements, results expected, effect on the company as a whole.

share of market percentages, and

 

return ratios on funds invested.
In appraising performances, it is

 
important that results be judged

 against a profit objective rather
 than against some less relevant

 standard such as historical sales
 performance.

The product manager should

 
regularly evaluate the performance

 
of

 each product assigned to him  
against specific profit objectives.

 When variances occur, these must
 be explained so that top manage

ment may judge their significance.
 It is important to know how and
 why the variances occurred. Too
 often plans and objectives are de
veloped and then not used in re
lating actual results to the planned

 objectives. A report 
of

 results that  
does not make such a comparison

 is almost worthless as a control
 device.

Performance should be measured

 
in terms of individual areas of re-

sponsibility. Unless the accounting

 

system shows results against objec
tives for each manager, top manage

ment will be unable to apply cor
rective action or dispense rewards.

Measuring profit

While it may appear that profit

 

is the simple result of an income
less-expense relationship, this is

 rarely the case. Because qualitative
 factors of judgment and objectives
 are often important in measuring

 profit, the same accounting conven
tions may not be appropriate in dif

ferent instances. Within the frame
work 

of
 accounting by product line,  

there are many allocation decisions
 which can influence the profit re
ported.

Profit can be defined in several

 
ways. The excess of income after

 deduction of expenses constitutes
 profit before taxes. Net profit, as

 used here, equals profit after taxes.
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The product manager should regularly evaluate each

 

product's performance against specific profit goal.

Some
 companies use profit before  

taxes as a guide to managerial
 ability on the premise that taxes
 are a financial consideration and

 not within the scope of operational
 decision making. This does not

 seem to be a proper use of tax re
sponsibility.

The economist views profit as a

 
surplus in excess of all costs. He

 measures it by the increase in the
 value of an enterprise from period
 to period, after allowing for divi

dend distributions and capital re
ceipts. This gain is the result not
 only 

of
 operations but also of 

changes 
in

 asset values.
The accountant measures profit

 as the difference between revenue
 and the costs used to produce the

 revenue. Various allocation deci
sions are necessary to arrive at a

 figure for any interval of time.
Management generally deter


mines profit in accordance with the

 accounting definition, which is ori
ented toward the income statement

 rather than the balance sheet.

Return on investment
Profit alone is not an adequate

 

measure of performance; it should
 be gauged against the level 

of
 in 

vestment. The rate of return may
 be more important than the dollars

 themselves. Many managers sub
scribe to the philosophy1 of the Du


1 C. A. Kline, Jr., and Howard C. Hessler,

 
“

The DuPont Chart System for Apprais 
ing Operating Performance,” from Read

ings in Cost Accounting, Budgeting and
 Control, 

William
 E. Thomas (Ed.),  

Southwestern Publishing Company, Cin
cinnati, 1960, p. 799. 2 Ibid.

Pont Company, “A manufacturing

 

enterprise can best measure and
 judge the effectiveness of its efforts

 
in

 terms of return on investment.”
Return on assets (R.O.A.) is or

dinarily employed as a gauge of
 top management performance be

cause this total is readily available
 

in
 the accounting system as the in 

vestment base. Some companies use
 operating assets to match operating

 earnings. They also may exclude
 assets not expected to earn a return,

 such as 
excess

 cash.
Return on investment (R.O.I.) is

 often used to measure performance
 by division and product managers

 since it permits comparison with
 the investment or net assets em
ployed in producing a product or

 operating a division.
Return on investment is calcu


lated by dividing earnings for the

 period by the investment base.
 There is substantial disagreement

 on what profit or investment base to
 use. The National Association of
 Accountants points out the impor

tance of having the definition of
 earnings agree with the definition

 of investment. In other words, oper
ating assets should be matched

 with operating earnings. When re
turn on assets is used, only income

 from the assets comprising the in
vestment base should be included.

 When return on equity is employed,
 only income applicable to the

 equity interest should be counted.
For the purposes of product

 

profit  
planning, the rate of return on in

vestment represents the end result
 of the company’s activities. This
 rate may be broken down into two
 basic components:

Earnings as a percentage of 

sales 

Turnover of investment.
Earnings as a percentage of sales

 
is calculated by dividing earnings

 by sales. This percentage reflects
 a manager’s success in maintaining

 satisfactory control 
of

 costs in rela 
tion to selling prices.

Capital turnover is calculated by

 
dividing sales by total investment.

 Turnover reflects the rate at which
 capital is being used.

The product of these two pro


duces the rate of return on invest

ment:

(Earnings ÷ Sales) X

 

Sales 4 Total Investment)

This is the DuPont version of the

 

return on investment formula. It is
 obvious that the formula could be

 more simply stated; the two sales
 factors could be canceled out, and

 the formula would read R. O. I. =
 Earnings 4 Total Investment. Du

Pont prefers the longer version of
 the formula because it dramatizes

 the effect of both sales and turn
over on the return.

According to DuPont,2 “The for


mula is set up in this manner so

 that the separate effects of earnings
 as a percentage of sales and turn

over upon return on investment can
 be determined. Earnings shown as
 a percentage of sales reflects suc

cess in maintaining control of 
costs. Turnover reflects the rapidity with

 which the capital committed to the
 operation is being worked.”

Thus, the manager who is re


sponsible for an operating invest
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ment can improve his return by re



ducing costs or working existing
 investment harder. Both are factors

 within his control.
The life cycle of a product gen


erally begins with the first unit of

 scheduled production and ends
 with the last sale of a production
 unit. Experimental models, proto

types, and field test units are not
 generally counted as part of the

 product life cycle.
To illustrate the concept of re


turn on investment as a product

 performance measurement device,
 assume that management has in

vested $400,000 in a given product.
 Call it Product “A.” At the end of

 the sales year, sales volume
 amounts to $2,000,000, and earn

ings are $60,000. Thus earnings are
 equal 

to
 $60,000 4- $2,÷$2,000,000 or  

3.0 per cent of sales. Capital turn
over is equal to $2,000,000 4-

 $400,000 or 5 times.
Return on investment is 15 per

 
cent.

Taking this illustration a step

 

further, assume that a second prod
uct is used for comparison.

Product B requires a total invest


ment of $350,000. Earnings for

 the year are $45,000 on sales of
 $5,000,000.

Application of the formula in


volved shows:

Earnings as a percentage of

 

sales are equal to
$45,000 ÷ $5,000,000 = 0.9 per cent

Capital turnover is equal to

 

$5,000,000÷$350,000 = 14.3 times

Therefore, return on investment

 

= 0.9 X 14.3 or 12.87 per cent.

Thus, Product A has a higher

 

return on investment than Product
 B. The product manager must ana

lyze costs in,
 

order to improve the  
return for a product which appears

 to have good potential.
Assume that another product

EXHIBIT I

 

manager in this hypothetical com



pany also has two products.
Product C requires an invest


ment of $600,000. Annual sales are

 $3,000,000, and net earnings are
 $90,000. The return on investment

 is 15 per cent. Earnings are 3 per
 cent of sales, and capital turnover

 is five times.
Product D involves an investment

 
of $200,000. Sales are $1,000,000,

 and earnings are $40,000. Return
 on investment equals 20 per cent.

 Earnings are now 4 per cent of
 sales, and the capital turnover re

mains 
five

 times.
Top management, using return

 on investment as a criterion for
 measuring performance, must con

cede that Product D is making the
 greatest rate of return for the funds

 invested. On a comparative basis,
 management should be concerned

 with improving the earnings ratios
 for all four products. They will

 probably look into the relatively
 poor cost record of Product B. Or

Factors in Return on 

Investment
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Our goal is to minimize total cost

perhaps the price of it is too low.
Management should also be care



ful about investing expansion funds
 in Products A, B, and C at this

 time. From these examples, it is
 easy to judge the reaction of man

agement to a request for an addi
tional $100,000 for product growth.

 Management would probably take
 a cautious approach until more in
formation is available.

DuPont has carried its return on

 
investment analysis a few steps

 farther. The chart3 in Exhibit 1 on
 page 21 is a graphic illustration of
 the DuPont derivation of return on
 investment.

Earnings are shown as the re


mainder of sales minus cost of sales.

 Cost of sales is the sum of produc
tion costs, selling expenses, and
 administrative expenses.

Total investment is separated

 
into working capital and permanent

 investment. Working capital is then
 shown as the total of inventories,

 accounts receivable, and cash.
A breakdown such as this can be

 
used with the product examples

 shown earlier to identify and isolate
 figures and ratios that are felt to be

 out of line.
However, a single formula can


not contain all the elements essen

tial to rating the performance of a
 product or product manager. Nor

 can it keep these elements in proper
 perspective at all times.

The illustrations cited earlier

 
have not considered changes over

 a product’s life cycle; high initial
 investment cost may be combined

 with low sales volume during the
 first year. Nor have we shown that

 total investment may decline as
 sales rise. The cost factor for man

agement time may be dispropor
tionately higher for a new product

 than an older one.
Even when a sincere effort is

 
made to provide a rating that is

 

truly indicative of individual per



formance, other considerations must
 be faced.

Does this performance contribute

 
to the total corporate effort?

Has the value of interdepartmen


tal and corporate management con

tributions been properly assessed?
Have special concessions or al


lowances been made?

Has a reasonable level of parity

 
been maintained with other prod

ucts?
Has sufficient time passed to al


low the product to perform in a

 “normal” environment?

Payback as a measure
Payback is the most popular

 

method used to determine the rate
 of return for alternative projects.

 The other methods of major im
portance are the discounted cash
 flow method and average return on

 investment. A majority of com
panies replying to a recent National

 Association of Accountants survey
 indicated they use more than one

 method in combination.
All these techniques, like the re


turn on investment measure previ

ously discussed, are well known to
 accountants. They are less familiar,

 however, in the context of the prod
uct manager’s job.

EXHIBIT 2

Projected Cash Flows

Anticipated Capital Return on Effective Capital
product life unrecovered investment Interest @ 20% recovered

(in years)
1 $200,000 $ 60,000 $ 

40,000

$ 20,000
2 180,000 60,000 36,000 24,000
3 156,000 60,000 31,200 28,800
4 127,200 60,000 25,440 34,560
5 92,640 60,000 18,528 41,472
6 51,168 60,000 10,234 49,766

7 1,402 $360,000 $161,402 $198,598

In all three methods, it is essen



tial to estimate the life cycle 
of

 the  
product.

The payback method is generally

 
calculated by dividing the total in

vestment by the sum of the net in
come estimated per year after

 taxes and less depreciation:

Payback Period = Original

 

Investment 4- Annual Cash Inflow

For example, earlier illustrations

 

would provide this type of payback
 comparison:

Product A
Payback Period =

 

$400,000 4- $60,000
 = 6.7 years

Product B
Payback Period =

 

$350,000 4- $45,000
 = 7.8 years

Product 

C
Payback Period =

 $600,000 4- $90,000
 = 6.7 years

Product D
Payback Period =

 

$200,000 4- $40,000
 = 5.0 years

Thus, the payback period is the

 

length of time required for cash

3 Ibid.
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Adjusted Projected Cash Flows

EXHIBIT 3

Anticipated

 

product life
Capital  

unrecovered
Return on  
investment

Effective
Interest @ 19.9%

Capital  
recovered

(in years)

 
1 $200,000 $ 60,000 $ 39,800 $ 20,200
2 179,800 60,000 35,780 24,220
3 155,580 60,000 30,960 29,040
4 126,540 60,000 25,181 34,819
5 91,721 60,000 18,252 41,748
6 49,973 60,000 9,945 50,055

$360,000 $159,918 $200,082

produced by an investment to re



pay the original cash outlay. The
 payback formula does not provide

 for formal consideration of alterna
tive uses for these funds. However,

 interest charges for the money in
vested should be included as part
 of the investment cost. Companies

 generally feel that the payback
 period should be reasonably short

 in order for the venture to be profit
able. Sometimes the competition for
 funds within a corporation is suffici
ently great that only projects with
 very short payback periods receive

 consideration. In many cases the
 major factors of comparison are
 size of total investment, length of

 payback period, and estimated eco
nomic life cycle of the investment.

Because of uncertainties involved,

 
payback is little more than a gen

eral guideline. It is not a measure
 of profitability, merely of antici

pated performance.

Discounted cash flow method
Discounted cash flow is the sec



ond most popular method of invest
ment evaluation. It attempts to
 show the rate of return on the un

recovered capital of each account
ing period rather than on the initial

 investment. When applied to a
 capital investment, each of the

 periodic cash flows represents a
 partial recovery of the investment

 and also yields a return.

As stated by the N.A.A., “The

 

rate of return may be defined as the
 maximum rate of interest that could

 be paid for the capital employed
 over the life of the investment

 without loss on the project.” The
 procedure involved in these calcu

lations is the same as that used in
 estimating annuity income. This

 method takes into account the fact
 that money received earlier has a

 greater value than money received
 at a later date. The return on in

vestment in this method is that rate
 which equates the sum of the
 present values of a series of future

 cash flows to the value of the origi
nal investment.

The formula involved is:

Ao = Ra  

“Ao” equals the total investment.

 

“R” equals annual earnings.
a
n i” equals the present value of

 

an annuity due of $1 per period.

“n” equals the number of years

 

of anticipated product 
l

ife.

“i” equals the effective rate of

 
interest for the period.

For purposes of illustration, a

 

table is used to show application of
 the formula to a product with the

 following characteristics:

The total investment required

 

equals $200,000.
Return on investment or net

 
annual cash inflow amounts to

 $60,000.
The effective interest rate or

 
cost of the investment capital is

 20 per cent per year.
The life cycle of the product is

 
estimated at six years.

As shown in Exhibit 2 on page

 
22, a part of capital investment is

 still unrecovered at the end of the
 sixth year of the product’s life
 cycle. If the product has become

 obsolete, as forecast, $1,402 of the
 original investment has not been

 recovered. In other words, the
 product cannot afford an effective

 interest rate of 20 per cent under
 the conditions projected.

Under a trial and error system of

 
projection often used with the dis

counted cash flow method, the
 table can be adjusted as shown in
 Exhibit 3 above.

The table now shows that the

 
company can afford an effective

 interest rate of 19.9 per cent per
 year and recover its total invest
ment within the life cycle of the
 product.

At this point, it can be seen how

 
changing the elements of the table

 will influence recovery of the in
vestment.

If the product life cycle is ex


tended, the company can afford

 more interest on its capital. Or,
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conversely, the product will pro



vide additional profit if it continues
 to have a useful life beyond the

 cycle projected.
On the other hand, a constant

 
return on investment has been pro

jected. Under normal marketing
 conditions the company should ex

pect a lower return during the first
 year of distribution when expenses

 are greatest and a higher return
 during the second, third, and fourth
 years of the life cycle. Under these
 conditions, unrecovered capital and

 interest paid would be much lower
 during the fifth and sixth years.

Then, too, there is the possibility

 
that the product cycle was over

estimated and that it may not en
dure through a fifth year. Competi

tion may make the product obsolete
 in a shorter period of time. The

 point to be made is this: The prod
uct must pay for the capital in

vested in it. However, if this capital
 

is returned more quickly than esti



mated, the product is entitled to
 record a profit sooner. If the prod

uct does not live up to the product
 manager’s expectations, the product
 must pay a higher rate of effective

 interest. This is truly a 
"

pay as you  
go” system.

If the discounted cash flow

 
method is used to illustrate how

 Product D of previous examples
 might have fared at two selected

 effective interest rates, the table
 would show the results illustrated

 in Exhibit 4 below.

Average rate of return method
The average rate of return

 

method has been given many
 names. Sometimes called “the finan

cial statement method” or “un
adjusted return on investment,” it

 also is frequently referred to 
as

 the  
“accounting method.”

Under normal circumstances,

 
total investment for a

 product may not involve
 depreciation in the same

 sense that it does with
 equipment. EXHIBIT 4

Cash Flows At Two Interest Rates

Anticipated

 

Capital
product life unrecovered

Annual  
cash inflow

Effective
Interest @10%

Capital  
recovered

(in years)
1

 

$200,000 $ 40,000 $ 20,000 $ 20,000
2
 

180,000 40,000 18,000 22,000
3
 

158,000 40,000 15,800 24,200
4
 

133,800 40,000 13,380 26,620
5
 

107,180 40,000 10,718 29,282
6
 

77,898 40,000 7,790 32,210
7
 

45,688 40,000 4,569 35,431
8
 

10,257 40,000 1,026 38,974

$320,000 $ 91,283 $228,717

@ 6.0%
1

 

$200,000 $ 40,000 $ 12,000 $ 28,000
2
 

172,000 40,000 10,320 29,680
3
 

142,320 40,000 8,539 31,461
4
 

110,859 40,000 6,652 33,348
5
 

77,511 40,000 4,651 35,349
6
 

42,162 40,000 2,530 37,470
7
 

4,692 40,000 282 39,718
$280,000 $ 44,974 $235,026
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The formula states:

 

and inexact for many purposes.

Rate of Return = (Annual Gross

 Earnings — Annual Depreciation)
 4- Investment

R = (E-D) ÷I

This method of reckoning return

 

on investment has not been used to
 a great extent by corporate finance

 staffs for estimating project returns.
 It has been used for estimating the

 rate of return on equipment pur
chases.

As an illustration, assume that a

 
piece of equipment costs $5,200,

 has a five-year life, and will provide
 estimated savings of $2,000 per

 year before depreciation. In calcu
lating return on investment, figures

 replace the formula in this manner:

R = ($2,000-$1,040) ÷ $5,200

 

= $960 ÷ $5,200 = 18.46 per cent
Under normal circumstances

 
total investment for a product may

 not involve depreciation in the
 same sense that it does with equip

ment. Equipment may have a
 trade-in value at the expiration of

 its depreciated life. However, spe
cial equipment purchased solely

 for production of a new product
 may also have a trade-in value. This

 may be true of other goods and
 services used in producing or mar

keting the product such as promo
tional materials, art work, displays,

 office machines, general purpose
 equipment, and so on.

In this event, the annual gross

 
earnings of the product are reduced

 by the average annual description
 allowance.

As an illustration, the formula

 
can be applied in this manner:

R = ($60,000 - $5,000) ÷ $200,000

 

= 27.50 per cent

In this example the total invest


ment is $200,000, the annual gross

 earnings of the project are $60,000,
 and the cash value of the assets to

 be depreciated amounts to $30,000.
 The life of the project is estimated

 at 6 years.
The value judgments involved in

 
application of this formula to re

turn on investment of a product
 program make it both unwieldy

Objectives, goals, and policies
The product manager may rea



sonably say at this point, “So what?
 What does it all mean to me?

 What do I get out of all these
 fancy formulas besides a head

ache?”
An essential ingredient of man


agement is the ability to make a

 profit. Increased profit is not the
 natural result of increased sales.
 Therefore, if a product manager is,
 in fact, the delegated executive

 with complete responsibility for
 success of a particular product, he
 is also the primary source of profit
making potential.

As the manager of record, he is

 
charged with obtaining an ade

quate return on the funds invested.
 His product is competing with

 other products for investment and
 expansion funds. He is in competi

tion with other product and divi
sion managers for increased respon
sibility. The gauge of performance

 most likely to be used in any ob
jective evaluation is return on in

vestment. This spells out the es
sence of most product managers’

 objectives.
Particular goals must be estab


lished according to a formalized

 plan by the product manager. They
 must be realistic 

as
 well as oppor 

tunistic and aggressive. They must
 be communicated to those respon

sible for any part of the program.
 This includes people in production,

 sales, engineering, finance, and
 so on.

As the manager of a small busi


ness operating under the corporate

 umbrella, the product manager
 must exercise judgment in estab

lishing objectives and goals that
 maximize the company’s oppor

tunity to grow and improve its cor
porate image. In this way, he will
 increase the prestige of his own

 activity and share in the benefits of
 company success. This should in

clude greater responsibility, better
 position, and increased income.

 This, then, is what he gets for his
 effort.

If a product manager is,

 

in fact, the delegated
 executive with complete

 responsibility for success
 of a particular product,

 he is also the primary source
 of profit-making potential.
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A number of variables go into a manufacturer’s deci



sion whether it is cheaper to buy or make a component
 of his finished product. The authors describe two

 methods of finding the right answer.

TO BUY OR TO MAKE?

by Richard M. Burton

 

Naval
 

Postgraduate School

and H. Peter Holzer

 
University of

 
Illinois

The term “make or buy analy


sis

” is commonly used to de 
scribe special studies designed for

 the evaluation of alternatives in
volving the manufacture or pur

chase of products and parts. The
 alternatives available to a firm
 within this framework can be

 classified as follows:1

1 See H. Bierman, 

Jr.,

 Topics in Cost Ac 
counting and Decisions, McGraw-Hill

 Book 
Company,

 Inc., New York, 1963,  
p. 163.

2 Gordon Shillinglaw, Cost Accounting

 

Analysis and Control, Revised Edition,
 Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illi

nois, 1967, p. 639.

1.

 

Make or buy a product (or a  
component) the firm is not

currently making.
2.

 

Continue to make or begin  
purchasing a product the firm

 is currently making.
3.

 

Make more or less (or buy  
more or less) of a product the

 firm is currently making.
The first class of make or buy

 
alternatives will usually involve the

 commitment of long-term funds;
 thus, it is essentially a capital bud

geting problem. The second class
 of alternatives may or may not re
quire long-term commitments. If no

 capital outlays are required and the
 

make or buy decision involves only

 

one product, an incremental cost
 analysis will usually provide suffi

cient quantitative data for both the
 second and third class of alterna

tives.2 We are not suggesting that
 qualitative factors such 

as
 quality  

of the product, reliability of the
 vendor, etc., are not important con

siderations. But we shall assume
 that these factors do not affect the
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choice between external supply and

 

internal manufacture.3

3 For 

a

 good listing of relevant qualita 
tive considerations see: R. I. Dickey, Edi

tor, Accountant’s Cost Handbook, Ronald
 Press Company, New York, 1960, pp.

 19/14-15 or Harry Gross, Make or Buy,
 Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,

 N. J., 1966.
4 We comment 

on

 generalizations later.

In this article we consider a

 

short-run case which might be
 classified under both the second

 and third classes of alternatives.
 We are considering a firm which

 has the capabilities and the capa
city to manufacture all products

 internally but also has the oppor
tunity to purchase the same prod

ucts from an outside vendor. We
 will not consider any possibility 

of changing plant and equipment;
 thus the capital budgeting aspects

 of the make or buy alternatives can
 be disregarded. The question is

 whether the firm should buy the
 products from a vendor, make them

 internally, or use some combination
 of make and buy.

The analysis suggested in this

 
article is quite general and may be

 extended to more complex situa
tions;4 we use a special example,

 however, to carry the argument and
 make the link between the sug

gested approach and the more
 familiar cost accounting approach.

 We begin by presenting the prob
lem, then consider the cost account
ing approach, and finally make the

 link to a linear programing model.

The problem
Consider a small 

firm

 with two  
departments. In each department

 the normal operating time is 40
 hours per week. Department 1 has

 fifteen machines with a normal
 operating time of 600 (15 X 40)

 machine hours per week. Depart
ment 2 has eight machines, or 320

 (8 
X

 40) available machine hours  
per week.

The 
firm

 has a certain demand  
for its two products, each of which

 it can make or buy. For the present
 planning period there is a certain

 weekly demand for 
5,000

 units of  
the first product and 

4,000
 units of

Variable Manufacturing Costs Per Unit

 

During Regular Operating 
Time

TABLE I

Product 1 Product 2
Dept. 1 .1 

x

 $10.00 = $1.00 .3 x $10.00 = $3.00
Dept. 2

.2
 x $12.00 = $ 2.40 .2 x $12.00 = $ 2.40

Raw Material $10.00 $ 5.00
Total Per Unit $13.40 $10.40

Product 1 Product 2
Purchase Price $18.00 Purchase Price $12.00

the second product. For the firm’s

 

own facilities, the required usage
 co-efficients (machine hours re

quired for each unit of output) are
 given as follows:

Machine Hours Per Unit
Product Dept. 1 Dept. 2

1

 

.1  .2
2

 
.3  .2

The firm would like to produce

 
and purchase in a manner enabling

 it to meet the demand for the prod
ucts at the least cost. It is assumed

 that the capital requirements for
 the alternatives to be considered do
 not differ significantly and can be
 ignored.

The cost accounting section 
of the 

firm
 has made available the  

following cost estimates:

Variable Cost

 

Regular  Over-
Per Machine Hour

 
Time  Time

Department 1
 

$10.00  $15.00
Department 2

 
$12.00  $18.00

The raw materials costs for Prod


ucts 1 and 2 are $10 per unit and $5

 per unit, respectively. An outside
 vendor has offered to supply the

 
firm

 with any quantity of Products  
1 and 2 at $18.00 per unit and

 $12.00 per unit, respectively.
Before considering the cost ac


counting approach to the problem,

 let us indicate the decision alterna
tives of the problem. The firm can

 manufacture varying quantities of
 Products 1 and 2; hence there are

 two decision variables. Varying
 hours of overtime can be used in
 the two departments, which gives

 us
 

two additional decision variables.  
Finally, the firm can purchase vary

ing quantities of Products 1 and 2
 from the outside vendor. Thus,

 

there are six decision variables in

 

the problem 
as

 given; any solution  
to the problem must specify these

 six quantities. We begin by indi
cating how a cost accountant may

 obtain a solution of the problem.

Cost accounting approach

The cost accounting approach to

 

this problem would require a care
ful comparative analysis of incre
mental costs relevant to all avail

able alternatives. Such an analysis
 may well follow the format shown
 in Table 1 above.

Making the products is clearly

 
the better alternative if output

 during regular operating time were
 sufficient to meet demand. A brief
 investigation will reveal that the

 capacity available dining normal
 operating hours is not sufficient.

 (See Table 2 below.)
Thus, if no outside purchases are

 
made, overtime is required in both

 departments to meet the given
 demand. Since overtime use of the

 firm’s facilities is an available al
ternative, variable costs per unit
 produced on overtime must be
 established, as shown in Table 3

 on page 28.
Table 3 would indicate that it is

 
advantageous to buy all units of

 Product 2 that must be produced
 on overtime in both departments.

 To obtain the cost data for all the
 possible alternatives we still have

 to consider the combination of units

Analysis of Machine Hour Requirements

TABLE 2

Dept. 1 Dept. 2
Product 1 500 1,000
Product 2 1,200 800
Total 1,700 1,800
Normal operating capacity 600 320
Required overtime hours 1,100 1,480
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TABLE 3

Variable Manufacturing Costs Per Unit

 

During Overtime
Product 1 Product 2

Dept. 1 .1 x $15.00 = $ 

1.50 .3

 x $15.00 = $ 4.50
Dept. 2

.2
 x $18.00 = $ 3.60 .2 x $18.00 = $ 3.60

Raw Material $10.00 $ 5.00
$15.10 $13.10

TABLE 

4

Variable Manufacturing Costs Per Unit
Regular Time in Dept. 1, Overtime in Dept. 2

Dept. 1
Dept. 2
Raw Material

Variable Manufacturing Costs Per Unit
Overtime in Dept. 1, Regular Time in Dept. 2

Dept. 1
Dept. 2
Raw Material

Product 1
.1 

x

 $10.00 = $ 1.00
.2 x $18.00 = $ 3.60

$10.00
$14.60

TABLE 5

Product 1
.1 

x

 $15.00 = $ 1.50

.2 x $12.00 = $ 2.40
$10.00
$13.90

TABLE 6

Dept. 1 Dept. 2
Overtime Used

 

1,100  1,480
Per Unit Requirements of Product 2

 .3 
.2

Corresponding Units of Product 2
 

3,667  7,600

produced on overtime in one de



partment and regular time in the
 other. (See Tables 4 and 5 above.)

Thus, any combination of over


time in one and regular time in the

 other department yields production
 costs which are lower than the pur

chase price.
Having obtained the relevant

 
cost data, a cost accountant would

 now proceed to search for the least
 cost combination of making and

 buying.
As a first step we consider the

 
alternative of making all the de

manded products with the firm’s
 facilities. Table 3 shows, however,

 that all units of Product 2 produced
 on overtime have a unit cost

 ($13.10) that exceeds the purchase
 price ($12.00). Obviously we could

 reduce costs by buying some units
 of Product 2. As a first step we

 would probably buy enough units
 

of
 Product 2 to eliminate its pro 

duction on overtime in one depart
ment. (See Table 6 above.)

By buying 3,667 units of Product

Product 2
.3 x $10.00 = $ 3.00

.2

 x $18.00 = $ 3.60
$ 5.00
$11.60

Product 2
.3 x $15.00 = $ 4.50

.2

 x $12.00 = $ 2.40  
$ 5.00

 $11.90

2 we would eliminate all overtime

 

in Department 1; the remaining
 333 units of Product 2 would be
 made during regular operating

 hours. The results of this decision
 can now be summarized as follows:

Make:

 

5,000 units of Product 1
333 units of Product 2

Buy:

 

3,667 units of Product 2
Overtime:

Dept. 1 zero
Dept. 2 .2 X 5,000 + .2 X 333

 

— 320 = 747 hours

Now we should find out whether

 

this solution could be improved by
 buying additional quantities of
 Product 1 or Product 2. In our

 simple example we refer to Tables
 3, 4, and 5. Here we find that

1.

 

The total cost of Product 1  
cannot be reduced by buying,

 since all combinations 
of 

manufacturing costs are less
 than the purchase price.

2.

 

Buying additional quantities  
of Product 2 would mean

 

cutting down its production

 

at a unit cost which is less
 than the purchase price. We

 have therefore arrived at a
 minimum cost solution.5

We have shown that the intui



tive yet systematic approach 
of what one might call traditional in

cremental cost analysis leads to an
 optimal solution of our relatively

 simple problem. It should be ap
parent, however, that the approach

 is rather laborious even under our
 simple assumptions of only two de
partments and two products. The
 number of alternatives to be ana

lyzed would, of course, be vastly
 greater if we assume a more com
plex situation, and practical limita

tions would soon make the tradi
tional approach impractical.

Linear programing

The simple illustrative problem

 

permits us to make an interesting
 observation. Our cost accounting

 approach is actually an intuitive
 application of the simplex algo

rithm for linear programs. Care
fully consider each step in our

 analysis:

5

 

We have only shown here that the so 
lution is a local minimum and not neces

sarily a global minimum. However, for
 the linear programing formulation, this

 minimum solution 
can

 be shown to be  
global also.
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A single formula cannot keep all elements in proper perspective 

at

 all times. . .

1.

 

We assumed internal produc 
tion of total demand require

ments for both products. This
 required overtime in both de
partments. That is, of our six

 decision variables four are
 positive, i.e., production of

 both products and overtime in
 both departments, and two

 are zero, i.e., the purchase
 levels for both

 
products. Refer  

to Tables 1 and 2. In the
 terminology of linear pro

graming, this is a basic solu
tion.6

2.

 

We asked if it is less costly to  
change from this basic solu

tion. In our case the alterna
tives were to buy one (or

 more) unit(s) of either Prod
uct 1 or Product 2. In either
 case, this permitted the 

firm to make one unit less of either
 Product 1 or Product 2, re

spectively. The evaluation
 was to consider the manufac

turing cost of each product
 (at the current basis) and

 compare it with the purchase
 cost. For Product 2, the inter

nal manufacturing cost was
 $13.10 (refer to Table 3), and
 the purchase price was $12.00

 per unit. Thus, it was less
 costly to buy one unit

 
of  Prod 

uct 2 and make one unit less.
 Our procedure is equivalent

 to the optimality test of the
 simplex method.7

3.

 

Now we want to know how  
many units of Product 2

 should be purchased. So long
 

6 A basic solution is defined as 

one

 which  
contains as many nonzero variable 

values as there are constraints. See for example:
 W. J. Baumol, Economic Theory & Oper

ations Analysis, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engle
wood Cliffs, N. J., 1963, pp. 73 and 77. In

 this problem, there are four constraints:
 two production constraints, i.e., 

one
 for  

each department, and two demand re
quirements, i.e., one for each four vari


able

s with a positive level.
7 Ibid., p. 78.
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as overtime is required in

 

both departments (i.e., the
 basic solution above), it

 would be less costly to buy
 an additional unit of Product

 2 and manufacture one unit
 less. We must, therefore, de
termine the number of units
 to be bought in order to elimi

nate overtime in both depart
ments. In Table 6, we found

 that it was necessary to buy
 3,667 units of Product 2 be
fore overtime was eliminated

 in the first department. (Over
time is still required in De

partment 2.) We have now
 found another basic solution.
 (Note that we still have four

 positive variable values for
 our six variables.) In linear

 programing terminology, we
 found an adjacent basic fea

sible solution to the problem.
 This new basic solution called

 for:

Make: Product 1 

5,000

 units
Product

 
2  333  units

Buy: Product
 

2 3,667 units  
Overtime:

Department 2

 

747 hours

4.

 

With this basic solution, we  
try to find a less costly solu

tion. No simplex evaluation
 indicates a decrease in costs.
 E.g., to buy Product 1 costs
 $18 per unit, and the internal

 manufacture cost is $14.60
 per unit. (Refer to Table 4.)

 Thus, it is not profitable to
 buy any of Product 1. We

 have found the optimal solu
tion of our problem.

Formalized linear program
Previously, we indicated that

 

there are six decision variables for
 this illustrative problem and four

 constraints. The variables are as
 follows:

X1 The amount of internal pro



duction of Product 1

X
2 The amount of internal pro 

duction of Product 2
O1 The amount, of overtime in

 
Department 1

O2 The amount of overtime in

 
Department 2

Y1 The amount of Product 1

 
bought externally.

Y2 The amount of Product 2

 
bought externally.

The four constraints (stated in

 
terms of the variables) are:

Demand Requirement Constraint:
X1 + Y1 > 

5,000

x2 + Y2 > 4,000

The first constraint says that the

 

amount made of Product 1 plus the
 amount bought must be at least

 equal to the amount required. A
 similar statement is appropriate for

 the second constraint for Product 2.

Production Constraints:
.1 X1 + .3 

X

2 ≤ 600 + O1
.2 X1 + .2 X2 ≤320 + O2

The first production constraint

 

says that for Department 1 the pro
duction of X1 and 

X
2 made must  

not require more than the time
 available on regular time (600
 machine hours) plus the amount on

 overtime (O1 machine hours).
Specifically, each unit of Product

 
1 uses .1 machine hours in Depart

ment 1, and Product 2 uses .3 ma
chine hours per unit. 

A
 similar  

statement is appropriate for the sec
ond production constraint for De
partment 2. The above statements
 constitute a complete statement of

 the constraints for the problem.
 Now we consider an objective

 function.
Our goal is to minimize total

 
cost. Each of the six decision vari

ables has an associated variable
 cost per unit of measure. Namely,
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Once the linear

 

program is started,
 it is a mechanical

 process to find a

 solution . . . this method
 could just as easily

 handle the problem with
 twenty products

 and thirty departments.

the variable costs for X1 and 

X

2 are  
the raw material cost of $10.00 and

 $5.00 per unit, respectively; the
 variable overtime costs for O1 of
 $15.00 and O2 of $18.00; and finally,

 the purchase costs for Y1 and Y2 at
 $18.00 and $12.00 per unit, respec

tively. Thus the objective function
 becomes:

Minimize 10X1 + 3X2 +18Y1

 

+ 12Y2 + 15O1 + 18O2, the cost
 equation for our problem.8

 Of course, we require:

8 The objective function stated here does

 

not include the cost of operating both de
partments on regular time, which is 

considered fixed in our formulation of the
 problem. When 

using
 the objective func 

tion for calculating the total cost of the  
firm one would have to add $9,840, the

 cost of operating the two departments
 during regular time.

9 Ibid.

X1 ≥ 0, X2 ≥ 0, O1 ≥ 0, O2 ≥ 0,

 

Y1 ≥ 0, Y2 ≥ 0.

One advantage in formulating the

 

problem as a linear program is that
 we can simply state what is feasible

 (i.e., what is possible in terms of
 our production constraints in alge

braic terms). Also, we can state in
 algebraic terms our demand re

quirements. These two sets of alge
braic statements together state
 what is possible and what is re
quired. Then, we state our objec

tive, here to minimize the total cost
 of overtime, purchases, and ma

terials. Once the linear program is
 stated, it is a mechanical process to

 find a solution for the linear pro
gram. This solution process is re

ferred to as the simplex method (or
 simplex algorithm).

Although it is beyond the scope

 
of this article to describe the sim

plex method in detail, it should be
 mentioned that the simplex method

 is discussed in very lucid terms by
 Baumol in his Economic Theory

 and Operations Analysis.9 Also,
 there are numerous other introduc

tory texts in operations research,
 mathematics for business applica

tions, and modem accounting
 which develop the technique in

 straightforward terms. For pur
poses of this article, it is sufficient

 

to indicate that the simplex method

 

is a general technique for solving a
 linear objective function with an

 arbitrary number of variables sub
ject to an arbitrary number of

 linear constraints. That is, the sim
plex method is not dependent upon
 the size of the problem. For ex
ample, the simplex method could

 just as easily handle the problem
 with twenty products and thirty

 departments 
as

 the problem dis 
cussed in this paper. However, this

 is not true of the cost accounting
 approach.

Consider again the cost account


ing approach to the problem. For

 two departments and two products,
 there were only a few possible

 solutions to the problem, namely,
 (1) make all of both products and

 incur overtime in both depart
ments; (2) buy some of one prod

uct (both products were considered
 in turn) and make the rest of this

 product and all of the other prod
uct internally, thus incurring over
time in only one department; and,

 (3) buy some of both products and
 make the remaining amount re
quired of both products internally,

 incurring no overtime.
We carefully (and laboriously)

 
considered, one by one, all of

 these possibilities and chose the
 best alternative.

All solutions unnecessary
For the linear programing formu



lation, we do not have to enumer
ate all the possible solutions, the

 simplex method selects the best
 solution without requiring us to

 think about all the possible solu
tions. That is, once we have the

 formulation as a linear program, the
 simplex method is a systematic

 method to select the best solution
 of all the feasible solutions. In our

 cost accounting approach we could
 easily overlook one of the possibili
ties, and it might be the best one.
 The possibility of overlooking a

 possible solution for our small prob
lem is not serious, but consider the

 problem with twenty products and
 thirty departments.

To enumerate all of them would
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be an impossible task. But with the

 

linear programing formulation, we
 can find a solution in a few minutes
 with the aid of a digital computer.
 For the small problem here, the
 solution was obtained on a rela
tively slow computer10 in less than

 thirty seconds, and this reason is a
 primary reason for using the linear
 programing formulation. The op

timal solution to the linear pro
gram as we formulated the problem

 is:

10 The IBM 1620
11 One example is the MPS program for

 

the IBM 360 computer series.

X1 = 5,000

X

2 = 333.33
Y1 = 0
Y2 = 3,666.67
O1 = 0
O2 = 746.67

Computer programs for the sim



plex method are readily available
 on the market today. Practically all
 computer manufacturers who will

 sell you a computer will also sell
 you a computer program for the
 simplex method for the particular

 computer.11
The significance of the above dis


cussion is that 1) the cost account

ing approach is correct but unwork
able for large problems, and, 2)

 computer programs are readily
 available to solve linear program

ing problems. The advantage of the
 linear programing approach is not

 that the simplex method is more
 easily explained than the cost ac

counting approach but that we can
 reasonably consider larger prob

lems and solve them by using the
 digital computer in a reasonable

 amount of time.

Conclusions
Although not stated explicitly, it

 

is implicit in the foregoing analysis
 that the linear programing ap

proach to make or buy analysis can
 be extended to more than two

 products and more than two de
partments. Also, if this extension is

 

made, the simplex algorithm can

 

readily provide the optimal solu
tion.

Traditional approach laborious
However, the more complex

 

situation just suggested would cre
ate a rather laborious task if the

 traditional cost accounting ap
proach is undertaken. The multi

period solution adds a considerable
 number of variables which can be
 handled by linear programing but

 would increase considerably the
 computational burdens of the cost

 accounting approach. Likewise,
 variables in workforce level could

 be considered where there are
 trade-offs between hiring workers

 for many periods and employing
 these workers on regular time

 rather than requiring overtime for
 the present workforce.

In comparing the two approaches

 
to the problem, we should keep in

 mind that the assumptions for both
 approaches are the same. Although

 it is more obvious for the linear pro
graming formulation, both models

 assume linearity in the production
 processes and linearity of the cost

 terms.
Furthermore, both models assume

 
that fixed costs and variable costs

 are segregated in like manner —
 namely, the fixed costs involve
 operations on regular time and the

 variable costs involve purchasing
 costs and overtime costs. One ad

vantage of the linear programing
 formulation is that it is more obvi

ous that we are making these as
sumptions than it is with the
 more traditional cost accounting

 approach.
Throughout this paper we have

 
referred to the 

firm
 as the basic or 

ganizational unit. However, this
 type of model is equally applicable

 (and, perhaps more useful) for a
 division within a larger decentral

ized firm.
Not infrequently, a division is

 
given the task of supplying the

 firm with a given amount (i.e., a
 demand requirement) of parts or

 subassemblies which may be made
 or bought at a minimum total cost.

In comparing the two

 

approaches to the problem,
 we should keep in mind

 that the assumptions for
 both approaches

 are the same.
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This article, describing as it does an application

 

worked out on one of the largest and most expensive
 computers, may be beyond the scope of most in-house

 EDP facilities. But for those firms dealing with data
 centers or university computing centers, it offers real
 possibilities.

A COMPUTER PROGRAMMING APPROACH

 

TO THE DESIGN OF ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

by R. L. Mathews
Australian National University

Despite the key role of account



ing in the provision of infor
mation for managerial and other

 purposes, the revolution in data
 processing that has resulted from

 the development of the electronic
 computer has not had the impact

 on the accounting information sys-

This article originally appeared in the

 

Australian magazine Abacus (Sydney
 University Press, Sydney, Australia, Vol

ume 3, Number 2, December, 1967). It
 is reproduced by 

permission
 of the author  

and publisher.

The author 

records

 his appreciation to  
members of the Accounting Division of

 the Graduate School of Business Admini
stration, University of California, Los An
geles, for their comments on the program

 which is reproduced in the Appendix to
 this paper and to Mr. B. W. Smith, of
 the Australian National University Com

puter Centre, and members of the Uni
versity’s Department of Accounting and

 Public Finance for their comments on an
 earlier draft of the paper.

 

tem that might reasonably have

 

been expected. To some extent this
 may have been due to a reluctance
 on the part of accountants to sub

stitute new and unfamiliar methods
 of data processing for techniques

 that have become hallowed by
 usage and tradition; but such an
 explanation is difficult to reconcile
 with the observable fact that ac

countants, while apparently loath
 to change the structure of the ac
counting system, have been ex
ceedingly active in applying the
 computer to specialized tasks, such

 as payroll preparation, invoicing,
 and the recording of stock move

ments, which form part of the
 wider accounting process.

The principal reason for the lag

 
in the application of computer

 technology to the accounting in
formation system would seem to be

 incompatibility between the form
 of the double-entry recording sys


tem, which it must be remembered

 

has slowly evolved during the last
 five hundred years or more, and the

 data processing qualities of the
 computer. The nature of this in
compatibility will be examined in

 the following paragraphs.

Accounting information system
The task of the accounting sys



tem is to provide information about
 economic transactions as a basis

 for planning, decision making and
 control. The information required
 includes reports of various kinds,

 which will be used by the persons
 receiving them to assess perform

ance, initiate action, or facilitate
 control. The reports may be retro

spective or anticipatory; they may
 deal with long-run or short-run
 situations; they may be compre

hensive or sectional; but in any
 case they will be derived (if at
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times rather tenuously) from the

 

accounting system which has been
 designed for the purpose of pro
viding the information in question.

 An examination of the accounting
 information system that has de

veloped in response to these needs
 indicates that the different aspects

 of data processing—collection and
 recording of input, computation,
 storage of data, control, and the dis

semination of output—have come
 to be handled in a way that per
mits the fragmentation of the pro
cessing operations (albeit within

 the integrated framework that is
 provided by the double - entry

 system
). So far as the input process is

 concerned, the traditional system
 is characterized by a multiplicity

 of data sources, a multi-tiered
 classification system, a method of
 recording diverse transactions that

 has regard to the chronological
 order in which they occur, and a
 disaggregated system of ledger ac

counts which nevertheless reflects
 the integrating and equilibrating

 notion of duality of entry. The re
cording process that has evolved in

 response to these conditions inevit
ably results in transactions being

 dealt with individually rather than
 in the mass. This in turn means

 that one account at a time is se
lected (two accounts in respect to

 any one transaction) as the re
pository of transaction data. 

Some transactions occur frequently
 enough to make it worthwhile

 grouping them for purposes of the
 recording process by means of

 specialized journals and ledgers.
 Group treatment of such trans

actions followed recognition of this.
The mechanization of the re


cording process encouraged this

 tendency for data to be processed
 in runs of similar transactions, just

 as it facilitated the concurrent
 preparation of evidence documents
 (e.g., receipts or invoices), chrono

logical records (i.e., journals), and
 ledgers. But the structure of the
 accounting system, 

as
 reflected in  

the ledger, has remained basically
 unchanged, and the input process

 continues to be characterized by
 

the piecemeal approach that has

 

been described.
To the extent that computation

 
is carried out within the accounting

 system, it usually involves only
 simple arithmetical calculations

 and the determination of ledger
 balances. The accounting system

 has provided for the storage of data
 in a form which facilitates ready

 accessibility and easy reference,
 having regard to the purposes for

 which the information is likely to
 be required. Although one of the

 main functions of the system is that
 of control, and although some con

trols are built into the system (e.g.,
 through the use of the control ac
count technique or the derivation

 of standard cost variances), the
 controls which are obtained are not
 automatic and depend essentially
 on human review.

The reports or financial state


ments which constitute the output

 of the accounting system are heter
ogeneous in character, and are pre

sented on a multiplicity of forms
 at different time intervals depend

ing on their purpose. An elaborate
 summarization process is a neces

sary prerequisite to the preparation
 of annual financial statements, but
 the accounting system is not always
 designed in such a way as to pro

vide, at least without painstaking
 analysis outside the formal struc

ture of accounts, information of
 significance to management (e.g.,

 with respect to cost behaviour in
 relation to volume) or proprietors

 (e.g., with respect to current
 values).

The computer
If the foregoing characteristics

 

of the traditional accounting system
 are considered in relation to the

 qualities of the computer with re
spect to each of its main functions,

 a number of interesting problems
 can be seen to 

exist.
 So far as input  

is concerned, effective utilization of
 the computer demands the feeding

 in of data 
as

 far as possible in ho 
mogeneous runs and preferably as

 a by-product of other operations.
 The heterogeneous nature of busi



ness transactions and the selective

 

method of recording them in the
 accounting system will produce an
 input bottleneck of such propor
tions as to invalidate the use of the
 computer unless special action is
 taken to deal with these problems.

 Such action includes, insofar as
 specialized accounting applications

 are concerned, the following:
(a)

 

changes in system design,  
involving for example the organi

zation of data in runs of trans
actions of similar accounting signi
ficance, 

e.g.,
 stock purchases, credit  

sales, cash receipts;
(b)

 

steps to obtain maximum  
advantage from computer facilities,

 involving, for example, the use of
 input media which give direct or
 “on-line” access to the computer at
 the time the transaction is first re

corded and/or which produce
 punched cards or tapes either si

multaneously with the preparation
 of conventional employee time

 cards, invoices, receipts, production
 reports, etc., or automatically from

 mark-sensed data.
Despite substantial progress in

 
both these directions, however,

 complete computerization of input
 has been retarded by the failure of

 accountants to modify the design
 of the basic accounting system as
 reflected in the double-entry frame

work of ledger accounts.
Turning now to computation, it

 
is a feature of modem computers

 that they can handle both complex
 mathematical problems and repeti

tive processing combined with
 simple arithmetical calculations.

 The first characteristic is not of
 much significance in relation to ac

counting, although it does assume
 importance for purposes of other

 business applications in the de
cision-making area. The second
 characteristic is of fundamental
 importance for purposes of ac

counting.
Data storage is not inherently a

 

problem in computer applications
 because of the possibility of uti

lizing both the computer’s own core
 storage and external media such as

 punched cards and magnetic tapes.
 In practice it becomes a problem
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in relation to accounting operations

 

because of the need for continuous
 updating of, and ready access to,

 stored data. A partial solution to
 this problem has been found in the

 use of random access methods of
 storage, involving, for example, the

 use of magnetic disks, rather like
 gramophone records in a juke box,
 to store accounting data. Individual

 accounts or items can be selected
 and updated, thus avoiding the

 need to search sequentially through
 the complete tape or deck of cards.

 But while magnetic disks make it
 possible to obtain random access to
 accounts of similar significance,

 e.g., accounts receivable, cost rec
ords, etc., they do not easily pro
vide random access of the two-
 dimensional kind which would be

 necessary for purposes of updating
 a complete set of double-entry
 accounts.

There is another feature of the

 
computer, or more specifically 

of computer programing languages,
 which seems to have been seldom

 exploited for accounting purposes,
 but which we shall see has con

siderable potential with respect to
 the storage and processing of ac

counting data. This is the ability
 of the computer to store and pro

cess data in the form of two-dimen
sional or three-dimensional arrays.

In a computer system, control

 

of data processing operations is

 

achieved by means of a central
 processing unit which automatically

 arranges for the execution of the
 various functions that need to be
 performed, from input through to
 final output. This control

 
is achieved  

by means of instructions which are
 given to the computer in the form

 of a stored program. In addition to
 ensuring automatic control of data

 
as

 they are manipulated or trans 
ferred from one operation or func

tion to another, the stored program
 can be made to incorporate ac

counting control in respect of man
agerial performance, such as is in

volved in the use of control ac
counts of standard cost variances.

 By programing the computer to
 print error messages or report on
 variances, the information neces

sary to achieve such control is pro
vided automatically.

Finally, given the input and the

 
instructions which are contained in

 the program, the computer will
 print its output automatically. It

 may thus be programed in such a
 way as to carry out without human

 intervention the elaborate summari
zation process which is needed to

 convert transaction data into finan
cial statements such as income

 statements or balance sheets. There
 is a problem here, however, which
 depends for its solution on finding

FIGURE I

 

a method of recording all account



ing transactions in a system that is
 compatible both with duality in the

 accounting record and with the in
tegration of computer processing
 operations. As we shall see, this in
 turn requires modifications in the

 design of the accounting system.

Redesigning the system
Having regard to these qualities

 

of the computer, it is not surprising
 that accounting applications have

 usually been restricted to areas
 where the input, storage, and ac

cessibility problems that have been
 discussed may be minimized and
 where the repetitive processing,
 computational, control, and output

 features may be used to the fullest
 extent possible. Such applications
 include payroll, stocks, accounts re

ceivable, accounts payable, cash re
ceipts, cash payments, but do not
 typically extend to the complete

 accounting system. Because of the
 input and storage features which

 have been noted, it is difficult to
 program the computer to record
 ledger entries in the traditional

 way. So long as the accounting sys
tem is designed to contain a multi

plicity of ledger accounts recording
 a wide range 

of
 transactions, pro 

graming is likely to be restricted to
 partial applications and the ac-

A COMPUTER PROGRAMMING APPROACH TO ACCOUNTING
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counting system will not be fully

 

converted to computer operations.
 Although data may be organized in

 batches of similar transactions for
 computer processing, the large

 variety of transactions inhibits a
 global or total approach to the

 computerization of the accounting
 system, at least so long 

as
 the tra 

ditional form of the accounting
 system is retained.

Accountants have recognized the

 
importance of systems analysis and

 design 
in

 relation to computer ap 
plications, but so far their work in

 this area has been mainly restricted
 to the partial applications which

 have been listed. They have been
 slower to recognize the need for a

 critical examination of the account
ing system considered 

as
 a whole,  

involving among other things a re
view of the traditional basis of re
cording transactions in ledger ac
counts. But while it is difficult for
 the computer to record transactions

 in this way, there is a particular
 feature of the computer which sug

gests the possibility of an alterna
tive solution to the problem, one
 which continues to record transac

tions on the basis of a duality con
cept but which relies on the record

ing of each transaction by means of
 a single entry in a matrix system in

stead of a double entry in a system
 of disaggregated accounts. This is
 the computer’s ability, which we

 have noted, to store and process
 data in terms of two- (or three-)

 dimensional arrays or tables, that
 is to say in matrix form.

Matrix accounting
The idea of recording accounting

 

data in a matrix system is not a
 new one. In business accounting

 the notion of a “spread sheet” in
corporates a matrix approach to the
 recording of transactions,1 and the
 spread sheet has recently been used

 to illustrate the possibility of apply
ing mathematical optimizing tech

niques to the task of budgetary
 

1 See Eric L. Kohler, A Dictionary 

for 
Accountants, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Engle


wood

 Cliffs, New Jersey, 1952.

2 See A. Charnes, W. W. Cooper, and Y.

 

Ijiri, “Breakeven Budgeting and Program
ming to Goals,” Journal of Accounting

 Research, Spring, 1963, p. 16. See also
 Y. 

Ijiri,
 F. K. Levy, and R. C. Lyon, “A  

Linear Programming 
Model

 for Budget 
ing 

and
 Financial Planning,” Journal of  

Accounting Research, Autumn, 1963, p.
 198.

3 J. G. Kemeny, A. Schleifer, J. L. Snell,

 
and G. L. 

Thompson,
 Finite Mathematics  

with Business Applications, Prentice-Hall,
 Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962,

 pp. 346-351, 358-362.
4 The earliest presentation of national ac


counts

 in tabular form was undertaken by 
F. Quesnay in his Tableau Economique,

 
whi

le W. Leontief was responsible for  
the development of a formal system of

 input-output accounting in his book The
 Structure of the American Economy

 
1919-1939,

 Oxford University Press, 1941.  
See also. Russell Mathews, “Business

 Enterprise Accounts in Relation to Differ
ent Kinds of Social Accounting Systems,”

 The Economic Record, March, 1960, p.
 95 Richard Mattessich, in “Towards an
 Axiomatization of Accountancy, with an
 Introduction to the Matrix Formulation of
 Accounting Systems,” Accounting Re

search, October, 1957, p. 328, and Ac
counting and Analytical Methods, Richard

 D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 1964,
 applies the matrix approach to the de

velopment of both business and national
 accounting systems.

planning.2 Other writers have used

 

the term “double classification
 bookkeeping” to describe a matrix

 approach to accounting which they
 suggested could be adapted to

 punched card equipment or com
puters.3 In national accounting the

 matrix approach has an even longer
 tradition, culminating in input-out
put accounting.4

A computer program

In writing a computer program,

 

the programer should proceed logi
cally through the stages of defining

 the information requirements and
 deciding on the form of the output

 before he reviews the input data
 and determines the processing and
 control requirements. For purposes

 of
 

this paper it  will be assumed that  
the information and output require

ments are the same 
as

 in a con 
ventional accounting system, except

 to the extent that a ledger matrix is
 substituted for a system of double

 entry accounts.

If the accounting system is de



signed in matrix form, the com
puter may be programed to set

 aside a number of fields corre
sponding to the cells in the matrix.

 In the Fortran IV programing lan
guage this may be done by means

 of what is known 
as

 a dimension  
statement. The statement

DIMENSION KASYS (11, 8)

thus instructs the Fortran processor

 

to make provision for a table con
taining eleven rows and eight
 columns, or eighty-eight cells. We
 may think of KASYS 

as
 a code  

representing the accounting system
 in matrix form.

A
 second dimension statement

DIMENSION IASYS (11, 8)

 together with an instruction to read

 in transaction data from the data
 cards

READ (5, 1) ((IASYS (I, J),

 
J = 1, 8), I = 1, 11)

enables the input to be posted to a

 

holding matrix, the data in which
 are automatically transferred to an

 accumulating matrix by means of
 the instruction

KASYS (I, J) = KASYS (I, J)

 

+ IASYS (I, J)

(the accumulating matrix will have

 

been cleared previously, i.e., each
 cell given the value of zero, by

 means of the instruction KASYS
 (I, J) = 0).

A READ statement instructs the

 
computer to read data into the

 matrix from cards that have been
 punched in accordance with a pre
scribed FORMAT statement. If, as

 in Appendix D, the FORMAT
 statement takes the following form

1

 

FORMAT (8 I 6)

this means that, to conform with

 FORMAT statement no. 1, cards
 must be punched with eight fields
 each of six values representing
 digits or signs. The eight fields in

 each card may be identified with
 the eight columns in the matrix

 that has been established. The
 eighth column, representing total
 debits, should be punched with
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FIGURE 2

OFORMAT(1H),28X,13HLEDGER MATRI X/,7X,48H CASH INVEN ACDEP ACPAY JS

 

1CAP JSCUR SALES TOTDR/,7H CASH ,8I6/,7H ACREC ,8I6/,7H 1NVEN ,816
 2/,7H FIXED ,8I6/,7H COFGS ,8Io/,7H RENT ,816/,7H WAGES ,8I6/,7H D
 3EPRC ,816/,7H OTHEX ,8I6/,7H JSDWG ,816/,7H TOTCR ,8I6)

WRITE (6,4 ) 

(

(KASYS ( I , J ) , J = 1,8) , I = 1 , 11 )

zeros because the computer will be

 

programed to calculate the totals
 automatically. If eleven cards are

 punched representing the eleven
 rows in the matrix, the READ
 statement

READ (5, 1) ((IASYS (I, J),

 

J = 1, 8), I = 1, 11)

will ensure that the cards are read

 

in the order of the rows and that
 the data contained therein are as
signed to their appropriate cells.

 The eleventh card, representing
 total credits, should be punched

 with zeros in all eight fields be
cause the program will arrange for

 the totals to be calculated auto
matically.

The first week’s transactions for

 
the hypothetical business of J.

 Smith are reproduced in Appendix
 

A
 on page 40, and a data card is  

illustrated in Figure 1 on page 34.
It is necessary to comment briefly

 
on the way in which transaction

 data are accumulated prior to the
 punching of the cards. In a fully

 computerized system it is possible
 to conceive of data being fed into

 the matrix direct from input media,
 which simultaneously produce the

 documents that provide evidence 
of the transactions. However, in the

 

system that is described in this

 

paper the different groups of trans
actions are recorded initially in a

 system of specialized journals (see
 Appendix B, page 40). Separate

 computer programs could be writ
ten to record these transactions

 and produce the transaction data
 needed as input for the main pro
gram. Specialized operations such
 as payrolls could be dealt with in

 the same way. On the basis of the
 information contained in these orig

inating records, weekly transaction
 tables (or if desired daily tables)

 may be prepared for the general
 ledger matrix and the two subsidi
ary ledgers (see Appendix C, page

 41). The data cards to be processed
 in the main system will then be
 punched, one card for each row, in
 accordance with the transaction

 tables.
After the posting is complete

 
(and several sets of cards may be

 posted in this way), the computer
 may be programed to print out

 the data contained in the ledger
 matrix by means of another FOR

MAT statement, which specifies the
 form of the output, and a WRITE

 statement (see Figure 2, this page).
On the basis of the first week’s

 
transactions listed in Appendix A,

 

these instructions would result in a

 

print-out of the ledger in matrix
 form as reproduced in Figure 3

 below on this page.
The ledger matrix has been de


signed in such a way as to assign

 rows to accounts receiving what
 would traditionally be recorded as

 debit entries and columns to ac
counts receiving credit entries.

 Codes have been used for account
 names as follows:

CASH Bank
ACREC Accounts Receivable
INVEN Inventories
FIXED Fixed Assets
COFGS Cost of Goods Sold
DEPRC Depreciation
OTHEX Other Expenses

 

JSDWG J. Smith Drawings A/c
 TOTCR Total Credits

ACDEP Accumulated
Depreciation

ACPAY Accounts Payable

 

JSCAP
 

J. Smith Capital A/c
JSCUR
 

J. Smith Current A/c
TOTDR Total Debits

It will be seen that the first trans



action, the bank deposit of $5,000
 by J. Smith representing his capital

 contribution to the business, has
 been recorded as an entry in the
 cell corresponding to the CASH

FIGURE 3

LEDGER MATRIX
CASH INVEN ACDEP ACPAY JSCAP JSCUR SALES TOTDR

CASH 0 0 0 0 5000 0 1444 6444
ACREC C 0 0 C C

0

621 621
INVEN 0 0

0
4064 0 0 0 4064

FIXED 1200 C 0 0
0
0 01200

COFGS 0 1246 0 0 c 0 0 1246
RENT 200 0 C 0 0 0 0 200
WAGES 190 c 0 0

0 0

0 190
DEPRC C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OTHEX 0 0 0

0 0
0 00JSDWG 60 0 0 0 0

0 0
60

TOTCR 1650 1246 0 4064 5000 0 2065 14025
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FIGURE 4

AC RECEIVABLE
WEEK 1

BEGBAL OR 1 OR 2 DR 3 CR ENDBAL
C.CARTER 0 4 5 15 0

0

60
J.JACKSON c 85 40 94 0 219
N.NORTON c 95 43 0 0 138
P.PARKER 0 20 0 C

0

20
R.ROYCE 0 0 0 0 0

0W.WILLIAMS 0 40 95 49
0

184
TOTAL 0 285 193 143

0
621

AC PAYABLE
WEEK 1

BEGBAL DR CR ENDBAL
B.BARKER 0 0 575 575
G.GRACE 0 0 568 568
H.HOWARD 0 0 561 561
M.MOSS 0 0 1020 102C
S.STEWART 0 0 740 740
T.THOMPSON 0 0 600 600
TOTAL 0

0

4064 4064

row and the JSCAP column; simi


larly with the other transactions.

 Some accounts, such 
as

 CASH and  
INVEN, which traditionally receive

 both debit and credit entries that
 are offset in other accounts in the
 system, are represented in both the
 rows and the columns of the matrix.

 It is not necessary to include all
 accounts in both columns and rows,

 since some accounts do not record
 transactions involving both debit

 and credit entries.
Negative entries may be made in

 
cells where accounts normally re

ceiving debit entries need to record
 credit entries; thus cash received

 from debtors may be recorded as a
 negative item in the cell formed by

 the ACREC row and the CASH
 column.

The program which is illustrated

FIGURE 5

TRIAL BALANCE

CASH

 

ACREC
 INVEN

 FIXED
 COFGS

 RENT
 WAGES

 DEPRC
 OTHEX

 JSDWG
 ACDEP

 ACPAY
 JSCAP
 JSCUR
 SALES
 TOTAL

WEEK 1
DR

 

CR
4794

621
2818
1200
1246

2C0
190

0
0

60
0

 

4064
 5000

0

 
2065

11129
 

11129

merely records accumulated entries

 

in each cell. In practice, complete
 records 

of
 transactions affecting  

each account are likely to be re
quired. These could be obtained

 either by preparing a new ledger
 matrix each day and aggregating

 the results by means of a separate
 program or by adding a third di
mension to the table to provide in
formation about the date of each

 transaction and to give opening and
 closing balances. The computer can
 easily be programed to hold three-

 dimensional tables. It is not neces
sary to include summary accounts,

 e.g., trading and profit and loss or
 income accounts, in the ledger

 matrix; separate instructions are in
cluded in the program to print out,
 at appropriate intervals, a trial

 balance, an income statement, and
 a balance sheet on the basis of ac
count balances derived from the
 ledger matrix.

The balances of accounts which

 
include only debit or credit entries

 are given by the totals of the rows
 and columns, respectively; the com

puter is programed to calculate
 these balances, and a further in

struction defines them by reference
 to their respective cell locations.
 For example

KACREC = KASYS (2, 8)

indicates where the balance of Ac



counts Receivable Account is to be
 found when it is needed for refer



ence or further processing (namely

 

the cell formed by row 2 and
 column 8).

The balance of an account which

 
appears in both a row and a column

 is obtained by extending the in
structions so as to define the bal
ance as the difference between total
 debits and total credits, as follows:

KCASHB = KCASHD -

 
KCASHC

where KCASHD has previously

 

been defined as the sum of the
 debits to Cash Account, as recorded
 in cell 1, 8 of the ledger matrix and
 KCASHC has been defined as the
 sum of the credits in cell 11, 1.

Individual accounts

In the program illustrated in Ap



pendix D on page 42, separate DI
MENSION, FORMAT, READ, and
 WRITE instructions have been in
cluded in respect to individual

 accounts receivable and accounts
 payable, which thus constitute sub

sidiary ledgers controlled in the
 usual way by control accounts in
 the general ledger. Separate data

 cards are then provided for ac
counts receivable and accounts

 payable. Each debtor’s or creditor’s
 account has been designed to re

cord the balance at the beginning
 of each week, a sufficient number

 of debit and credit entries (these
 may be extended as necessary, for

 example, to provide for separate
 entries for each day of the week),

 and the balance at the end of the
 week (see Figure 4 above). The

 program could easily be general
ized to provide for additional ac
counts receivable or accounts
 payable.

At the end of the week a trial

 
balance is automatically printed

 out in accordance with programed
 instructions which specify the for

mat of the trial balance, define the
 items which are recorded in it, and

 arrange for the calculation of the
 total debits and total credits (see

 Figure 5, this page).
The computer is programed to

 
compare the total debits and the

 total credits in the trial balance
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The complete program, illustrated in Appendix D, could easily be extended... .

and to print out an error message if

 

the totals do not agree. Further in
structions ensure that the balances

 in the accounts receivable and ac
counts payable accounts are com

pared with the sums of the balances
 in the accounts receivable and ac

counts payable ledgers (see Figure
 4), error messages being printed
 _out if the respective amounts do not

 agree. Since the ledger matrix for
 the general ledger and the matrices

 for the two subsidiary ledgers have
 been posted from different sets 

of data cards, this provides a built-in
 control over the subsidiary ledgers

 in a manner that is analogous to the
 control achieved in a conventional

 accounting system. The program
 could easily be extended to provide
 for other subsidiary ledgers.

The program which is illustrated

 
in Appendix D provides for the in

sertion of a separate data card with
 each week’s transactions to indicate

 the number of the week (in prac
tice separate data cards would
 

probably be inserted with each

 

day’s transactions). At the end of
 each week, as we have seen, the

 program provides for a print-out of
 the trial balance and the subsidiary

 ledger matrices (this could be done
 on a daily basis if desired), but the

 program also provides for the pre
paration of an income statement

 and balance sheet at the end 
of each four weeks’ transactions. An

 additional control statement en
sures the accuracy of the program

 in relation to this task. The print
out in respect of Week 4 is illus

trated in Figure 6 below.
The complete program is illus


trated in Appendix D. It could

 easily be extended to provide for a
 more elaborate accounting system.

 It was written by the author and
 run on an IBM 7094 computer at

 the Western Data Processing Cen
ter, Graduate School of Business

 Administration, University of Cali
fornia, Los Angeles, in December,

 1966.

It has been argued in this paper

 

that effective utilization of the
 computer in accounting applica
tions requires thought to be given,

 not only to the analysis and design
 of business systems in relation to

 particular data processing opera
tions which form part of the ac

counting function, but also to the
 design of the accounting system
 itself. In particular, it is suggested
 that, for purposes of computer pro

graming, a ledger in matrix form
 needs to be substituted for the tra

ditional double-entry framework of
 ledger accounts. A ledger matrix

 offers scope for the development of
 a computer program which mini

mizes the input and storage diffi
culties which are associated with

 disaggregated data sources, while
 permitting maximum use to be

 made of the computer’s qualities
 with respect to computation, repeti

tive data processing, automatic
 control, and the printing of all

 output.

FIGURE 6

CASH
LEDGER MATRIX

INVEN ACDEP ACPAY JSCAP JSCUR SALES TOTDR
CASH 0 0 0 -1563 5000

0

3546 6983
ACREC -185 0 0 0 0 0 3377 3192
INVEN 0 0 0 6467 0 0 0 6467
FIXED 1200 0 0 0 0 0 0 1200
COFGS 0 4426 0 0 0 0 0 4426
RENT 200 0 0 0 0 0 0 200
WAGES 760 0

0

0 0 0 0 760
DEPRC 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 10
OTHEX 126 0 0 0 0 0 0 126
JSDWG 186 0 0

0

0 0 0 186
TOTCR 2287 4426 10 4904 5000 0 6923 23550
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TRIAL BALANCE

CASH

 

ACREC
 INVEN

 FIXED
 COFGS

 RENT
 WAGES

 DEPRC
 OTHEX

 JSDWG
 ACDEP

 ACPAY
 JSCAP
 JSCUR
 SALES
 TOTAL

WEEK

 

DR
 4696

 3192
 2041
 1200
 4426
 200

 760
10
 

126
 186

16 837

4

 

CR

13

 

4904
5000
 

0 
6923
 16837

SALES

 

CDFGS
 GROSP

 RENT
 WAGES

 DEPRC
 OTHEX
 TOTEX
 NETPR

INCOME

 

WEEK
STATEMENT

200
760

10
126

6923
4426
2497

1096
1401

BALANCE SHEET

ASSETS

 

CASH
 ACREC

 INVEN
 FIXED
 ACDEP

 NETFIX
 TOTASS

 ACPAY
 JSCAP

 JSCUR
 OWNEQ

WEEK

1200
10

5000
1215

4

4696
3192
2041

1190
11119
4904

6215

AC RECEIVABLE
WEEK 4

BEGBAL DR 1 DR 2 DR 3 CR ENDBAL
C. CARTER 151 49 48 0 -60 188
J. JACKSON 580 104 0 0 -125 559
N.NORTON 679 140 0 0 0 819
P.PARKER 243 34 0 0 0 277
R.ROYCE 248 68 148 0 6 464
W.WILLIAMS 595 86 204 0 0 885
TOTAL 2496 481 400 0 -185 3192

AC PAYABLE
WEEK 4

BEGBAL DR CR ENDBAL
B.BARKER 903 -5 75 41 369
G.GRACE 781 -568 143 356
H.HOWARD 929 -420 0 50 9
M.MOSS 1382 0 20 2 1584
S.STEWART 824 0 92 916
T.THOMPSON 1170 0 0 1170
TOTAL 5989 -1563 478 4904
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APPENDIX A
Transactions — First Week

19—

 
Feb.

1

2

Deposited $5,000 capital in bank
Paid January rent $200
Purchased shop fittings $1,200 for cash
Purchased trading inventories as follows (credit purchases):

T. Thompson

 

$600
S. Stewart
 

450
B. Barker

 
575

G. Grace
 

365
H. Howard  420

M. Moss
 

785  $3,195
Credit sales (cost of goods sold $195):

 J. Jackson
 P. Parker

 W. Williams
 N. Norton

 C. Carter

$ 85

20

40
95
45 $ 285

3
Cash sales (cost $590):
Credit sales (cost $106):

J. Jackson

 

C. Carter
 W. Williams

$ 40
15
95

$1,100

$ 
150

4
Cash sales (cost $100):

 Credit purchases:
M. Moss
G. Grace

 

H. Howard
S. Stewart

$283
 

203
 141

 290

$

$

140

917

Feb. 5
Cash sales (cost $141):
Credit sales (cost $114):

J. Jackson

 

N. Norton
 W. Williams

$ 94 43

49

$

$

204

186
Purchase returns — M. Moss $48
Wages paid

 

Proprietor’s drawings
$  
$ 190

60

APPENDIX B
Journals — First Week

 

Cash Receipts Journal

Accounts

 

rec.
Cash  
sales

Other  
receipts Total Bank

19— Particulars
Computer

 
posting

IASYS
-(2, 1)

IASYS  
(1,7)

— — —

Feb. 1
2

 

3

4

J. Smith

 

Sales
 Sales

 Sales

IASYS(1, 5)
1,100

140
204

5,000 5,000

 

1,100

140 204

5,000
1,100

140
204

5 Total — 1,444 5,000 6,444 6,444

Cash Payments Journal

19
—

 

Pa
rt

ic
ul

ar
s   Computer po

st
in

g  A
cc

ou
nt

s 
pa

ya
bl

e 

In
ve

nt
. 

Fi
xe
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t 
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ex
p.

J.
 Sm

ith
 

dr
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. 

To
ta

l 

B
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k

IASYS
-(1,4)

IASYS

 

(3, 1)
IASYS  
(4, 1)

IASYS  
(6, 1)

ISAYS  
(7, 1)

IASYS
 

(9, 1)
IASYS  
(10, 1) — —

Feb. 1

5

Rent

 
Fixed

 assets
Wages

 
J. Smith

 drawings

1,200

200
190

60

200

1,200 190

60

200

1,200

250
Total 1,200 200

190

60 1,650 1,650
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Credit Sales Journal
Computer

19—

 

Feb.
Particulars posting Amount

2 J. Jackson IREC (2,2) 85
P. Parker IREC (4,2) 20
W. Williams IREC (6,2) 40
N. Norton IREC (3,2) 95
C. Carter IREC (1,2) 45

3 J. Jackson IREC (2,3) 40
C. Carter IREC (1,3) 15
W. Williams IREC (6,3) 95

5

J. Jackson IREC (2,4) 94
N. Norton IREC (3,3) 43
W. Williams IREC (6,4) 49

Total IASYS (2,7) 621

Cost of 

Goods

 Sold Journal
Computer

19— Particulars posting Amount
Feb. 2 Credit Sales

 

Cash Sales
195
590

3 Credit Sales

 
Cash Sales

106
100

4
Cash Sales 141

5 Credit Sales
114Total IASYS (5,2) 1,246

Credit Purchases Journal
Computer

19— Particulars posting Amount
Feb. 2 T. Thompson IPAY (6,3) 600

S. Stewart IPAY (5,3) 450
B. Barker IPAY (1,3) 575
G. Grace IPAY (2,3) 365
H. Howard IPAY (3,3) 420
M. Moss IPAY (4,3) 785

4

M. Moss IPAY (4,3) 283
G. Grace IPAY (2,3) 203

H.
 Howard IPAY (3,3) 141

S. Stewart IPAY (5,3) 290
5 M. Moss IPAY - (4,3) —48

Total IASYS (3,4) 4,064

General Journal

 

No Transactions in First Week

APPENDIX C

 

Transaction Tables First Week

IASYS

 

1 2 3 4  5  6 7  8
1

 
2
3

 
4

5 
67

 8

910

1,200

200
190

60

1,246

4,064

5,000 1,444
621

2 3 

4  5  6IREC
1
2

45
85

15
40 94

3
4

5

95
20

43
6

40 95 49

IPAY 1
 2 3 

4
 1

 
575

2 568
3 561

4
 

1,020
5
 

740
6
 

600

Computer Program for Accounting System with General

 
Ledger and Two Subsidiary Ledgers
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APPENDIX D

COMPUTER PROGRAM

 

FOR ACCOUNTING SYSTEM WITH GENERAL  
LEDGER AND TWO SUBSIDIARY LEDGERS

42 Management Services

C FORTRAN IV PROGRAM FOR ACCOUNTING SYSTEM WITH GENERAL LEDGER AND TWO

 

C SUBSIDIARY LEDGERS IN MATRIX FORM
 C DIMENSIONS OF MATRICES USED FOR POSTING GENERAL LEDGER(IASYS),STORING

 C GENERAL LEDGER(KASYS),ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE LEDGER(IREC) AND ACCOUNTS
 C PAYABLE LEDGER(IPAY)

DIMENSION IASYS(11,8) , KASYS(11,8 ) , IREC ( 7,6) , IPAYC 7,4)
 C INPUT FORMATS FOR GENERAL LEDGER,ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND ACCOUNTS

 C PAYABLE LEDGERS
 1

 
FORMAT(8I6)

2
 

F0RMAT(6I6)
3
 

FORMAT(4I6)
C OUTPUT FORMAT FOR GENERAL LEDGER MATRIX

 4 OFORMAT(1H1,28X,13HLEDGER MATRI X/,7X,48H CASH INVEN ACDEP ACPAY JS
 1CAP JSCUR SALES TOTDR/.7H CASH ,8I6/,7H ACREC ,8I6/,7H INVEN ,8I6

 2/,7H FIXED ,8I6/,7H COFGS ,8I6/,7H RENT ,8I6/,7H WAGES ,8I6/,7H D
 3EPRC ,8I6/,7H OTHEX ,8I6/,7H JSDWG ,8I6/,7H TOTCR ,8I6)

 C INPUT FORMAT TO IDENTIFY WEEK NUMBER
 5 FORMAT(I2)

 C OUTPUT FORMATS FOR TRIAL BALANCE,INCOME STATEMENT,BALANCE SHEET,ERROR
 C MESSAGES,ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ANO ACCOUNTS PAYABLE SCHEDULES

 
6 

OFORMAT(1H1,7X,13HTRIAL BALANCE/, UX,5HWEEK ,I2/,10X,2HDR,5X,2HCR/,
17H CASH ,I6/,7H ACREC ,I6/,7H INVEN ,I6/,7H FIXED ,I6/,7H COFGS ,

 2I6/,7H RENT ,I6/,7H WAGES ,I6/,7H DEPRC ,I6/,7H OTHEX ,I6/,7H JSD
 3WG ,I6/,7H ACDEP ,7X,I6/,7H ACPAY ,7X,I6/,7H JSCAP ,7X,I6/,7H JSCU

 4R ,7X,I6/,7H SALES ,7X,I6/,7H TOTAL ,I6,1X,I6)
7

 
OFORMAT(1H1,7X,16HINCOME STATEMENT/, UX,5HWEEK ,I2/,7H SALES ,8X,I6
1/,7H COFGS ,8X,I6/,7H GROSP ,8X,I6/,7H RENT ,2X,I6/,7H WAGES ,2X,

 2I6/,7H DEPRC ,2X,I6/,7H OTHEX ,2X,I6/,7H TOTEX ,8X,I6/,7H NETPR ,8
 3X,I6)

8 OFORMAT(1H ,9X,13HBALANCE SHEET/, 11X,5HWEEK ,I2/,7H ASSETS/,7H CASH
 

1
 

,8X,I6/,7H ACREC ,8X,I6/,7H INVEN ,8X,I6/,7H FIXED ,2X,I6/,7H AC
2DEP ,2X,I6/,7H NETFIX,8X,I 6/,7H TOTASS,8X,16/,7H ACPAY ,8X,I6/,7H

 3JSCAP ,2X,I6/,7H JSCUR ,2X,I6/,7H OWNEQ ,8X,I6)
9 FORMAT(1H1,19HTRI AL BALANCE ERROR)

10 FORMAT UH1,19HBALANCE SHEET ERROR)
11 OFORMAT(1H1,17X,13HAC RECEIVABLE/,18X,5HWEEK , 12/,11X,36HBEGBAL OR

 

1 1 DR 2 DR 3 CR ENDBAL/,UH C.CARTER ,616/,11H J.JACKSON ,616
 2/,11H N.NORTON ,616/,11H P.PARKER ,616/,11H R.ROYCE ,616/,11H

 3W.WILLIAMS,616/, 11H TOTAL ,616)
12 OFORMAT(1H1,16X,10HAC PAYABLE/,17X,5HWEEK , I 2/,11X,24HBEGBAL

 
DR

1 CR ENDBAL/,11H B.BARKER ,416/, 11H G.GRACE ,416/,11H H.HOWARD
 2 ,416/,11H M.MOSS ,416/,11H S.STEWART ,416/,11H T .THOMPSON, 416/

 3,11H TOTAL ,416)
 13

 
FORMAT(1H1,24HRECEIVABLE CONTROL ERROR)

14
 

FORMAT(1H1,21HPAYABLE CONTROL ERROR)
C CLEARING,POSTING ANO ACCUMULATING INSTRUCTIONS

 15
 

FORMAT(I1)
0050J=1,8

 00501=1,11
 KASYS(I,J)=0

 50 CONTINUE
D051J=1,6

 0051 I = 1,7
 IREC(I,J)=0

 51 CONTINUE
 D052J=l,4

 00521=1,7
 IPAY(I,J)=0

 52 CONTINUE
 READ(5,15)N

D025K=1,N

 

READ(5,1)((IASYS(I,J),J=1,8),1=1,11)
 00261=1,11

 DO26J=1,8
 KASYS( I , J ) =KASYS U , J)+ IASYSU , J )

 26
 

CONTINUE
25
 

CONTINUE
READ(5,2)((IRECU , J ) , J= 1 , 6 ) , I = 1,7)

 READ(5,3)((IPAY(I, J) ,J = 1 ,4), 1=1,7)
 REA0(5,5)IDATE

 DO53J=1,7
 0053I=1,10

 KASYS( I ,8)=KASYSd ,8)+KASYS( I, J)
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CONTINUE
DO54J=1,8

 

DO541=1,10
KASYS(11,J)=KASYS(11,J)+KASYS(I,J)

53

54   CONTINUE
C INSTRUCTIONS 

TO

 DEFINE TRIAL BALANCE ANO SUBSIDIARY LEDGER VALUES  
KCASHD=KASYS(1,8)

 KACREC=KASYS(2,8)
INVEND=KASYS(3,8)

 KFIXED=KASYS(4,8)
 KCOFGS=KASYS(5,8)
 KRENT=KASYS(6,8)

 KWAGES=KASYS(7,8)
 KDEPRC=KASYS(8,8)

 KOTHEX=KASYS(9,8)
 JSDWG =KASYS(10

 KTOTDR=KASYS(11
,8)
,8)

KCASHC=KASYS(11
 

INVENC=KASYS(11
 KACDEP=KASYS(11
 KACPAY=KASYS(11

 JSCAP =KASYS(11
 JSCUR =KASYS(11

 KSALES=KASYS(11

,2)

 

,3)
 ,4)
 ,5)
 , 6)

55

56

57

58

KCASHB=KCASHD-KCASHC
oktbtdr=kcashb+kacrec+invenb+kfixed+kcofgs+krent+kwages+koeprc+koth
1EX*JSDWG

KTBTCR=KACOEP+KACPAY+JSCAP+JSCUR+KSALES

 

IF(KTBTOR.NE.KTBTCR)WRITE(6,9)
 00551=1,6

 DO55J=1,5
I REC(I,6) = IREC(1,6)+IREC(I,J)
CONTINUE

 

D056J.= 1,6
 D056l=1,6

 
 

IREC(7,J)=IREC(7,J)+IREC!I,J)
 CONTINUE

 00571=1,6
 DO57J=1,3

IPAY(I,4)=IPAY!I,4)+IPAY(I•J)
CONTINUE
D058J=l,4

 

00581=1,6
 I PAY(7,J) = IPAY(7,J)+IPAY(I,J)

 CONTINUE
IF(KACREC.NE•IREC(7,6))WRITE(6,13)

OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR LEDGER MATRlX,TRIAL BALANCE AND SUBSIDIARY
LEDGER SCHEDULES AT END OF EACH WEEK  WRITE(6,41)((KASYS(I,J),J = 1,8),1 = 1,11)

OWRITE(6,6)IDATE,KCASHB,KACREC,INVENB,KFIXED,KCOFGS,KRENT,KWAGES,KO
1EPRC,KOTHEX,JSDWG,KACDEP,KACPAY,JSCAP,JSCUR,KSALES,KTBTDR,KTBTCR

WRITE(6,11)IDATE,((IREC(I,J),J=1,6),I = 1,7)
WRITE(6,12)IDATE,((IPAY(I,J),J=l,4),1 = 1,7)

 

IF(N.NE.4)G0 TO 59
INSTRUCTIONS TO DEFINE INCOME STATEMENT AND BALANCE SHEET VALUES AND

 
TO PRINT INCOME STATEMENT AND BALANCE SHEET AT END OF EACH 4-WEEK

C

 

C

C

 

C
 C

AT END OF EACH 4-WEEK

59

PERIOD
KGROSP=KSALES-KCOFGS
KTOTEX=KRENT+KWAGES+KOEPRC+KOTHEX
KNETPR=KGROSP-KTOTEX
JSCUB =JSCUR+KNETPR—JSDWG
KTOTAS=KCASHB+KACREC+INVENB+KFIXED-KACDEP
KOWNEQ=JSCAP+JSCUB
NETFIX=KFIXED—KACDEP
IF((KTOTAS-KACPAY).NE.KOWNEQ)WRITE(6,10)

 

_
OWRITE(6,7)IDATE,KSALES,KCOFGS,KGROSP,KRENT,KWAGES,KDEPRC,KOTHEX,KT

 OWRITE,(6.8)IDATE,KCASHB,KACREC, INVENB,KOD,KACDEP,NETFIX,KTOTAS,K
 1ACPAY,JSCAP,JSCUB,KOWNEQ

STOP
END
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Creativity — or original thinking — 

is

 perhaps more  
needed than ever before in business. Yet business may

 unwittingly hamper some of the conditions that can
 aid creativity. Here’s what can be done to foster —

CREATIVITY IN MANAGEMENT

by Sherman Tingey and Van R. Vibber

 

Arizona

 

State University

The Beatles, pop art, the psy



chedelic influence, and a
 changing sense of values among

 young people have made creativity
 a popular topic with them. Some of

 this emphasis has been carried over
 to the business sphere, since busi

ness is extremely interested in to
day’s young people. In fact, busi

ness is quite alarmed at the large
 number of college graduates who
 enter areas other than business. In

 an effort to attract first-rate grad
uates college recruiters and em


44

ployment advertisements alike are

 

boldly proclaiming, “
A

 job at XYZ  
Corporation offers you a chance to

 use your imagination!”
This article deals with creativity

 
arid its application and importance

 to management. It is intended to
 answer the questions: What is crea

tivity? What are the characteristics
 of creative individuals? Is there a
 need for creativity in business? Can

 management foster creativity? Fi
nally, some suggested managerial

 guideposts for increasing creativity
 

are also presented in some detail.

What is creativity?
“Creativity is a mysterious force,

 

responsible for pulling primitive
 man out of his caves into houses,

 turning
 

his arrows into rockets, sup 
planting his bison

 
meat with shrimp  

creole, and replacing his monoliths
 with skyscrapers.”1

1 Eugene W. Jackson, “Hunting Yard



sticks for Creativity,” Management Re
view, March, 1965, p. 38.

Management

 

Services
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Whenever anything new is de



veloped creative forces have been
 exerted. In other words, creativity
 is birth. It is a natural human pro
cess. It includes the process of be

coming sensitive to problems, de
ficiencies, and gaps in knowledge.

 Creativity also includes identifying
 key issues, searching for solutions,
 testing and retesting the hypothe

ses, and finally communicating the
 results.

The essential tool of creation is

 
original thinking — thinking that

 takes cognizance of what others
 have discovered but aims to pro

ceed beyond the point they have
 reached. Significantly, there is no

 clear line of occupational demarca
tion for creativity. It can be found

 in sports or industry as well as the
 arts or university research. What

ever is new and has not previously
 existed, or whatever improves on

 previous achievements, is creative.

Creative individuals
The creative individual is char



acterized by his free use of imagi
nation and his willingness to

 employ fantasy. He produces a
 fountain of ideas and may suggest

 alternative ideas with little regard
 for their practicability. Frequently
 others think of his guesses as mis

takes. He is distinct from the less
 creative, highly intelligent person

 who would rather play it safe and
 produce fewer new ideas but ideas

 that are more likely to be accepted
 as logical and practical.2

2 For a more comprehensive description

 

of the creative individual, see Arthur O.
 England, “Creativity: An Unwelcome

 Talent,” Personnel Journal, September,
 1964, pp. 458-461.

3 Bernard Berelson and Gary A. Steiner,

 

in their book Human Behavior, An Inven
tory of Scientific Findings, Harcourt,

 Brace, and World, Inc., Chicago, 1964,
 offer evidence that there is no correlation

 between creativity and intelligence via a
 number of studies.

4 A. H. Maslow, 

“

The Need for Creative  
People,” Personnel Administration, May-  

June, 1965, p. 3.
5 Peter F. Drucker, “The Objects of a

 
Business,” in Management: A Book of

 Readings, edited 
by

 Harold Koontz and  
Cyril 

O
’Donnell, McGraw-Hill Book  

Company, New York, 1964, p. 50.

Intelligent people are not neces



sarily creative people, and vice
 versa. However, 

in
 certain occupa 

tional fields that require creativity
 admittance is based in part on in
telligence. This may lead people

 to the incorrect conclusion that cre
ativity is the same as intelligence.

 To illustrate, a group of nuclear
 physicists will have a superior aver

age intelligence quotient, but
 among them there is no correlation

 

between creativity and intelli



gence.3
Typically, the creative person

 
prefers complexity, as he has the

 ability to keep more ideas in his
 head at one time than the person

 who is not creative. He is more
 independent 

in
 his judgments and  

more open to new experience. He
 is more dominant, adventurous, and

 emotionally sensitive and is not al
ways pleasant. In addition, he is

 often more open in his feelings and
 emotions.

Creativity in business
"Great industries . . . are all

 

aware that however rich and pros
perous they may be at this moment,

 they may wake up tomorrow morn
ing to find that some new product

 has been invented which makes
 them obsolete.”4

According to Peter F. Drucker,

 
the only constant in business is

 change, and the only profitable way
 to react to change is to initiate it.5

 Indeed, changes are so rapid that a
 company must adapt if it is to sur

vive. If it is to adapt successfully,
 there must exist 

in
 the firm an atti 

tude conducive to creative thinking
 and new ideas. An operation cannot

 be improved unless it is changed.
 Thus, creativity is essential for the

 long-run success of a business.
But creativity is not the miracu


lous road to growth. More often

 creativity in the abstract is con
fused with practical innovation 
in the concrete. Take, for example,

 two artists both of
 

whom have great  
ideas for a painting. One tells 

all his friends; the other dons his beret

The creative individual produces a

 

fountain 
of

 ideas; he may suggest  
many alternatives with little regard

 to their practicability.
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Great industries are all aware that however rich and prosperous they

 

may be at the moment, they may wake up tomorrow morning to find
 that some new product has been invented that makes them obsolete.

and paints. Both might be called

 

creative. What business needs is in
novation in the action-producing
 sense. There appears to be an abun

dance of ideas but a scarcity of im
plementation. Business is action-
 oriented. Without follow-through,

 creativity is barren, for ideas them
selves are useless.

Like anything else, however, cre


ativity can be carried to extremes.

 Getting the greatest creativity with
out sacrificing executive control is

 the heart of a key management
 challenge. Management cannot af

ford a breed of creative anarchists,
 nor can management afford to nur

ture an organizational family more
 interested in repeating history than
 in creating it. Obviously, a dilemma
 exists — how can an organization
 maintain its flexibility through cre
ativity yet maintain the needed

 stability and balance required for
 long-run growth and profitability?
 The proper balance may vary from

 industry to industry and even from
 firm to firm because of differing

 internal and external environmental
 constraints. Each 

firm
 will have to  

find 
its

 own balance, or optimal mix  
of creativity and conformity; how

ever, it appears that at present most
 firms could benefit from more crea

tivity at the expense of some con
formity.

Unfortunately, business has not

 
been very successful in relating the

 real excitement that it can offer to
 

capable, imaginative people; specif



ically, the opportunity for crea
tivity in business has not been com
municated adequately. Instead,
 many perceive today’s business en
vironment as one in which indi

viduality is muffled and creativity
 is stifled — the view popularized in

 William H. Whyte’s Organization
 Man.

Fostering creativity

Often, early experiences in life

 

enforce conformity rather than cre
ativity. Altering these established

 patterns is a difficult task. Never
theless, efforts in the following

 four areas may serve to develop an
 environment which can lead to in

creased creativity.
Firstly, the organization must al


low people to act more freely. The

 creative individual is unique be
cause he reacts differently than
 others react to the same social

 forces. For example, he might ques
tion the habit of equating the ma

jority rule principle with the ma
jority right principle. He must be

 allowed to do so if his creativity is
 to come to the fore.

Secondly, managers must wel


come disagreement and contrary

 viewpoints. Potential creativity and
 uniqueness are stifled if manage

ment expects, or even permits, car
bon-copy behavior. Risk and chal

lenge are fundamental to growth,
 

and controversy is inevitable. Too

 

much emphasis on loyalty leads to
 the equation of loyalty with agree

ment.
The ominous result: the rapid de


velopment of the yes man.

Thirdly, subordinates must be

 
made responsible for, and become

 personally involved with, change.
 Everyone in the organization must

 be encouraged to develop ideas and
 to take note of others’ ideas. Only

 then will the creative effort over
come the natural tendency to resist

 change.
Finally, communications must be

 
improved. Communication is often

 used as a scapegoat for all organi
zational ills. Nonetheless, one au

thor estimates that fifty per cent of
 the creative ideas within major

 corporations are not communicated
 to the right people. One obvious

 method 
of

 improving communica 
tions is the use of suggestion boxes.

 Yet, surprisingly enough, few com
panies utilize the idea, even though

 it is not uncommon to average one
 hundred ideas per one hundred

 employees in a given year.6

6 Charles Gibbons, 

“

Improving the Cli 
mate for Creativity in Your Organiza

tion,” Advanced Management Journal,
 July, 1964, p. 47.

Of course, this division of effort

 

into four areas is somewhat arbi
trary. It is only meant to serve as

 a base for analyzing what detailed
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Management cannot afford a breed of creative anarchists, nor can management afford to

 

nurture an organizational family more interested in repeating history than in creating 
it.

steps need to be taken to actually

 
increase creativity.

The question naturally arises

 
whether emphasis in these four

 areas will lead to increased profits.
 In most cases where conscious at

tempts to develop creativity have
 been employed, companies report

 a positive impact upon profits.7
 Sikorsky Helicopter, for example,

 reports a saving of fifteen dollars
 for each dollar spent on its training

 program in applied imagination.
 Under a similar program, Sylvania

 Electric reports a twenty-dollar
 saving for each dollar spent.8 It

 seems, then, that management can
 foster creativity and that in most

 cases it is financially beneficial to
 do so.

Managerial guideposts
Because conscious efforts to in



crease creativity appear to be

7

 

Jere W. Clark, “Can Creativeness be  
Taught?” Management Review, June,

 1965, p. 51.
8

 

D. C. Dauw, “Creativity in Organiza 
tions,” Personnel Journal, September,

 1966, p. 466.

SHERMAN TINGEY,

 

D. B. A. is associate pro
fessor of management at

 the College of Business
 Administration of Ari

zona State University. A
 teacher at several other

 universities previously,
 Dr. Tingey has also

 served 
as

 a consultant
to both government and private business

 groups. His articles have been published in
 several business magazines.

 

financially beneficial, perhaps it is

 

wise to look at some specific fea
tures that might be utilized in a

 training program in applied imagi
nation. The features listed here are

 not meant to constitute a complete
 program; they are merely specific
 features that might help in achiev

ing the four broad goals outlined
 in the previous section.9

The organization must allow people

 

to act more freely.

Allow freedom for individuals to

 

guide their own work. Provide
 them with specified and formally

 agreed upon areas of freedom and
 self-direction, gradually increasing
 these areas if evidence of growth in

 maturity and self-reliance warrants
 it.

The organization structure

 
should be kept flexible.

9

 

Many of these features were adapted  
from the book Managing Creative Scien

tists and Engineers, by Eugene Raudsepp,
 The Macmillan Company, New York,

 1963. Raudsepp discussed only technical
 personnel; however, the features apply to
 

an
 applied imagination program for any  

employee.

VAN R. BIBBER will re



ceive 
a

 master's degree  
in business administra

tion from Arizona State
 University this summer.

 He received his bache
lor's degree from Arizona

 State last year. His busi
ness experience includes

 work with 
a

 management
consulting firm, with Tener Records, and with

 the Hartford Electric Light Company, in Hart
ford, Connecticut.

Individual differences should be

 

recognized; each person should be
 treated as a person of worth in his
 own right. Personnel should be as
signed to work where their back

grounds, skills, and interests fit the
 

job
 rather than primarily on the  

basis of where they are needed.
Individual personalities should

 
be considered in making assign

ments and picking leaders or super
visors. Those with special talents

 and aptitudes should be actively
 sought out.

Personnel policies and working

 
conditions should be conducive to

 individual prestige and professional
 status.

Managers must welcome disagree



ment.

Lead and motivate by suggestion

 

rather than by command.
Provide opportunity for a variety

 
of experience, change, and learn

ing. Allow people to try occasional
 pet ideas without premature prej

udicial criticism.
Organize special experimental

 
groups where constructive noncon

formity and originality are the
 main goals to be pursued.

Constructive nonconformity

 
should not only be tolerated but

 encouraged.

Subordinates must be made re



sponsible for change.

Personal recognition should be

 

provided for accomplishment.
Excellence and extra effort

 
should be rewarded, and special
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Personnel should be assigned to work where their background, skills, and

 

interest fit the job rather than on the basis of where they are needed.

incentives should be established

 

for achievers.
Competence should be the pri


mary consideration for advance

ment.
A high value should be placed

 
on creative effort. Management

 should provide inspirational begin
nings for creative projects.

There should be continuous en


couragement for personnel to take

 refresher and advanced courses.
 Nontechnical skills, such as human

 relations, should be taught within
 the organization.

Workers should be convinced

 

that they, individually, are expected

 

to take responsibility for initiating
 new ideas and that management

 will back them up.

Communications must be improved.

Individuals should be allowed 

to 

participate in decision making and
 long-range planning, particularly
 in areas which affect them. Person

nel should be kept informed about
 important aspects of company oper

ations, policies, and goals.
Interchange of information and

 
opinion among groups and depart

ments should be encouraged.

Groups should be made aware

 

of the pressure they bring on indi
viduals to conform.

Communication with manage


ment should be increased, with

 regular discussion panels for mu
tual problems. Personnel should at

 all times be kept informed as to
 how timing, budget limitations, and

 competition will effect the creative
 effort.

These suggestions should be use


ful for individual companies to use

 
as

 a starting point in developing  
creativity training programs de

signed to meet their own needs.

All to often, most of the creative ideas within

 

an organization never reach the right people.
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The recent conference of AICPA computer users, held

 

in Kansas City, drew the largest attendance of any
 such meeting to date. Significantly, most of the reg
istrants represented small and medium firms —

AICPA HOLDS THIRD COMPUTER CONFERENCE

A Management Services staff report

The rapid emergence of CPAs

 

in the last few years as leaders
 in the use and application of

 electronic computers was both
 noted and documented by author

ities at a recent Midwestern meet
ing. Moreover, those accountants
 who do not familiarize themselves

 well enough with computers to
 understand their clients’ automated
 systems are falling so hopelessly

 behind the times that they may
 eventually “pray for retirement.”

This was the consensus of

 
speakers at a two-day meeting in

 Kansas City in May, the third semi
annual National Conference

 
of CPA  

Computer Users, of the AICPA.
Surprisingly, although most large

 

and many medium size firms were

 

represented, the majority of the
 more than two hundred registrants

 were from small firms in small
 cities. The preponderance of the

 delegates were from the Midwest
ern states, but all segments of the
 country were represented.

Ream featured speaker
Norman Ream, CPA, Special

 

Assistant to the Secretary of the
 Navy and a former director of the
 Center for Computer Sciences and
 Technology of the National Bureau

 of Standards, said of the history of
 CPAs and computers:

“The American Institute mem



bership, the accounting profession,

 

has a great deal to contribute to
 management in this area, and if I
 might say so, I only have one

 
regret,  

and that is I think we got into this
 business about ten years too late at

 the speed that we are into it now.
 Then, on the other hand, it’s never

 too late.”
Three major changes face busi


ness management in the years

 ahead, said Mr. Ream.
The constant lowering of the cost

 
of

 
handling individual data process 

ing problems, of the cost of image
 storing, and of the cost of communi

cations will mean that “tomorrow
 we will be able to bring about very

 different results from information
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It’s the process of manage



ment rather than the hard
ware that really requires our

 attention today
...........

technology than we can even imag



ine today,” he declared. “We must
 talk in the broader terminology of

 information technology or, if you
 will, of talking information systems

 and the ultimate contribution they
 will make to both management and,
 of course, eventually to our govern

ment and our whole country.
“I think that it’s the process of

 
management rather than the hard

ware that really requires our atten
tion today,” Mr. Ream continued,
 “and, as I said, I’

m
 very, very  

pleased and, if I might use the
 term, excited to see the American
 Institute truly jumping into this

 problem with
 

both feet.”

Three areas of change

The three areas where change

 

can be most readily detected, he
 said, are in the structure of the

 work force, the increasing tempo 
of innovation in business, and the

 marketing pattern of business. All
 of these areas are vital in terms 

of the problems of management in
formation.

The changes in work force will

 
be marked by a sharp increase in

 the number of creative, educated
 people within the company’s per
sonnel. This will, in turn, call for

 a much more sophisticated and
 adaptable management group than

 has been needed in the past, Mr.
 Ream believes.

“And this sophistication will only

 
be accomplished through continu

ous management training,” he went
 on, “and exposure to the new ad
vanced techniques, as they are

 being introduced.
“This whole situation will con


tinue to become increasingly fluid,

 and it will be essential that every
 successful management learn to ac

cept rapid organizational and oper
ational changes as vital to their

 economic growth,” he said.
Increasing rigidity in the cost

 
structure of businesses will also

 be brought on by changes in the
 work force, the speaker predicted.
 For 

as
 more technically oriented  

people assume a larger proportion
 

of the total work load, it will be

 

necessary to ensure greater job sta
bility for these workers.

“Management also faces an

 
equally difficult task in respect to

 salaries and promotional opportun
ities for these technically oriented

 workers,” he continued, “for most
 of them will be specialists con
cerned with a single field of knowl

edge or a single discipline, and we
 must develop the means to direct
 their work toward a common busi

ness goal in order to produce profit
able results. And to be effective

 they will have to be managed by
 a very competent management

 team, just as the management team
 will need the technical knowledge

 and the dedication of these techni
cal workers to be effective in 
its efforts. In other words, we have a

 real communications problem fac
ing us.”

Another challenge, he said, is the

 
increase in the tempo of

 
innovation.

“The accelerated increase in the
 rate of technological development

 we see will also cause some funda
mental problems in the way in

 which technological innovations
 will be put to work. For instance,

 the life of a product is going to
 shorten. Whereas a manufacturer
 used to be able to turn out develop

ment products and perhaps have a
 ten-year life span in the consumer

 market, I think we all know that the
 life span is probably somewhere

 down around three years.”

Reaction time shortened

This means that the reaction time

 

of management must also shorten,
 Mr. Ream said, and the only way

 it can be shortened effectively is
 through the use and the develop

ment of good information.
Many companies today are slip


ping behind in the competitive race

 because they remain primarily
 product-oriented while the success
ful ones become more and more

 planning-oriented, he said.
“I’m sure that this has been a

 
philosophy that you have been im

parting to management for a long
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time,” he told the CPA audience.

 

“Our accounting systems are quite
 good; there’s no doubt about that.
 It’s the other type of information,
 the systems that create information
 that is not expressed in dollar terms

 and so on, these are the areas
 where we are quite weak.”

What can accountants, in their

 
role of advisors to management, do

 to solve these problems?
According to Mr. Ream:
“We have not experienced great

 

difficulty in our ability to define
 scientific problems, and to apply
 the computer technology to their

 solution, for they can normally be
 expressed in mathematical terms.

“However, I think we’ve been

 
sadly remiss in our ability to ade

quately apply computers and ad
vanced technology to the field 

of management.
“Our great contribution can be

 
the matching of computers and

 computer technology with the man
agement system and its information

 system, in order to allow manage
ment to be more responsive and

 thereby to better manage the re
sources at its command.”

Emphasis is on analysis

Past failures to achieve this fully

 

Mr. Ream attributed to too hasty
 an application of hardware to what

 was thought to be a particular
 problem. Fifty to sixty per cent 

of the analyst’s entire time should be
 devoted to first defining the pro

blem and then finding the proper
 solution, not in attempting to im

pose a ready-made solution which
 might be inappropriate to a pro

blem.
“If we don’t do this, we’re in the

 
same position 

as
 a good doctor who  

fails to diagnose the case properly
 and 

kills
 the patient by prescribing  

the wrong medicine,” he said.
A second reason for failure in the

 
past has been the tendency of man

agement to push the analyst to en
gage in a detailed system design too
 early.

“Management feels this system

 
must be on by a certain date; as a

 

consequence the information tech



nologist or the management consul
tant or whoever might be engaged

 in this systems analysis does not
 have the time because of manage

ment pressures to do the proper job,
 even though he knows that he’s

 being pushed too fast. I think this is
 where as a profession we have to
 stand up and be counted. I think

 we have to tell management that
 they’re making a fatal mistake, that
 actually they’ll never get the return

 for their investment that they’re
 seeking so hard in other areas.”

Norman Ream was the opening

 
speaker on the second day of the

 May 7-8 conference. The first day
 had been given over to panel dis

cussions of the present state of the
 computer industry and AICPA
 plans in the computer area, a dis

cussion of experience and prospects
 in working with computers by
 CPAs with fairly extensive experi
ence in the field, staffing computer

 activities and how to train staff,
 and in-house preparations for com

puter processing of the 1040 Tax
 Form.

Immediately following the Ream

 
speech on Wednesday, there was a

 panel discussion of the newly pub
lished AICPA book, Auditing and

 EDP, which at that time had not
 yet been completed and was avail
able to conference members only in

 galley proof form. Panel speakers
 were Donald Adams, CPA, Peat,

 Marwick, Mitchell & Co.; Stanley
 Halper, CPA, S. D. Leidesdorf &
 Co.; John O’Donnell, CPA, Ly

brand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery;
 and Joseph Wasserman, Bell Tele

phone Laboratories. Acting 
as

 mod 
erator was Gordon Davis, CPA,

 now professor of information sys
tems at the University of Minnesota

 and formerly consultant on compu
ters to the AICPA.

Gordon Davis first described the

 
origins of the book, the men who

 had worked on it, and its organiza
tion. He listed the book’s purposes

 as:
1.

 

To guide CPAs in auditing  
business enterprises that use com

puters for record keeping;

Fifty to sixty per cent

 

of the analyst’s entire
 time should be devoted

 to first defining the
 problem and then finding

 an adequate solution,
 not in attempting to
 impose a ready-made

 solution
..........
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The most important overall

 

control in an EDP system
 is the independent control

 group which has responsi
bility for the completeness

 and accuracy of transactions
 and master file changes

..........

2.

 

To provide a starting point for  
building an expert consensus on

 auditing practice when examining
 such companies;

3.

 

To suggest the utility and ap 
plication of different auditing me

thods where there are differences
 or where experience is still lacking;

4.

 

To provide source material for  
training and informational pur

poses.
Following are excerpts from the

 
remarks of each of the speakers on

 the panel:
Donald Adams (Peat, Marwick,

 
Mitchell & Co.): “Basically, I feel

 what we have here is a survey of
 current practices; principally we

 covered the kind of things that the
 members of the task force were

 familiar
 

with and  had  been working  
on, the type of things that our 

firm had been doing. This is a broad
 look at the kind of things that we’re
 doing now. I think as such it will

 serve as a foundation for develop
ments in the future . . . And in

 some 
of

 the chapters, particularly  
where we talk about time sharing,

 remote terminals, and management
 information systems, we are sug
gesting the areas we’ll have to look

 at in the future.”
John O’Donnell (Lybrand, Ross

 
Bros. & Montgomery): “In my

 opinion Auditing and EDP is the
 most comprehensive and practical

 treatment of a subject which has
 left a great deal of confusion in the
 minds of both auditors and EDP

 technicians alike. It goes a long way
 toward clearing the air and placing
 the various phases of auditing and
 EDP

 
in perspective. ...

“The theme throughout the book
 is that the auditor cannot ignore

 the computer if he is to have a
 sound basis for evaluating internal

 control. The first chapter directs
 the reader to new control elements

 found in the EDP system, new con
trol elements to substitute for some
 of the traditional control elements

 we’re used to.
“The first eight chapters in the

 
book describe these new controls

 and point out how important some
 of the controls can be in deciding
 

upon the nature and extent of audit

 

procedures. For example, the most
 important overall control in an EDP
 system is the independent control

 group which has responsibility for
 the completeness and accuracy of
 transactions and master file changes

 which are processed by the EDP
 specialist. In many instances this
 independent control group is the
 user department; for example, the
 production control department, the
 cost accounting department, order

 billing, general accounting and the
 like.

Individual controls

“One of the controls performed

 

by the independent group is to see
 that all batches of transactions and
 the master file changes are sent to

 data processing, are processed by
 data processing and in their en

tirety.
“Another control pertains to the

 
control over errors and rejects

 which must be accounted for in
 much the same manner as batch

 control. For example, in an order
 billing, accounts receivable type of

 application, if an independent con
trol group did not exist which had

 a control over sales orders, ship
ments, credit memos, and cash re

ceipts, the auditor would have no
 assurance that the data processing

 department received all sales
 orders, invoiced all shipments and

 credited all cash received to cus
tomers’ accounts, and made all

 changes to the master files. In this
 situation a shipment could be made

 but not invoiced, causing an under
statement of accounts receivable

 and possibly an overstatement of
 inventory. I believe that it is safe to
 say that in a situation or a system
 with this type of weakness the audi

tor would do much more to satisfy
 himself as to the accounts receiv

able balances at the statement date.
 This is obviously an oversimplified

 example, but it does illustrate the
 need for the auditor to understand

 outside control over the complete
ness of processing by the EDP

 group.
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“There are also a number of

 

controls within data processing,
 some of which we believe may be

 looked upon 
as

 substituting for hu 
man judgment or human alert

ness. . . . Some of these controls are
 key verification, which improves

 the accuracy of transaction record
ing; check digits, which control

 coding accuracy; input editing,
 which can include checks for valid

 codes, valid characters, valid trans
actions, and valid combinations of

 fields. . . . The book covers in detail
 many other kinds of controls, in

cluding those dealing with super
vision and a separation of duties.

 ... It is quite important that the
 accountant inquire into such con

trols as supervision and separation
 of duties between the data process

ing department and the user de
partments.

“I believe that the book demon


strates that the auditor can’t do his

 job properly if he ignores the com
puter. Once the auditor recognizes

 this new control environment and
 his obligation to extend his review

 into EDP, much of the confusion
 

as
 to his role in auditing a client  

who uses EDP will disappear.
“If I had to point to the most

 
important objective that this book

 should accomplish, it would be to
 remove the fear that auditors have

 of EDP and put the EDP system in
 perspective with respect to the

 overall client system.”

Internal auditors’ functions
Joseph Wasserman (Bell Tele



phone Laboratories): “Auditors
 who don’t get involved in EDP

 should climb upon their stools, ad
just their green eyeshades, and pray
 for retirement.

“I feel that the most important

 
link to any EDP system with the

 public accountant is the internal
 auditor. ... I think that in the book

 a chapter on the relationship be
tween the internal auditor and your
 external auditor should be included.

 I feel that it should define those
 functions for which the internal

 auditor should be responsible.

Felix Kauffman, Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery,

 

New York, although not scheduled on the program, talked

 on the implications of time sharing for CPAs early in the

 conference. The editors were so impressed with the content

 of his talk that Mr. Kaufman was asked to develop his re

marks into an article for Management Services. This is

 being done and the article will appear in an early issue.

“We say that we are responsible

 

for the appraisal of controls being
 built into a system. That’s appraisal.

 We don’t design them. I don’t feel
 that this should be our responsibil

ity. I feel the systems people should
 be the best qualified. If I can throw
 a little bomb out here, I don’t think
 the CPA should come into a com
pany and design the internal con

trols for a computer system and
 then come back six months later

 and say ‘They’re great,’ because I’m
 sure that’s all they’re going to say.

“Secondly, how do we insure that

 
future systems before they are im

plemented are properly tested? And
 again we are not responsible from

 an auditing point of view for test
ing these systems, developing all

 the test media—we’re there to make
 sure the proper

 
test is developed, or  

a parallel test is run or however
 you’re going to accomplish this.

“Third, how do we insure that

 
proper controls are provided for the

 conversion from either a manual or
 an existing computerized system to
 your new system? We want to make

 sure that we do convert all records,
 and only once. We’ve got a few

 instances where we converted rec
ords twice and it makes your file

 bigger and it’s not too economical.
“Next, how do we ensure the

 
auditability of the system? And in

 this regard, we are looking to the
 building end of audit techniques

 within the system. Now, this will
 

solve many of your problems be



cause you won’t have to design
 audit techniques if you have an in

ternal audit staff to work with.
 There are only a certain number of

 techniques that we know about.
 You have sampling, you have ex

traction, you have comparison, com
piling, and you have test media.

 Now, these things can be built in,
 and this really is nothing more than

 saying to the systems people that
 these are the audit requirements.

 The systems man who designed a
 payroll system, for example, goes

 to all the payroll people to find out
 how do you process payroll. And

 from this he designs a system to
 process payroll and to give that in

formation to management that it
 needs, from a reports point of view,

 and hopefully to give at least one
 check to all employees. But I think

 we drop the ball—we don’t tell
 them that these are our require

ments.
“And the next is to coordinate

 
with the public accountant in the

 area of controls and audit tech
niques. This may mean reviewing
 your own audit procedures for a

 particular company. And how can
 you automate your particular audit

 procedures with that system?”

(First of two parts.)

The next AICPA computer conference will be

 

held November 12-13 at the Marriott-Twin
 Bridges Hotel, Washington, D. C.
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Tomorrow's self-made man

 

needs a break today.
And local businessmen can

 

give it to him. Now.
This summer.
While there's still time.
Thousands of deserving

 

youngsters are waiting for
 jobs. Waiting for a

 chance to work at becoming
 better citizens.

The corporate giants are

 
already hiring. The

 Government is
 already helping.

But we need to reach

 
Main Street. We need to

 reach you. Because without
 the support of every local

 businessman, we cannot
 succeed. What can you do?

Each one hire one.
Hire 

one

 young man or  
woman. Hire more if you can.

 But, at least hire one.
No business is too small to

 
help. Think about an extra

 pair of hands for the summer.
 Think about a bright

 youngster filling in vacation
 gaps. Think about next

 summer—and the one after
 that—when you'll have an

 "experienced beginner" to
 call on for extra 

help.Do yourself a favor. Give
 a kid a break this summer.

 Do it now. Call the National
 Alliance of Businessmen

 office in your city.

SUMMER

 JOBS
 NOW

National Alliance of 

Businessmen
advert

i

sing contributed for the public good.
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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Conversational Computers by W.

 

D. Orr (Editor), John Wiley &
 Sons, Inc., New York, 1968, 227

 pages, $8.95.

Businessmen who are aware that

 

time sharing is the wave of the
 future but don’t quite grasp what

 it is all about may find their answer
 here.

“Conversational” interaction with

 

computers is a major new phenom
enon in its own right, not just an

other application of computers, the
 

editor of this volume believes. It

 

ranks with such generic concepts
 as data processing and automation

 as an element of technological
 revolution; it “will have an effect

 on all of us that is at least as pro
found as the effect of the personal

 passenger car.”
This volume, says Mr. Orr, is an

 
attempt to explain this phenomenon

 to “the intelligent, curious non
specialist who, in one way or an

other, has come to suspect that
 something is up in the world of

 computing and would like to know
 what — if that is possible. It is

 possible.”
The technique Mr. Orr has used

 
is to assemble an anthology of

 

“pivotal” writings in the field. All

 

the selections are by specialists, but
 they lack

 
—  or have been “purged”  

of — technical details. To under
stand them the reader need not

 understand how or why a computer
 works.

The approach is comprehensive.

 
Following some general conceptual

 selections, the articles describe ap
plications of time sharing to prob

lem solving (with some discussion
 of simple languages for direct com

munication with the computer), to
 computer-assisted instruction, and

 to information retrieval, with a
 section on the use of graphical

 languages.
A section on the computer utility

 

REVIEW EDITORS

In order to assure comprehensive coverage of magazine

 

articles dealing with management subjects, Management
 Services has arranged with fifteen universities offering the

 Ph.D. degree in accounting to have leading magazines in
 the field reviewed on a continuing basis by Ph D. candi

dates under the guidance of the educators listed, who
 serve as the review board for this department of Manage
ment Services. Unsigned reviews have been written by

 members of the magazine’s staff.
Jim G. Ashburne, The University of Texas, Austin

 
E. J. Blakely, University of Wisconsin, Madison

 ThomAs J. 
Bur

ns, The Ohio State University, Columbus  
Georg

e
 Prater, University of Washington, Seattle

Robert L. Dixon, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

 

Leonard A. Doyle, University of California, Berkeley
 Dale S. Harwood, Jr., University of Oregon, Eugene

 H. P. Holzer, University of Illinois, Urbana
Walter B. Meigs, University of Southern California, Los

 
Angeles

Herbert E. Miller, Michigan State University, East

 
Lansing

John H. Myers, Northwestern University, Chicago

 
Carl L. Nelson, Columbia University, New York

 Michael Schiff, New York University, New York
 Willard E. Stone, University of Florida, Gainesville

 Rufus Wixon, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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includes the Federal Communica



tions Commission’s Notice of In
quiry, an analysis of the regulatory

 and policy problems posed by the
 computer utility and the philosophy

 behind the FCC’s current inquiry.
 The final selections deal with the

 psychological and social implica
tions of time sharing and computer

 utilities, including the issue of in
vasion 

of
 privacy.

The contributors are distin
guished. Among them are Dr. Van

nevar Bush, former director of the
 Office of Scientific Research and

 Development; Charles W. Adams,
 whose KEYDATA Corporation is
 considered by some to be the first

 commercial computer utility; and a
 number of researchers from The

 RAND Corporation, System De
velopment Corporation, and other
 organizations that have pioneered

 in this 
field.

 Nearly every major  
successful time sharing develop

ment is represented, from Dart
mouth College to the Los Angeles

 police department.
No one has yet done a better

 
job of putting the next computer

 era into perspective. Those who
 have not yet caught up with the
 present one would be well advised

 to read this book.

Time-Sharing Data Processing

 

Systems by James R. Z
iegler

,  
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood

 Cliffs, New Jersey, 1967, 299 pages,
 $10.50.

The nontechnician in data pro



cessing will have to wait a long
 time to find a more intelligible pre

sentation of this difficult subject.

Time sharing, a “mass distribu



tion” technique for data processing,
 seems to be the wave of the future

 in computer usage. It won’t be long
 before everyone who is involved in

 any way with computers will have
 to be familiar with it. This book
 provides a relatively painless way

 
to  

do it.
Mr. Ziegler, who is director of

 
advanced programing research for

 

National Cash Register Company,

 

has sought to provide a primer for
 executives and other

 
computer  users  

who are thinking of joining an
 existing time sharing system or set
ting up their own.

In remarkably simple language

 
he explains what time sharing is

 and what it can be used for, offer
ing guide lines for economic feasi

bility. He reviews the hardware re
quirements and the software tech

niques applicable in time sharing
 implementation. Finally, he poses

 a realistic problem calling for time
 sharing; suggests a typical equip

ment configuration, based on avail
able hardware; and develops the
 necessary concepts for control pro

grams and an actual user applica
tion.

This book is aimed at the user,

 
not the technician of electronic data

 processing. Its basic objective is
 breadth, not depth, and its emphasis
 is on implications and opportuni

ties, not button pushing. For the
 accountant, consultant, or executive
 who attempts to keep up with EDP

 without getting bogged down in
 technicalities, it should be in

valuable.

Management Controls for Pro



fessional Firms by Reginald L.
 Jones, CPA, and H. George

 Trentin, CPA, American Manage
ment Association, New York, 1968,

 206 pages, $9.

The practitioner

 

in any profession  
—and his accounting advisor—can

 get a lot of help from this summary
 of the management procedures that

 are appropriate when the product is
 a service rather than a tangible.

In the professions—

as

 in industry  
—the trend has been toward larger

 and larger firms. Serious problems
 of management often result, for the
 lawyer, doctor, or architect—unlike

 the industrial executive—is seldom
 trained or interested in administra

tion.
How to ensure that even in a

 
large 

firm
 professional services can  

continue to be both high-quality

 

and profitable is the subject of this
 book. Actually, the task is much

 simpler than in an industrial enter
prise, for there is only one resource

 to be managed efficiently, human
 effort. Simple though it is, these

 authors point out, this subject has
 been neglected sadly; this book may

 well be unique.
Organizational structure and the

 
utilization of time are the key ele

ments in management controls for
 the professional 

firm,
 and both are  

discussed in detail. Attention is also
 given to such significant but sub

sidiary topics as data processing
 and tax

 
planning.

The authors, partners in the CPA
 firm of Arthur Andersen & Co., have

 had extensive consulting experience
 advising professional firms, and
 their understanding of the potential

 roadblocks to good management in
 these organizations shows in their

 vivid (though hypothetical) case
 histories, which are full of human

 interest.
Their book fills a real need. It

 
should prove of great value to the

 professional faced with the prob
lem of mushrooming staff and over
head and dwindling profit margins.

 The professional’s CPA firm will
 find in it an opportunity to supply

 a much needed management ser
vice. And the CPA may even find it

 helpful in the management of his
 own practice.

(A chapter from this book ap


peared as an article in the March-

 April ’68, issue of Management
 Services. )

Managerial Budgeting for Profit

 

Improvement by W
alter

 R.  
Bunge, McGraw-Hill Book Com 

pany, New York, 1968, 236 pages,
 $9.95.

This guide plays down the ac



counting aspects of budgeting in
 favor of its managerial uses.

An effective budget, says Mr.

 

Bunge, is more than merely a
 

means  
of expressing objectives and mon-
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itoring compliance. It is also an

 

effective device for motivating
 human behavior—drawing out la
tent ideas, applying psychological

 incentives, encouraging the use of
 good management practices, and

 developing managerial skills.
All these aspects of budgeting

 
are covered in this volume, along

 with developing budget estimates,
 cost Analysis, flexible budgeting,

 capital budgeting, cash and asset
 control, and financial planning. The
 style is simple, with liberal use of

 hypothetical case studies (“What
 do you think is in the cards for next

 year, Paul?”), charts, and tables.
The author, a corporate director

 
of accounting services and a past

 president of the Budget Executives
 Institute, is described in the fore

word as a well known “missionary”
 for the concept of “managerial”
 budgeting. In

 
this book  he has done  

a good job of proselytizing, partic
ularly for the accountant who may

 lean to a narrower view of the bud
geting process.

Characteristics of an Effective

 

Management Control System in
 an Industrial Organization by
 Robert H. Deming, Division of Re

search, Graduate School of Busi
ness Administration, Harvard Uni
versity, Boston, 1968, 222 pages, $5.

This novel little research study

 

attempts to identify characteristics
 of effective management planning

 and control systems.

This book is more than a case

 

study, although an exceptionally
 detailed case study occupies the

 bulk of its pages.
The author prepared a detailed

 
description of the planning and

 control system in use at a multi
divisional manufacturing company

 carefully selected on the basis of a
 long list of criteria. Then this de

scription was used by a committee
 of experts on management control

 systems to evaluate what they con
sidered to be the strengths and

 weaknesses of the company’s sys


tem. Their conclusions, in turn,

 

were reviewed and commented
 upon by the company’s manage

ment.
This research process, Defense

 
Comptroller Robert N. Anthony

 suggests in the preface, is probably
 unique. “The literature contains a
 great many descriptions of manage

ment control systems, a great many
 personal observations by partici

pants in the management control
 process, a number of sales tracts on

 the merits of proposed new tech
niques, a small amount of quanti

tative information on how many
 companies use this technique or

 that technique, and a number of
 textbooks recapitulating all the rest
 (and also recapitulating other text

books ). The literature does not
 contain, so far as I know, anything

 similar to the research reported in
 this book.”

What makes this book different

 
are the comments about manage

ment control of a small group of
 highly competent people

 
— Mar 

shall K. Evans, vice president-
 management services, Westing

house Electric Corporation; R. Burt
 Gookin, vice president—finance,

 H. J. Heinz Company; Edmund W.
 Pugh, Jr., vice president—finance,

 Columbia Broadcasting System,
 Inc.; and Arjay R. Miller, vice

 president—staff group, Ford Motor
 Company—and the case company

 management’s reactions to them.
 These opinions, and the author’s
 conclusions based on them, have

 broad applicability in the design of
 management planning and control

 systems.

Effective Presentations by Ed



ward Hodnett, Parker Publishing
 Company, West Nyack, New York,

 1967, 225 pages, $7.95.

This adaptation of a corporate

 

manual is a real how-to-do-it guide.

This book, subtitled How to Pre



sent Facts, Figures, and Ideas Suc
cessfully, is a rewrite of a manual

 originally prepared for executives,
 

chemists, engineers, salesmen, and

 

other professional employees of
 Dow Coming Corporation. As

 such, its stress is on the practical.
The first section tells how to de


velop a presentation tailored to the

 material and the audience, includ
ing how to plan strategy, organize
 material, and meet problem situ

ations.
The second, and most useful,

 
section adds up to a short course

 in the use of audio-visual materials
 -how to choose the right tools;

 how to make statistics interesting;
 and how to use charts, graphs,

 slides, filmstrips, overhead projec
tors, and motion pictures.

The concluding section takes up

 
various ways of improving oral pre

sentations — how to handle yourself
 on your feet, how to deal with

 small groups, how to improve
 writing style.

For the executive, consultant,

 
accountant, or anyone who must

 make presentations to groups, this
 book would be a useful guide.

Office Operations Improvement:

 

How to Cut Costs and Improve
 Morale by Bruce P

ayne
 and David  

D. Swett, American Management
 Association, Inc., 1967, 143 pages,

 $9.

More a sales pitch than a manual

 

for clerical work measurement, this
 little volume tells enough about the
 technique to enable the business
 man to decide whether he wants to
 employ it.

With operations improvement

 

(basically work measurement) a
 company today should be able to

 reduce its office staff by at least
 20 per cent. That is the claim of

 
the  

authors of this relatively hard sell
 book on clerical time measurement.

They tell how to select a time

 
measurement method, how to plan

 and staff the program, how to
 handle human relations problems,

 and how to use the resulting data
 in control. The approach is broad

 rather than deep; topics touched on
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include selling the program to em



ployees, selecting and training anal
ysts, methods improvement, eco
nomics of measurement, design and
 use of performance reports, uses of
 standard costs, salary administra

tion, and the role of the computer.
From this book, the authors say,

 
the reader should learn enough

 about the background, details, and
 procedures of a “total operations
 improvement program” to develop
 his own program—but probably not
 without the help of a consultant.

The Practice of Planning by

 

David Ewing, Harper & Row, New
 York, 1968, 149 pages, $5.95.

This description of planning at

 

the highest corporate levels is inter
pretative rather than procedural;
 its emphasis is on overall strategy
 rather than day-to-day operations.

The Harvard Business School’s

 

rich mine of case material plus
 published case histories are the
 source for this account of the prac

tice—as distinct from the theory—
 of strategic business planning,

 written by an editor of The Har
vard Business Review.

The text is laced with capsule

 
case histories. As with 

so
 many  

books of this type, the examples
 are more interesting than the
 generalizations they illustrate.

The book is deftly written and

 
tightly organized. In clear 1, 2, 3

 style the author lists the objectives
 of corporate planning and discusses

 two major bases for setting goals;
 the outside-in approach, that of

 sizing up potential markets and
 then organizing the corporation to

 supply them, and the inside-out
 approach, that of analyzing the
 company’s unique strengths and re
sources and building on them.

He describes various methods of

 
appraising the organization’s tal

ents and abilities and deciding how
 to use them — with numerous ex
amples of success and failure from

 American corporate history. He also
 evaluates the role of budgeting in

 

strategic planning and briefly ex



plains the major new quantitative
 tools available, including decision
 trees and the critical path method.

The result is an interesting if not

 
notably illuminating book, worth

 reading if only for the case material
 but not likely to be reread very

 often by those actually engaged in
 planning.

Briefly Listed

Information Retrieval: The

 

User’s Viewpoint — An Aid to
 Design by Albert B. Tonik (Edi

tor), International Information In
corporated, 2101 Walnut Street,

 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103,
 1968, 311 pages, $12.

This volume, the proceedings of

 

the fourth annual national collo
quium on information retrieval,

 contains twenty monographs on
 topics related to computer-based

 information storage and retrieval
 systems.

Effective Maintenance Manage



ment by E. T. Newbrough and the
 staff of Albert Ramond and Associ

ates, Inc., McGraw-Hill Book Com
pany, New York, 1967, 368 pages,

 $12.50.

This book, which covers mainte



nance organization, maintenance
 systems, preventive maintenance,

 cost control, planning, estimating,
 scheduling, evaluation, training,

 compensation, incentives, reporting,
 data processing, and just about
 every other aspect of maintenance,

 is, the publishers claim, the first to
 treat the subject in such scope and

 breadth.

The Uniform Coded Chart of

 

Accounts by Alton Lee, Jr., Quin
tus Cyntania, P. O. Box 1727, New
port Beach, California 92663, 1967,
 285 pages, $27.50.

This little manual, a comprehensive

 

list of general ledger accounts, uni
formly coded, is designed to be

 

used 

as

 a coding “dictionary” in any  
organization. It includes an appen


dix

 that contains self-checking code  
numbers.

Progression Handbook by

 

Elliott Jaques, Southern Illinois
 University Press, Carbondale, Illi

nois, 1968, 72 pages, $7.50.

The author of this book led the

 

research team from the Tavistock
 Institute of Human Relations that
 started the famous study of the
 Glacier Metal Company that came

 to be known as the Glacier Project.
 Out of this research Professor

 Jaques developed a systematic, ob
jective method of establishing a

 differential pay structure and of
 measuring levels of work. Together

 with the author’s Time-Span Hand
book, this book is a guide for com

panies that wish to apply the tech
nique.

Incentives in Manufacturing: In



dividual and Plantwide by R. C.
 Scott, Volume 3, The Eddy-Rucker

 Nickels Company (4 Brattle Street,
 Harvard Square, Cambridge, Mass.

 02138), 1968, 48 pages, $1.

This booklet completes the re



print of a series of articles first pub
lished in Circuits Manufacturing

 magazine (see M/S September-
 October ’67, p. 59). The series
 seeks to promote the type of group

 incentive plan installed by Mr.
 Scott’s company. This volume con

centrates on some advantages of
 group incentives, on the relation

 between incentives and the guar
anteed annual wage, and on incen

tive plans for salaried people.

MAGAZINES

When You Reach Your Level of

 

Incompetence by Lawrence J.
 Peter, Think, March-April, 1968.

Dr. Teter has discovered a new

 

Parkinson-type management prin
ciple, elucidated in this amusing

 article.
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Like C. Northcote Parkinson, Dr.

 

Peter (in real life an associate pro
fessor of education at the Univer

sity of California) is interested in
 bureaucracies. For the study of

 hierarchies, a new science, he has
 coined the term hierarchiology.

 This article enunciates the first
 hierarchiological theorem, the Peter
 principle:

Peter principle

“In a hierarchy, each employee

 

tends to rise to his level of incompe
tence. Every post tends to be occu

pied by an employee incompetent
 to execute its duties.”

Escalation to incompetence levels

 
has always been inevitable, Dr.

 Peter points out. An employee who
 does his job competently thereby

 becomes eligible for promotion.
 But “there is no guarantee that the
 employee who has faithfully done

 a few things will be competent to
 do many things. This is the essen

tial weakness of the hierarchy and
 of the promotion process.”

As a case example Dr. Peter cites

 
the example of ten clerks who start

 as deputy-assistant junior paper
 processors at Hierarchy Paper Pro
cessors, Inc. Half prove incompe

tent and thus are not eligible for
 promotion. “They will stay in the

 positions they are incompetent to
 

fill.
”

The others reach their levels of
 incompetence at various levels of

 the hierarchy. The one who attains
 the rank of senior paper processor

 is felled by two heart attacks and
 compelled to slow down.

Symptoms
Dr. Peter identifies several symp



toms that indicate an employee has
 reached his level of incompetence:

 phonophilia (an abnormal craving
 for telephones, intercom devices,

 and voice recorders), papyromania
 (the accumulation of needless

 masses of papers and books); and
 the Auld Lang Syne complex (per

sistent complaining about the pres
ent as compared to the good old

 days). Certain physical ailments
 

are also characteristic: high blood

 

pressure, constipation, obesity, al
lergies, insomnia, peptic ulcers,

 cardiovascular complaints, and al
coholism; the presence of two or

 more of these ailments suggests the
 final placement syndrome.

Solutions are few. The main

 
effect 

of
 pre-employment testing,  

according to Dr. Peter, is “to ensure
 the competence on initial place

ment; therefore promotion is
 hastened ... to an area of less
 competence. In the end the em

ployee arrives at his level of incom
petence in less time.”

The individual employee has two

 
outs. One is substitution, in which

 he ignores the duties of his position
 that he is incompetent to perform

 and busies himself with something
 he can do. A better one is creative

 incompetence, by which the em
ployee avoids promotion by creat

ing the impression he has already
 reached his level of incompetence.

In his conclusion, Dr. Peter

 
promises a book on the Peter prin

ciple. Let us hope that he means it.

Appraising Profit Center Man



agers by John Dearden, Harvard
 Business Review, May-June, 1968.

A well known critic of traditional

 

ways of measuring the performance
 of divisional managers tells what’s
 wrong with the use of the profit

 budget as a standard —and offers
 some positive suggestions.

The practice of dividing a large

 

company into small “businesses”
 and measuring each one’s perform

ance on a profit and loss basis has
 become common in recent years.
 Each profit center manager sets his

 own profit goal for the coming
 year; his bonus is based on how

 well he meets that objective; and
 top management’s attention is fo
cused only on deviations from the
 plan.

In theory, this system should be

 
an excellent tool for management

 control. In practice, according to
 Professor Dearden, it is generally
 

ineffective, misleading, and unre



liable for these reasons:
An equitable profit goal for the

 
coming year is almost impossible to

 determine, partly because there are
 too many complex performance
 variables within the typical profit

 center and partly because the con
ditions that will exist during the

 coming year (particularly the eco
nomic climate and the competitive

 situation) cannot be predicted
 accurately.

In measuring performance it is

 
almost impossible to separate those

 causes of variance from budget
 that result from profit center action
 (and hence are controllable by the

 division manager) from those that
 result from external conditions be
yond his control.

A single year is usually too short

 
a time in which to measure a profit

 center manager’s performance ac
curately. Over the long run profits

 can be a reasonable measure of per
formance; in the short run they can

 be misleading.

Cost control

These criticisms do not apply,

 

Professor Dearden notes, to the
 manufacturing cost control systems

 on which the profit budget systems
 are based. Manufacturing cost con

trol systems meet all the conditions
 necessary for a successful budget

ary control system: It is possible to
 set reasonable standards of per

formance, to measure output pre
cisely, and either to control per
formance variables or to measure

 the impact of changes in these vari
ables. Profit budget systems, the

 author charges, do not meet even
 one of these conditions.

Therefore, Professor Dearden

 
recommends, top management

 should stop using profit budgets for
 evaluation of profit center perfor
mance. This action in itself would

 be an improvement, he says, even
 without the substitution of an al

ternative performance evaluation
 system. However, he has another
 system to propose:

Profit budgets would still be

 

prepared, but they would be used
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only for planning—and particularly

 

for changing plans —
 

not for per 
formance evaluation. Performance

 evaluation would be based only on
 what has actually been accom

plished, not on a comparison with
 plan.

Shorter periods
The performance period covered

 

would be one appropriate to the
 profit center, usually three to five
 years. Evaluations would be made

 whenever there is a change of divi
sion manager or whenever top

 management becomes concerned
 about the particular profit center.

 The evaluation would be con
ducted by the central finance staff

 with the assistance of other staff
 offices. In addition to profit per
formance, it would probably cover
 marketing and product positions

 and organizational and personnel
 development.

Actually, although Professor

 
Dearden might not admit it, what

 he is proposing is a return to rela
tively subjective measures of per
formance. This may well be justified
 if, as he charges, today’s spuriously

 objective techniques are doing
 more harm than good. Specifically,

 he thinks, they are harmful 
in

 these  
ways:

Dangers

They produce incorrect evalua



tions and hence inequitable com
pensation. They motivate profit
 center managers to maximize short-

 run divisional profits without re
gard for the entire corporation’s

 long-range welfare. They encour
age the setting of low-level easy-to-

 attain profit goals. They lull man
agement into thinking that it knows
 what is happening.

This is a significant article for

 
any businessman, accountant, or

 consultant concerned with budget
ing and performance evaluation.

 Professor Dearden has done a
 better job of calling attention to

 the problem than he has done of
 solving it, but he has something

 genuinely important to say.

Managerial Problem-Solving Pat



terns: An Action Research Pro
gram by Raghu Nath, Pittsburgh

 Business Review, February, 1968.

This article describes a decision

 

making exercise for executives de
veloped at the University of Pitts

burgh and some of its results.

Exercise Problem Analysis, a

 

managerial problem solving exer
cise, was developed for the twin

 purposes of training and research.
The participant is asked to iden


tify and describe the most import

ant problem he currently faces in
 his work situation and then to ana

lyze it in terms of force field analy
sis. That is, the problem is analyzed
 

in
 terms of two sets of forces —  

increasing (those forces that are
 trying to help in the solution of the
 problem) and restraining (those

 forces that are working against the
 solution). He identifies the oper

ative forces in each category, tells
 which he would manipulate to

 solve the problem, and why.
The exercise has been adminis


tered to graduate students of busi

ness administration and to junior
 and senior executives. On the basis

 of the comparative results Mr. Nath
 outlines a few tentative research
 findings:

The higher the level of the ex


ecutive the greater the importance

 of human (as distinct from tech
nical) factors 

in
 the problems he  

faces (as analyzed by the execu
tive). The importance of human
 factors is least for the students.

 Thus, Mr. Nath concludes, more
 emphasis should be placed on be
havioral sciences in training at the

 executive level than at the gradu
ate student level.

In the exercise the primary prob


lem solving strategy selected by the

 students was that of manipulating
 the restraining forces only, while
 the executives chose the strategy of

 manipulating both increasing and
 restraining forces. This, Mr. Nath

 feels, reflects the executives’ greater
 experience with real life organiza

tional situations, where these forces
 almost always interlock.

Among both students and execu



tives, few seek the “optimal” out
come in their problem solving.

 Some nine-tenths are content to
 seek a “satisficing” solution.

Clarifying Responsibility Rela



tionships by T. M. Hamilton,
 California Management Review,

 Spring, 1968.

A McDonnell-Douglas Corpora



tion analyst describes the Manage
ment Responsibility Matrix, a new

 analytical tool for spelling out just
 who is responsible for what.

At Douglas Aircraft a new tech



nique of organizational analysis,
 the Management Responsibility

 Matrix, has become a useful sup
plement to such conventional tools
 as organization charts, position
 guides, and detailed procedures.

The MRM is a grid pattern with

 
people, grouped by organizational

 element, listed across the top and
 tasks listed at the side. When the
 appropriate symbols have been

 plotted in the grid area, reading
 across any task row will show what

 degree of responsibility, if any,
 each organizational element has
 for the accomplishment of

 
that task.  

Reading down any individual’s
 column will identify all his respon

sibilities.
The symbols used provide more

 
refinement of responsibility

 
descrip 

tions than is possible on an organi
zation chart. W performs the work;

 s provides direct supervision; S
 provides general supervision; M

 monitors the work activities; N
 must be notified; C may be con

sulted; c must be consulted; 
R establishes requirements; and A

 must give approval.
Preparation of the grid, which is

 
a cooperative effort in which all

 those listed on it participate, imme
diately spotlights unassigned func

tions, overlaps of responsibility,
 and other organizational problems.

 The discipline of forcing a detailed
 “think-through” in itself produces

 some 90 per cent of the grid’s bene
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fits, according to the author. How



ever, the finished grid has other ap
plications. It may be used to de
velop highly accurate position

 guides, to help in the preparation
 

of
 detailed procedures, to revise  

organizational relationships, to sort
 out interactions in complex man

agement processes, and 
as

 an edu 
cational device.

This article describes the tech


nique—the development of the grid

 and its applications—in enough
 detail for the reader to be able to

 use it. Anyone involved in organiza
tional planning will find this article

 interesting, and possibly useful.

An Application of Input-Output

 

Analysis to Some Problems in
 Cost Accounting, by Yuji Ijiru,
 Management Accounting, April,
 1968.

This paper illustrates the tech



niques of input-output analysis ap
plied to some interdependent cost
 accounting problems. Those who

 understand matrix algebra will find
 this article of interest.

Input-output analysis was origi



nally developed to find relation
ships among the basic inputs of in

dustries, the transactions among
 industries, and the final outputs of

 these industries. This author applies
 input-output analysis to these same

 activities within a single 
firm.

 The  
example used is a situation found in

 petroleum refineries, chemical man
ufacturing, etc., where part of the

 final output produced is combined
 with raw materials to produce more

 of the same output.
The first problem is to find unit

 
costs of the products. Once this is

 done internal transaction entries
 can be prepared using dollar
 amounts. The second problem is

 cost analysis of the inputs of raw
 material, labor, and overhead con

tained in the final products. This
 analysis yields an easy way of com

puting the effects on the final prod
uct costs of a change in the cost 
of any of the inputs. This cost analysis

 

works equally well where all costs

 

are variable or where part of the
 costs are fixed and part are vari

able. The variable unit costs de
rived by the cost analysis may be

 used as a criterion in make or buy
 decisions for the various products.

These problems are analyzed on

 
the basis of output coefficients. The

 author then goes on to show that
 the same problems can also be ana

lyzed on the basis of input coeffi
cients. He illustrates the use both

 of dollar input coefficients and of
 physical coefficients, based upon

 quantities, where dollar amounts
 are not available or necessary. The

 quantities used need not be homo
geneous; they may be in any mix

ture of units such as pounds, gal
lons, ounces, pints, etc.

Assumptions
Input-output analysis is based

 

on two assumptions. The first is that
 the products produced by any pro

cess are all homogeneous. The
 analysis cannot be applied to pro

cesses which produce joint products
 or by-products unless the process

 can be divided into a process for
 each joint product or by-product.

 This is necessary because each cell
 in a matrix represents a single input

 or output.
The second assumption is that

 
the input and output coefficients

 are constant. That is, there must be
 a linear and proportional relation

ship between the inputs and out
puts regardless of the volume in

volved. For example, if it takes one
 quart of product X and 1 pound of
 product Y to produce 1 gallon of
 product X, then it must take 1,000

 quarts of product 
X

 and 1,000  
pounds of product Y to produce

 1,000 gallons of product X. If the
 relationship between the inputs and
 outputs is linear and nonpropor
tional, the technique may be ap
plied but with care.

Other difficulties mentioned in

 
the article include these: Predeter

mined costs cannot be used if op
portunity costs are desired; self

consumption costs cannot be netted
 if cost data are to be analyzed dy



namically; and endogenous sectors

 

cannot be manipulated during
 analysis.

Input-output analysis as a tool

 
can be very useful in solving inter

dependent cost accounting prob
lems. Anyone working in this area

 would do well to read this article
 as well as the references cited.

Donald K. 

B

erquist  
University of Washington

The EMSI Story by Gurdon W.

 

Leete, The Lamp (Standard Oil
 Company of New Jersey), Winter,

 1967.

This description of how Jersey

 

Standard and its affiliates are using
 operations research techniques is

 sketchy but provocative.

Esso Mathematics & Systems Inc.

 

(known as EMSI or Esso Math)
 was established in 1966 to coordi

nate the application of mathe
matics, computers, and business

 systems throughout the Standard
 Oil Company of New Jersey system.

Computerizing of accounting

 
and statistical operations, now

 nearly completed, has produced
 annual savings of about $30 miffion.

 But Jersey’s use of operations re
search techniques is more interest
ing and potentially still more

 profitable.
This article describes only a few

 
of these applications and those

 briefly. One is a model to schedule
 supplies of crude oil from all over
 the world to twenty-two European

 refineries and the distribution of
 finished products to thirty or forty

 major European terminals. (There
 were ten to the five hundredth

 power theoretical combinations
 from which the computer had to

 choose the optimal.)
Another is a model for designing

 
a system for moving natural gas

 from the interior of Libya to a port,
 liquefying it, and then shipping it

 to Spain and Italy. A key problem
 was the impact of winter storms in

 the area of the port. The model had
 to determine how much storage
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capacity was required at the port

 

to allow for failure to ship in bad
 weather, how many ships would be

 needed, and how much storage
 capacity to build in Europe. Other

 examples are touched on briefly.
Although this is far from a how

 
to do it article, it provides an inter

esting glimpse into OR in a major
 company.

The Real Low-Down on Materials

 

Management by Gregory V.
 Schultz, Factory, December, 1967.

On the basis of an opinion



gathering field study, it is con
cluded that the forecasted “magic”

 technique of materials manage
ment, as practiced today, has not

 achieved total systems cost reduc
tion.

The materials management

 

(MM) concept was developed
 from the central idea that there are

 only four key
 

manufacturing control  
areas—men, machines, money, and

 materials. The MM position is that
 all of the materials-related func

tions, i.e., purchasing, production
 and inventory control, materials

 handling, packaging, traffic, and
 distribution, should report to a

 single manager. Under this organi
zational structure, the natural con

flicts between these departments
 can be resolved at a central point,

 with the solutions taking account
 of the companywide, or total sys

tems, impact of each decision.
To evaluate the effectiveness of

 
the MM theory in actual practice, a

 senior editor of Factory traveled
 9,000 miles gathering opinions from

 managers who had tried the con
cept. In this article, the author pre
sents his conclusions and follows

 with excerpts from seventeen 
of the interviews.

The author defines total systems

 
cost reduction 

as
 “a significant sys 

tems change that affects sales, pro
duction, and distribution simul

taneously.” He reports that none
 of the managers he talked with

 initiated MM for the specific pur


pose 

of

 accomplishing total systems  
cost reduction. Only two companies

 had, in fact, realized such a result
 after several years of experience

 with MM, and in one of these cases
 it was by accident.

Objectives
The reasons given for instituting

 

MM were these: (1) conversion
 from centralized to decentralized

 management, with MM being es
tablished as a basic profit center

 (nine companies), (2) a need in
 a corporate acquisition for a plant

 or division materials manager who
 could uncover problems in critical

 areas of the acquired plant (five
 companies), (3) a need for a

 skilled materials manager who
 could carry the load for inexperi

enced or technically obsolete sub
ordinates (three companies), and
 (4) a need for putting the materials

 acquisition and flow system in order
 prior to computerization (three
 companies).

In evaluating MM’s claim 
of “forced” coordination among de

partments, all of the managers sur
veyed agreed that MM resulted 
in reduced lead time for purchased

 materials and parts, fewer parts
 shortages, more realistic buying

 policies, and better finished product
 delivery performance. However, it

 was felt that the value of the ma
terials manager was diminished
 once this coordination had been

 established, policies formalized, and
 the whole put on the computer.

Inventory reduction
The other big advantage claimed

 

by the managers for MM was in
ventory reduction with lower ma
terials prices. Companies with

 “true” MM agreed almost unani
mously that it cut inventory 20 to

 40 per cent and increased inventory
 turnover by two turns per year. Sig
nificant inventory cuts were re

ported even by companies that had
 only recently adopted MM. These

 reductions were achieved through
 coordination on all fronts, includ
ing sales and marketing, along with

 

the discipline which was forced on

 

production managers and design
 engineers.

One-fourth of the surveyed com


panies indicated that 50 to 80 per

 cent of all MM savings came from
 the purchasing function through

 such routes as annual purchase con
tracts, material substitution, and

 value analysis.
In the author’s opinion, the fail


ure of MM to move aggressively in

to total systems cost reduction is
 the reason why MM’s savings

 (other than inventory) are purchas
ing-oriented. Furthermore, he feels

 that unless MM breaks through its
 self-imposed barrier, such savings
 can be gained just as well by up

grading the purchasing function.
 Support was given for this view by
 the two surveyed companies that

 had abondoned MM.
Mr. Schultz predicts that the in


creased use of sophisticated com

puter systems, which have real time
 interfaces with all parts of the busi

ness organization, will make MM
 unnecessary.

Victor Powers
University of Washington

A Descriptive Model of the Intra



Firm Innovation Process, by
 Kenneth E. 

K
night, The Journal  

of Business, October, 1967.

Professor Knight describes inno



vation as the adoption of a change
 that is new to an organization and

 to the relevant environment. The
 process of innovation is considered
 as a special case of the process of

 change in an organization. In his
 theoretical analysis of innovation,

 Professor Knight offers hypotheses
 about the innovative process and

 discusses situations that are likely
 to produce innovations.

The fundamental thought in the

 

teaching of the Greek philosopher
 Heraclitus (535-475 B.C.) was that

 the universe was in a state of cease
less change and that “one could not

 step twice into the same river, for
 other and yet other waters are ever
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flowing on.” Processes of change

 

and adaptation have long perplexed
 students of human behavior. In

 more recent years researchers have
 given considerable attention to or
ganizational adaptation, change,

 and innovation. Professor Knight’s
 article is one of seven articles in

 this issue of The Journal of Busi
ness focusing on the process of or

ganization innovation.

Definition

Professor Knight characterizes in



novation 
as

 the “adoption of a  
change which is new to an organ

ization and to the relevant environ
ment.” The process of organization

 innovation, considered a distinct
 subset of organization change or
 adaptation, is discussed in terms of
 two major phases: the creation of
 the idea and 

its
 development and  

the introduction and adoption of
 the idea.

The creation and development of

 
an idea is discussed in terms of cer

tain characteristics of creative indi
viduals and the characteristics of

 organizations that foster creativity.
 Most of the research that has been
 done on innovation has been di

rected toward this phase. Professor
 Knight’s concept of organization in

novation, however, includes not
 only the conditions for creativity

 but also the process by which new
 ideas are introduced into an or
ganization. His classification of or
ganization innovation includes four

 types: product or service innova
tion, production-process innovation,

 organizational structure innovation,
 and people innovation. These four
 types of innovation are considered

 to be highly interrelated so that an
 innovation of one type is likely to
 create or be met in return by
 changes in one or more of the other

 three categories. Equally important,
 each of these four types of inno

vation can have either a positive or
 negative impact on the goal

 achievement of an organization.
Professor Knight also considers

 
the extent to which an innovation

 differs from existing alternatives by
 describing two types of “radical
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ism.” First, performance radicalism

 

is defined as the amount of change
 in output that results from the in

troduction of a new idea. Second,
 structural radicalism defines the 

extent to which the structural ar
rangement differs from existing

 ones. Together these two measures
 of radicalism provide a framework

 for describing the extent to which
 different innovations are adopted.

 Organization innovation is con
ceived of as an ongoing process

 through which organizations at
tempt to adapt to pressures for new
 products, new production processes,

 modifications in organizational
 structure, new people, or continued

 education for current personnel.
 Professor Knight hypothesizes that

 organizations differ in their recog
nition of the need for change, in

 their search patterns, and in their
 search procedures to find satisfac

tory solutions. He presents a gen
eral model of organization search

 for innovation which consists of
 three categories. First, routine or
 programed innovation includes mi

nor
 

product or service changes, pro 
duction-process changes, and the

 normal movement of people within
 an organization. Programed innova

tion may include all of the types
 of innovation described earlier but

 is identified by a low degree of
 radicalism as compared to present

 alternatives.

Non-routine innovation
Second, slack innovation, a situa



tion in which the organization per
ceives itself as successful, is a form
 of non-routine innovation. Slack in
novation includes wide search
 activities external to the organiza

tion and emphasizes product, ser
vice, and production-process inno

vation. It is hypothesized that in a
 situation reflecting slack innovation

 there is very little disruption of the
 internal organizational structure.

Third, distress innovation, a situa


tion characterized by the unsuccess

ful corporation, is another type 
of non-routine innovation. Distress in

novation is conceived of as a con
tinuum of change from rather mild
 

internal changes to wide and ran



dom search for radical organiza
tional change.

Requirements
Within this general model of

 

organizational search, the innovator
 represents the interface between

 the creative idea and the organiza
tion. An innovator must first have

 an idea and the desire to introduce
 it. Innovation is a conscious effort
 to create change. Involved in such
 a change are problem recognition,

 search processes, and problem solu
tion. The problem-solving process

 is tempered by the innovator’s role
 in the organization, his beliefs
 about himself, and his relationships

 with other people. Problem solving
 is a process of cognition, and emo

tional and social factors are likely
 to play an important part in the be

havior of the innovator.
Second, the innovator must have

 
the means by which he can success

fully bring about change. He must
 have the power to innovate. He
 must have control over those

 aspects of the environment that will
 be altered. Organization power can
 be viewed as accruing to the posi

tion an individual occupies in the
 formal organization hierarchy or
 formal decision making and task

 activity structures. Organization
 power can also be viewed as ac

cruing to individuals through in
formal networks of interpersonal

 relations and cohort groups. To
gether, informal and formal sources

 of organization power provide a
 broad spectrum of means by which
 the innovator can successfully

 
intro 

duce new ideas.

Limitations
Professor Knight explicitly rec



ognizes that his analysis represents
 only a limited description of intra


firm

 innovation. He acknowledges,  
for example, that a manager could

 not take his model and use it to de
termine the optimal way to bring

 about specific innovation in an or
ganization. His analysis of innova

tion, however, can provide inter
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ested practitioners with an aware



ness of the complexity and inter
relatedness of the elements of or

ganization innovation. Professor
 Knight’s article will be of additional

 interest to managers and account
ants through 

its
 excellent presenta 

tion of recent developments in the
 description and analysis of organi

zation innovation. The article also
 contains an extensive list of refer

ences.
Robert J. Swieringa

 
University of Illinois

The Instant Executives, Forbes,

 

November 15, 1967.

Using Booz, Allen & Hamilton as

 

a case, a business magazine looks at
 the management consulting field.

As everyone knows by now, man



agement consulting is a booming
 field. This article takes a look at 

its current state and particularly at the
 largest of the conventional manage

ment consultants (excluding CPA
 firms), Booz, Allen & Hamilton.

Little is said about the account


ing firms. A Booz, Allen executive

 is quoted as charging them with
 conflict of interest, and their built-

 in advantages in terms of prior
 knowledge 

of
 the company and  

training in quantitative thinking
 are noted.

The article’s conclusions are not

 
very startling. The pros and cons of

 consulting — and of large versus
 small firms — are fairly familiar by

 now.
But some of the information pro


vided may be useful to someone

 interested in doing consulting, for
 example, Booz, Allen’s billing rates

 ($25 an hour for a junior consult
ant, $75 to $200 an hour for a

 senior officer) and its formula for
 success (“You don’t break even un

less you are keeping your people at
 least 90 per cent utilized . . . The

 real secret is to get 105 per cent
 utilization.”). Forbes has dug up a

 number of critics of consultants’
 methods, too, and their comments

 provide a handy list of don’ts.

The Browsing Era by Richard E.

 

Sprague, Business Automation,
 June, 1967.

Long a fan of on line-real time

 

systems, Mr. Sprague seeks to re
fute the claim of skeptics that man

agement doesn’t really need them.

A new, as yet not definitely

 

named, era in the use of computers
 is dawning, Mr. Sprague says. In

 the past he himself has referred to
 this era as that of on line-real time

 systems (see “On Line-Real Time
 Systems —1964” by Richard E.

 Sprague, M/S May-June ’64, p. 40).
 In this article, adding the concept

 of time sharing, he calls it the era
 of the computer conversational or
 “browsing” mode.

Already, he points out, more than

 
fifty time sharing computer centers

 all over the country are letting sci
entists, engineers, professors, and
 students solve problems by trial
 and error conversation with a com

puter in their own language. Time
 sharing is also having a revolution

ary impact on education and on
 library and medical research.

The most significant effect, in Mr.

 
Sprague’s view, will be on manage

ment. He takes issue with the
 skeptical view of Harvard Business
 School Prof. John Dearden that “A
 real time management control sys

tem . . . would not help to solve
 any of the critical problems even
 if it could be implemented.”

The conflict stems, according to

 
Mr. Sprague, from differences in

 the definition of real time. Professor
 Dearden uses the term to mean that

 information in the system is up to
 date within seconds from the time

 an event occurs that generates the
 information. That kind of real time

 system may well have limited ap
plication.

Mr. Sprague’s real time is related

 
to the time required to obtain in

formation from the system, not to
 its currency. For this kind of real

 time system there is a genuine and
 nearly universal need. “The impor

tant consideration is that when the
 manager needs information for
 whatever reason he needs it now.”

Mr. Sprague goes on to describe

 

a real time (in his sense) “brows
ing” system based not on a “total”

 management information system
 blanketing the entire organization

 but on a group of tailor made sys
tems 

in
 which each executive has  

his own personal data base (in
cluding his own appointment calen
dar, schedule, telephone number

 listings, etc.).
Such a system, Mr. Sprague con


cedes, will be unstructured and

 wasteful from a system designer’s
 point of view. But he finds it highly
 probable.

CLASSIFIED

 
ADVERTISING

HELP WANTED
SYSTEMS CONSULTANT—Europe

 

$18/21,000. French or German speak
ing. Act as corporate internal systems
 consultant for overseas divisions of

 
U.

 S. manufacturing corporation. Ex 
ecutive Search Division. 

All
 fees and  

expenses paid by client company. Send
 resumes to Don Kaye, President,

 Columbia Agency, 342 Madison Ave


nue,
 New York, New York.

SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS AND

 
MANAGERS—The Columbia

 
Agency  

is now recruiting professional systems
 consultants and managers for blue
 chip corporations throughout the

 United States and overseas. Our Ex
ecutive Search Division is staffed by

 systems professionals who will give
 your confidential inquiries prompt pro

fessional attention. Send all resumes
 

to
 Don Kaye, President, Executive  

Search Division, Columbia 
Agency, 342 Madison Avenue, New York, New

 York.

MISCELLANY

THE FUTURIST — Published bi



monthly by the World Future Society,
 reports scientists’ forecasts for coming
 decades. Subscription: $5 yearly. Box

 19285-M, Twentieth Street Station,
 Washington, D. C., 20036.

RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Op



portunities and Miscellany 50 
cents

 a  
word. Situations Wanted 30 cents a word.

 Box number, when used, is two words.
 Classified advertisements are payable in
 advance. Closing date, 5th of month pre

ceding date of issue. Address for replies:
 Box number, Management Services, 666

 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. 10019.
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To help you understand and use the modern

 

techniques required for the audit of
 computer data processing systems:

AUDITING

 

& EDP
By Gordon B. Davis, CPA, Ph.D.

PROVIDES GENERAL BACKGROUND
AND FACTUAL INFORMATION

 

THAT ENABLES YOU TO—
The number of computer installations in business has doubled in the

 
last three years alone. This simple statistic confirms what every active

 auditor has suspected— that electronic data processing has become an
 everyday fact of life and an inescapable challenge.

Auditing & EDP is a major step toward meeting this challenge. It pre



sents—in a single, well-organized volume —all of the current, practical
 data relating to the audit of computer-based business firms.

This 344-page 

book

 reflects the intensive research of a special, Insti 
tute-sponsored task force. Under 

the
 direction of Professor Davis, this  

team brought years of practical experience and skilled judgement to bear
 on this increasingly vital subject.

If you 

are

 confronted with the problem of auditing EDP, you will find  
here a valuable guide to all of its complex and changing aspects. Simply

 stated, it can help you decide on the best auditing approach for each
 application and for each particular audit test.

The illustrated, easy-to-read text takes nothing for granted — except

 

your traditional auditing knowledge. It clearly shows you how normal
 auditing procedures are affected by the computer —and by the higher-level

 information systems that often go with it. Even if you are already experi
enced in EDP, you are sure to glean many useful new ideas from this

 authoritative guide.

•

 

Judge the adequacy of an EDP system
•
 

Evaluate the internal control of a  
system

•

 

Analyze the records produced by a  
computer

•

 

Prepare the documentation for  
computer data processing

•

 

Check the equipment controls over  
malfunctions

•

 

Insure proper controls over input  
and output

•

 

Design audit trails for various systems
•
 

Implement the test data method
•
 

Develop a computer program for  
audit use

•

 

Appraise the controls for EDP per 
formed by an independent computer

 service center
•

 

Discuss intelligently all aspects of  
the EDP audit.

Extensive appendices include a basic re



view of computer data processing, basic
 flowchart symbols, glossary and other
 helpful reference data.

344 pages, illustrated, case studies, index, cloth binding.

$12.00 list per Copy Discount price to AICPA members — $9.60

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
666 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019

Please add 5 percent sales tax in New York City. Elsewhere in New

 

York State, add 2 percent state tax plus local tax if applicable. 67
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There were a few holes in Tommy’s education.

 

And they all hurt.
When the first nuclear powered submarine circled

 

the earth, Tommy missed the boat. Tommy
 always seemed to have trouble finding books about

 exciting new things like that in his school library.
Yet that was strange. Because the school

 
system had budgeted hundreds of thousands to buy

 new books. Well, what a kid doesn’t know can hurt
 him in this tough, competitive world.

So the school board decided to investigate.

 
And they were amazed to learn that up to one-third

 of the money had been spent just to move the books
 from the vendor’s shelves to the library shelves.

 All because of a Dark Ages purchasing system.

They got smart and called in Standard

 

Register, specialists on all kinds of business forms
 and systems. The company with more than 50 years

 experience in moving mountains of paperwork at
 jet speed and efficiency.

Now they’ve learned how to fill up their

 
shelves . . . and plug up the holes in Tommy’s

 education at the same time.
No matter who you are, what your business

 
or its size, we bet we can teach you a thing or two.

 Just write Standard Register, Dayton, Ohio 45401
 and ask our specialists to check your information
 system. What do you bet we’ll make the grade with you.

The Standard Register Company
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